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Decreasing revenues and the public's 1.latural antipathy towa:rds
taxes have ;nade cssh ;nanagemenr: ct"1cial to tr.e financial health of any

o rganiza t.ion.

Local

increasingly aware

government

that

cash

is

financial

executives

have

become

asset

must

u:.;eci

tN'isely,

an

ur.less it is co become a liability.

t~1at

Thus,

be

there have emerged serious

efforts by local government finance executives to maximize the ?.:,tility

of every dollar available co their jurisdictions:
the

availability

second,

by

of

receipts

while

investing available

delaying

funds

in

~irst,

::he

by influencing

outflow

interest yielding

until the funds are needed to meet legal commitments and

of

funds;

securi t

i~s

obliga:~ons.

Although ::his perspective is easily stated, it is common knowledge

that

local

jurisdictions

encounter

insurmountable

obscaclas

in

the

effort co maximize the returns on their investments cf temp:;,rarily idle
funds.

This

policies

acd

militating
iaV'estments.

study

has

practices

against

th~

evaluate<t

with

a

~ffot"':S

local

view

to

gover:imenr:
identi~ying

cash

'Ilanagemen;:

those

iac:ors

A

cash

management

questionnaire

supplemen t:ed

very

elaborate

personal and telephone interviews constituted the diagnostic

tool that

facilitated the collection 0f the data

necessa~y

"Ni th

to:

(a) develop an und~rstanding of contehlporary money
management policies and practices in local
governments;
(b) evaluate the effecciveness of these policies and
practices;
(c) identify and describe the constraints
that impede efforts to optimize investment
returns in the public sector; and
(d)

The study

strategies that will enable local
government finance executives to cope with
the identified constraints.

dev~lop

found

that local governments face

three kind:; of

co~-

straints in the attempt to maximize the return on their investllients
fi;-iancial assets.

First, there are problems that are internal ana pecu-

liar to each local jurisdiction, such as inadequate resources:
invest and

the

o::

skills

to search for

the

:unds co

right .investment: instrume,1ts

under a given set of circumstances; second, there are legal and political constraints imposed by higher goverIUilents such as

the

requirement

that public fonds can only be invested in certain instruments, and the
prescription that local gnvernments do

business with specified

ban~s.

In some jurisdictions, how much money 3hould be deposited in each bank
are also legislated.

Third, there are constraints imposed by exogenuous

factors such as interest rates, minimum investment requirements and ::he
naturation dates of investments.
l'h·~

some

study also fom.1d chat local finance executives t:-y to achieve

social

responsibilic;:

throug:1

a

car::ful

manipulation

of

:heir

jurisdiction's cash r:ianagement techniques.
·1

Given these factors, public

institutions can not achieve maximum levels of return on investment3;
they can only achieve satisficing returns.
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CHAPTER I
PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY OF STUDY:

Introduction:
The problems of cash management in local governments are not
widely discussed in the iiterature of public financial administration.

Even

less

attention appears

to

have

been

given

to

the

constraints which impede the efforts of political institutions to
maximize che returns on their investment of temporarily idle funds.
Local governments stand to reap considerable financial benefits i f
they

manage

their

resources

efficiently.

However,

few

local

governments have established speci fie policy guidelines 'N'i :h regard

:o cash management.
~1any

local governments are continuously seeking additional funds

to ?rovide an increasing array of services for their citizens.

While

financial experts believe that the development and implementation

or

ef ficieut cash management systems will enable local goverru:ients co

earn

substantial

revenues,

many

jurisdictions

may

be

losing

subst:antial revenues as a diract result of a lack of understanding of
the techniques of maximizing returns on their cash flows.

A relat:ed

problem is the numerous constraints which local financial administrators

encounte~

in cheir efforts to maximize the benefits from these

idle fonds.
Cash is a :::-esource which is committed to future use, with the
holder forfeiting income that could be earned through the investment

1

-2-

of the cash in marketable securities.

Thus local governments must

make a choice as to the amount of cash to hold,
above this amount in marketable securities.

investing any cash

The amount of cash to

be held may be determined by balancing two kinds of cost:

1.

Those costs which increase as the size of the cash balance
increases, which are the opportunity cost of not investing.

2.

Those costs which decrease as the amount of cash balances
increase. The cost of reviewing and consumating the required decisions to invest, disinvest, borrow or repay loans
falls into this category.l

The basic problem in the management of cash is how to balance these
The objective is to obtain a mini-

two types of conflicting costs.
mum cost while at

the

same

time

holding

a

critical minimum cash

This minimum cash balance should be just large enough to

balance.

achieve an acceptable level of risk of running out of cash and inWhen

Temporary idle cash is expensive.

curring additional cos ts.

the short term market rate of interest is fi·1e percent per annum, for
example, a local government with an idle cash balance of one million
dollars loses about $137 a day or $50,000 a year.
In

the private

incentive
management
have

have

sector,

spurred

rising

vigorous

interest

activity

to maximize utilization of

recogni:~ed

the

potential

earnings

in

rates
the

and
field

cash resources.
that

can

accrut!

the
of

profit
money

Businesses
from

the

lHewitt, LeRoy Alb~rn, A H~mristic System for the Management of
Cash.
Unpublished Ph.D Dissertation Manuscript, University of
Minnesota, 1969. p.3
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short-term investment of idle cash.
zations have one
manage

or more

In fact, today many private organi-

employees whose

the organization's cash position.

sole
But

responsibility is
local governments

to
and

public institutions in general have moved very slowly into the field of
cash management.

The major consideration that motivates

the private

sector toward efficient cash management practices is the profit opportuni ty.
The opportunity to minimize interest costs can similarly motivate
the public sector to initiate more efficient cash management practice5.
As custodians of the public trust, local governments must be subjected
to necessary scrutiny to ensure that the public's funds are prudently
managed.

PURPOSE OF STUDY:
This study will attempt to:

1.

develop an understanding of contemporary money
management policies and practices of local
governments;

2.

evaluate the effectiveness of these policies and
practices;

3.

identify and describe the ~ocscraints which impede
to maximize invest:!ien!: returns in the public
sector; and

~fforts

~.

~he

develop strategies whi-::1 ;.;ill enable local government
finance officers to cope with these constraints.

?Ur?ose cf chis study is to

exa~ine

and co test the praccical

'.ltility or the C:lSh ;nanagement :todel SJ':"iti1esized from the liter-ature of

4

the private sector cash management.
policies,

procedures

and

By focusing on the cash management

practices

of

randomly

selected

county

governments in the States of Virginia and Maryland, it is possible to
demonstrate

both

the

ease

and/or

the

difficulties

applicability of the private sector models.
to

consider

whether

factors

peculiar

of

the

general

A related problem would be
to

localities

compel

the

modifications of accepted theories before these theories can be usefully
applied.
The objective in testing this model is not necessarily to develop
a cash management framework which will enable the achievement of the
maximum

level

of

revenue.

··satisfying" solutions

to

Instead,
the

cash

the

objective

management

is

problems,

to

reach

given

the

constraints and legal prohibitions which guide the conduct of county
governments.
through

The reason for not seeking optimum levels of revenue

the cash management efforts

is

that the limitations of our

knowledge of relevant costs and benefits do not permit either precise
solutions or the incorporation of all relevant variables.

The term

"satisficing" is defined in the sense used by March and Simon and is
subjected to the limitations stated:
Because of the limits of human intellective capacities
in ~omparison with the complexities of the problems that
indi•1iduals face, rational behavior calls for simplified
models that capture the mai~ features of a problem without capturing all its complexities. The simplifications
have a number of characte!'istic features: (1) Optimization ia replaced by satisficing--the requirement that
satisfactory levels of the criterion variable be attained.
(2) Alternatives of actions and consequences of actions are
discovered sequentially through search processe~. (3)

5

Repetories of action programs are developed by organizations and individuals, and these serve as the alternatives
of choice in recurrent situations. (4) Each specific action
program deals with a restricted range of consequences. (5)
Each action program is capable of being executed in semiindependence of the other ... they are only loosely coupled
together.2
The "satisficing" objective will result from the attempt to develop
procedures and solutions to cash management problems, within the parameters and confines imposed by state and even federal statutory prohibitions, systemic and instii:utional limitations, and other factors which
may emerge from the survey results.
Assumptions of Study
The first assumption of this study is that local governments would
like to maximize the returns on their investments of financial assets.
The second assumption is that cash management techniques can be
In other words,

applied successfully in both sec tors of the economy.
cash management

techniques

applied in the public

developed

in

the

private

sector

can

be

sec~or.

The third assuoption is

that

the level of knowledge about casr,

management in the private sector is adequate and that the technologies
for efficient cash management are available.
Hypotheses:
The major hypotheses of this study is that political jurisdictions and

their subdivisions can not maximize

the

returns on

their

investments of financial assets.

2James l. !'larch and Herbert A. Simon,
Tohn wiley & Sens, Inc., 1958), p. 169.

Organizations,

(New York:

6

Much as political jurisdictions would like to optimize the returns
on

their

investments,

several

objective to be realized.

factors

make

it

impossible

for

this

Some of the most significant factors

that

militate against this objective are as follows:
(a) Microeconomic constraints: interest rates minimum
investment requirements and maturation dates of
investments.
(b) Internal Constraints - such as organizational
structure and organizational competence: primarily
the level of resources available to the jurisdictions
and the skills available to the treasury departaent
to search for the best investments under a given set
of circumstances.
(c) There are also legal, political and social equity
considerations that may dictate that less optimal
investments be undertaken in the interest of the
commonwealth.
The principal objective of this study wiil be to utilize data collected
through

the

survey

and

the

interviews

(personal

and

telephone)

to

support the hypotheses that public institutions can not maximize

the

returns on their investments of financial assets.
SCOPE:
This study focuses on county governments in the states of Maryland
and Virginia.

There are no particular criteria for the choice of the

states covered in this study.

The study could equally have involved

counties in the states of New York and New Jersey or Texas and Nevada.
The objective is simply to analyze the cash management procedures and
practices

at

the

county

level

in

two

states

conclusions of the study can be generalized.

and

to

see

if

the

7

The county level of government is chosen as the unit of analysis
for a number of reasons.

First, county government has traditionally

provided many basic public

services.

More

than

80

percent of

American population live under the county governmental system.

the

Second,

as a basic tax collection agency, the county generates substantial cash
flows and cash outflows.

Therefore, it is important that an inves tiga-

tion of county cash management activities be undertaken with a view to
identifying constraints which

impede

the maximization of

returns

on

investments and to further suggest how these constraints can be overcome.
METI-IODOLOGY:
A number of authors have addressed the issue of data gathering and
processing in social science research. 3
by George J.

Mouly seems appropriate for

The classification suggested
this study4.

This approach

is most prevalent in books and various works which have discussed cash
management in general, and public sector cash management in particular.
Known as a self-report, descriptive survey, it is most appropriate for
this study because it facilitates the collection of data necessary to

3see for example: Fred N. Kerlinger, Foundations of
Beh3vioral Resear~h (2nd edition) (New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1913 and Emmanuel J. Mason & William J. Bramble,
Understanding and Conducting Research: Applications in r:ducation and
Behavioral Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1978).
The

4George J. Mouly. The Science of Educational Research (New York:
American Book Company, 1963) p. 301

8

study the relations among variables.
facilitates

the

study of

A self-report descriptive survey

samples drawn

from populations.

From the

samples conclusions are reached about the characteristics of the defined
from which the samples are drawn.

Study samples are needed because of

the difficulties of attempting to study whole populations.
This study examines a number of variables in determining che constraints on the ability of local political jurisdictions to maximize
earnings on their idle cash positions.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

J·

k.
1.
m.

These variables include:

Tax delinquency rate
Legal environment of local jurisdictions
Size of jurisdictions (population)
Resources available to jurisdictions
Time and duration of investments
Bank compensating balances
Minimum cash balance requirements
Procedural requirements
Return on investments
Economic conditions and changing interest rates
Type and form of government
Average daily cash balance
Average amount of invested funds

Instruments for Data Collection:
The major vehicle for data gathering was a questionnaire, supplemented with personal interviews and telephone interviews.

Investment

bankers also were interviewed to learn the investments instruoents int0
which local governments are encouraged to put their money and "1hy.
Documents from the Federal Reserve Bank were reviewed.
ments

indicated

Li

details

the yield

on various

These docu-

securities

and

the

average yield accomplished by local governments in their invest
ments. These were compared with the yield on the investments of private
corporations.

9

Specific statutes guiding local government cash management operations were obtained and reviewed.
copies of

Some county finance officers provided

the by-laws which guide

their

cash management activities.

These by-laws have been reviewed, quoted and cited where appropriate.
( 1)

Factors which influence cash management practices and procedures

were

identified

literature.

through

Additional

through the survey.

a

review

factors

Data

of

were

the

related

identified

by

cash

management

the

respondents

thus collected were categorized under the

following topical headings:
(a) Forecasting; ( b) Cash Mobilization; ( c) Banking Relations;
vestments.

( d) fo-

These topical headings were also utilized in reporting and

analyzing data gathered from the questionnaire and interviews.
ing identified factors considered important in
government cash management,

a

(2) Hav-

the conduct of

questionnaire was developed

and

local
pilot

tested utilizing three local government finance executi'Tes in the State
of Maryland and three from the Stata of Virginia.
(3) The data from the pilot

test were analyzed, and the questionnaire

was modified based on the problems identified through data analysis and
comments from the pilot test.

The dissertation committee approved the

questionnaire prior to its administration to a randomly selected sample
of county governments in Maryland and Virginia.
Research Design:
This study aims at determining specific variables which impede e!:forts
to maximize returns on local government investments.
questions

were

designed

to

elicit

answers

to

Consequently, the

~pecif ic

issues

ar:d

10

problems.

Considerable time and effort were expended to ensure that the

questions were not open-ended except where necessary (Question 38).
Open-ended questions would give room to varied interpretations to the
meaning and

intent

of

the

research

questions

and

elicit

ambiguous

responses, which ultimately could lead to inconclusive data.

Specific

responses made it possible to compare relevant experiences between and
among political jurisdictions.

In this way, factors peculiar to indivi-

dual local jurisdictions -- and their impact on the conduct of cash
management ef±orts in those jurisdictions -- can easily be isolated.
There are ninety-five counties in the State of Virginia and twentyfour in the State of Maryland.

From the study population of one hundred

and nineteen ccun ties, a randomized, stratified sample of one hundred
counties was chosen.

However, since there are approximately four times

as ;nany counties ia Virginia as there are in Maryland, all the twentyfour counties in Maryland were included in the sample, while seventy-si;:
counties were chosen from Virginia.
The sampling technique employed in choosing the seventy-six counties from Virginia is known as sampling with replacement.

The

techniq~e

of sampling with replacement involved listing, each on a separate piece
of paper, the names of all the counties in Virginia.

These pieces of

paper--each containing the name of a particular county--were thoroughly
intermixed in a container to assure complete randomization.

Once a

piece of paper was drawn and the name of the county recorded, the pieca
of paper was tossed back into the container.

This process ensured that

11

each county had an equal chance of being selected into the sample.

In

the event of the same county being drawn twice, which happened most of
the time, the second drawing was ignored, the paper was returned to the
pool,

the entire mass of pieces of paper tumbled again and another

drawing was made.

The process was repeated until seventy-six counties

were selected purely by chance into the study sample.
Additional sampling was undertaken to determine the counties whose
finance officers were interviewed personally and/or on telephone.
finance

officers · from

Maryland

counties

and

counties were chosen through this process and
either in person or on telephone.

twenty

from

Five

Virginia

they were interviewed

These numbers reflect the ratio of

counties in the two states, and it was necessary that this balance be
maintained throughout the study.

The choice of counties whose finance

officers were interviewed was made through a sampling technique known as
cluster sampling (Leedy, 1980).
It was judged necessary to undertake the interview for a number of
reasons.

First, after two successive rounds of questionnaires had been

sent

local

to

achieved.

finance

officers,

only

40

percent

return

had

been

Second, experience had shown that government officers, parti-

cularly those who work in the outlying and peripheral areas, seldom give
adequate attention and responses to mailed questionnaires.
of the

respons~s

clarifications.

Third, some

contained in the returned questionnaires needed further
Finally, and most importantly, the interview was consi-

dered a good approach to collect data which finance officials would not

12

ordinarily

divulge

interesting
insights

and

into

in

writing.

unexpected
the

The

leads

underlying

as

approach

much

realities

permitted

as

possible

of

local

in

following
search

government

for
cash

management.
Based on these considerations, the counties which failed to answer the
questionnaires were randomly arranged into clusters of five,
third county in

the

cluster was

selected

into

the

and every

interview sample.

Care was exercised to ensure that the larger counties did not dominate
the interview sample.

The interview sample included urban and rural

counties and high income and

low income counties.

This was

done

to

ensure that the concerns and problems associated with cash management in
the different types of counties were represented in the data.
The interview was undertaken,
naire responses

that

needed

further

therefore,

to

complement question-

clarifications.

In

those

cases

where the questionnaires were not answered, the interview was undertaken
as an alternative to the questionnaire.

In those cases where the ques-

tionnaire was not answered, the interview consisted of the questions on
the

questionnaire.

sought,

th~

clarified.

In

the

cases

where

interview concentrated on

further

those

items

clarifications
that.

needed

'.Vere
to

be

In the latter cases, a list of questions asked was developed

and a copy attached to the letter of intent to interview forwarded
the appropriate officials.

to

The interviews were conducted at mutually

agreed dates and times and the proceedings were tape-recorded with the

13

permission of the official so as to conserve time and lessen the distractions

of

hand-written

notes.

The

interviewees

were

promised

anonymity in the study, although their exact quotes may be used where
necessary.
Cash Management Questionnaire:
The aim of the questionnaire was to undertake a financial conditions analysis of local governments in the two states.
were designed
analysis.

to

seek answers

specific enough

to

The questions

permit

statistical

At the beginning, the respondents were requested to indicate

their county and state.

These data are necessary for the tabulation.

There was a column for them to indicate their telephone numbers and an
optional column to indicate their names.
The questionnaire consisted of

five different sections:

Forecasting, Cash Mobilization, Banking and Investments.
questions (l

to 7),

some of

the

important

financial

General,

Under general
indicators of a

jurisdiction health, such as population and budget are reviewed.

The

general financial picture points up to a more important phenomena, namely,

the

general

economic

conditions

of

the

jurisdictions.

Since

a

j•.irisdictior.' s economy directly affects its ability to generate current
and future revenues, it is important to relate the economy of a jurisdie tion with its financial outlook.

For example, a declining economy

usually indicates the presence of fewer dollars and consequently lower
tax revenues.

Conversely,

a vibrant economy generates more dollars,

high levels of development, and ultimately more revenue for the jurisdiction.
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Population figures can provide an indication of whether the economic base is growing.

An increasing population usually signifies a grow-

ing and expanding economy, while a declining population may signal a
reduction in economic opportunities.

The importance of this indicator

is based on the assumption that a growing economic base signifies higher
levels of employment and,
taxes and other revenues. 5

concurrently the generation of

addi ticnal

Additionally, the population figures will

facilitate the computation of the per capita amounts in the budget of
each local jurisdiction, which, in turn permits the resources available
among local jurisdictions to be meaning- fully compared.

The population

of a county will also indicate whether the county is a rural county or a
county in an urban setting.
The budgets of the counties for the past, current, and
fiscal year will also indicate the health of the economy.

projected
The budget,

in the mvst basic sense, is a spending plan that specifies the anticipated revenues and expenditures for a local jurisdiction.

A consistent

increase from the past year into the current and future

fiscal year

might signal a viable financial picture and the prospects that fonds
might become available for investment.
the overall health of the economy,
aspect of

~his

study.

research question;

Questions 1-7 focus attention on
thereby emphasizing

the resources

These series of questions, therefoLe, address the
whether local government resources are adequate to

5see Kenneth D. Sander, Local Government Financial and Budgetary
Analysis (Columbia, S.C., Bureau of Governmental Research and Services,
1982), pp. 48-49.
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meet current obligations and at the same time leave some idle balances
for investments.
Questions 9 through 15 deal with forecasting.

The cash budget is

an indication of spending and receipts patterns and it lays bare the
total

financial

picture of

the

jurisdiction.

A well prepared cash

budget will enable localities to take advantage of opportunities which
may exist in the investment market.
Questions 16 to 21 deal with cash mobilization.

The central

issue of cash mobilization is whether jurisdictions have clearly stated
procedures

for

daily

collections,

deposits

and

disbursements.

The

existence of such procedures will facilitate the acceleration of receivables and the control of disbursements.

Cash mobilization is central to

the research question about investments and the maximization of investment returns.

Unless serious efforts are made to mobilize cash from

existing revenue sources, and new sources of revenue sought and exploited, local jurisdictions will face serious financial predicaments.
Questions 23 to 25 deal with banking and a jurisdiction's relations
with its depository institutions.

Banks and other financial ins ti tu-

tions play crucial roles not only in the mobilization of cash but also
in local government financial investments.

How banking relations are

fcrmulated ultimately aifects the quality of services that jurisdictions
receive.

By the same token, how banks are compensated for the services

they provide for local jurisdictions have implications for the average
daily balances and hence the availability of investable funds.
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The fifth segment of the Cash Management Questionnaire, questions
26 to 38, deal with investments.
investment:

These questions cover all aspects of

the kinds of securities in which local jurisdictions invest

their funds, the yield on those investments, whether local jurisdictions
authorize their personnel to make uncollateralized investments.

This

section also included an open- ended question which afforded the respondents the opportunity to creatively touch on issues that are relevant to
the subject but were not directly addressed in the study questionnaire.
These questions addressed the central research question which is
the constraints which impede the efforts of local jurisdictions from
maximizing return on investments.

THE REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Historical Overview
Some of the most important aspects of cash management problems have
first been discussed in the economics literature, mainly in relation to
the demand for money.
for which
tionary,

individu~ls

and

(3)

John Maynard Keynes has suggested three motives
and firms hold cash:

speculative motives.6

(1) transaction, (2) precauPaul

Samuelson

seized

the Keynes theory and stressed that:

61.M. Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
Honey (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1936), pp. 170-209.

upon
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Money holding is a necessary precaution against
having a sudden expense occur or an unexpected
delay in a receipt due from someone else.
Similarly, it enables one to take advantage of a
bargain in goods or in securities that might suddenly come up.7
While

these constructs

provide

information

for monetary policy

decisions, they are of little utility with regard to cash flow management

in

government.

The

lack

of

adequate

treatment

of

the

cash

management issue in the classical financial literature can be explained, to a large extent, by a lack of interest in the financial comm.unity, prior to the decade of the seventies.

Interest in cash manage-

ment, however, has emerged more recently, spurred by increasing cos ts
of

providing

services

amid

decreasing

revenues,

a

high

rate

of

unemployment and inflation which adversely impacted local
revenues.

The primary concern of financial officers in the past has

been to hold sufficient amounts of cash to satisfy their financial obligations.

This attitude started to change in recent years due to the

increasing cost of borrowing, the increase in yield of marketable securities, and

the rapid expansion of activity which required an ever-

increasing amount of working capital. 8

Many organizations gradually

realized the importance of economizing on cash holdings, accelerating
cash inflows, and controlling cash outflows.

7Paul A. Samuelson, Economics: An Introductory Analysis, 6th
ed., (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), pp. 277-278.
8B.B. Howard and M. Upton, Introduction to Business Finance (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953), p. 188.
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The importance of skillful management is dramatized in the following statement:
The effective control of cash is one of the most
important requirements of successful financial
management. Cash is the lifeblood of business enterprise and its steady and healthy circulation throughout the entire business operation has been shown
repeatedly to be the basis of business solvency.9
Hill pointed out that modern cash management originally developed
out

of

a

custodial

function--cash

control

and

safekeeping

and

although its role today has been expanded and has become more sophisticated,

the

safeguarding of

management. 10 Thus,
a supportive one:

funds

still remains a key

the main objective of

part

of

cash

cash management sys tern

is

to provide for the adequate availability and safe-

keeping of local governments' funds under varied economic conditions in
order

to achieve

the

financial

objectives

of

the

These specified goals may seem to be contradictory.

local

government.

Cash which must be

handy to meet daily local government financial obligations cannot at the
same time oe available for investment in interest-yielding securities.
The ability of

local governments

to

achieve

the goals

of

cash

management systems are limited by constraints imposed by state constitutions

and

local

by-laws.

restrictions provide the

Rosenberg,

gr~atest

et

al.,

contend

that

legal

constraints to the achievement of cash

9Yair E. Orgler, Cash Management: Methods and Models (Belmont,
California: Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., 1970), p. 25.
lORoger W. Hill, Jr., Cash Management Techniques, American
Management Association, Inc., 1970, p. 23.
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management goals and that state, local, and even federal laws restrict
treasury management practices of local government "by determining when
monies can be collected, when obligations must be paid, where deposit
can be placed, and what securities can and cannot be purchased.11
Cash management is made up of four elements:

cash forecasting,

managing cash flows, banking relations, and investing surplus cash.
Forecasting
Although forecasting is used in areas of management science and
business

planning,

its

definition

is

often

lost

Forecasting or cash budgeting can be defined as
calculate,

or

predict

historical

data.12

management tool is
which to

future
Central

events
to

the

or

base reasonable decisions.

of

contextual

use.

the ability to plan,

conditions

use

the recognition that

in

using

forecasting

current
as

a

or

cash

it provides information upon

Although

the distinctions made

between these two vary with local governments, as a general rule, forecasts that cover periods of one year or less are considered short-term;
those that extend beyond one year are considered long-term.

Experts

have noted the importance of the cash budget as a mechanism which tells
the manager how :nuch money will i:>e available

wi 11 become available, and for how long.

for investment, when it

Thus,

a local go'rernment' s

invest:ne:it strategy mi.;;;;t be strongly correlated with the accuracy and

11Frc.uk Patatucci and Lichtenstein, Improving Cash Management
in Local Government: A Ccmpreiieasive Approach, p. 4

12Paul J. Beehler, Contemporary Cash Management: Principles,
Practices and PerHoectives (New Yor~: Wiley Inter-science
Publications, t978), p. 117.
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timeliness of its cash budget.

However, a number of constraints make it

difficult to construct efficient cash budgets.
Government revenues and expenditures are not perfectly coordinated;
hence, a time lag often occurs between the receipt of funds and their
disbursement.

In other words, there will be periods during which idle

cash balances will accumulate,

owing to

the large inflow of

immediately prior to penalty dates on the tax calendar.

revenues

Another reason

is the "lumpiness" of intergovernmental transfers resulting from statutory regulations and administrative practices governing such payments.
Intergovernmental transfers are "lumpy" because transfers, such as
the general revenue sharing funds and other local government entitlemencs from federal and state governments are disbursed only periodically
and also

in

large amounts

million dollars at once.

with

some

jurisdictions

receiving

several

Also, bonds issued for capital construe tion

projects are normally sold before the commencement of
permit the government to secure

1~omplete

the project

financing in advance.

r.o

The di&-

bursement of these funds will occur as the bills are paid throughcut the
entire construction period.13
When these situations prevail, the cash budget may be viewed as an
eificient

tool of

financial pre;dicti.:m.

As Hilll4

points out,

how-

13navid B. Ashby, State and Local Government Demand for Cash
Balances, unpublished Ph.D. dissertation abstract, University of Oregon,
1968, pp. 9-10.
14Roger
~1anagement

:,;.
Hill,
Jr. ,
Cash
Assoctation, Inc., 1970.

Managereent

Techniques,

American
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ever, there is always a variance between forecasts and actual cash flows
because all necessary information and variables cannot be incorporated
into the forecast model.
The cash forecast is a clerical exercise and as such, can contribute nothing to improved liquidity or cash control in any organization.
Only management action can affect liquidity for good or ill.

The vari-

ance between the forecast and actual cash flow may increase or decrease
depending on what management does and does not do.

Consequently, fore-

casting may adversely affect performance because the forecast and cash
flow may not be well correlated.

The quality of management aad the

ability of management to develop actions and policies that are compatible with sound forecasting techniques remain a constraint which impact
upon the cash budget as a mechanism of financial management.

As Hartley

observes, specific management control action that can be taken under any
circucstances will be constrained by "circumstances ruling at the tifile
the decision is taken," such as ''the nature and the size of the cash
problem, the financial standing of the local government, the economic
environment and the ongoing market rate of interest.15
Managing Cash Flows
Cash Mobilization.
Local

government

revenues

revenues generated within the

come

from

three

jurisdiction itself,

principal
state and

lSo.C.F. Hartley, Cash: Planning, Forecasting and Control,
(London: Business Books, Ltd., 1977), p. 74.

sources:
federal
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transfers.
and

Local sources include property taxes,

charges,

and,

in some

jurisdictions,

licenses,

income

taxes.

user

fees

Some writers

view sales taxes as another local source of revenue.

State government

transfers

grants,

to

education,

localities

state

include

contributions

general

to

purpose

welfare,

the

return

aid

of

locally

generated funds including alcoholic beverage tax and reimbursements
local jurisdiction for joint operations.
to

local

governments

grants, etc.
the

include

general

to

to

Federal government transfers
revenue

sharing

funds,

block

The revenues from each of these sources may contribute to

jurisdiction's

idle

funds

'N'hich

ultimately

become

available

for

short- or long-term investment.
Cash mobilization refers collectively to

the

techniques which local

government jurisdictions have adopted to assemble these funds and make
them readily available for investment.
tion which have

gained

include:

collections,

between

the

Patatuccil6
procedures

deposits,

governmental
pointed

are

cut

possibly

maximum availability oi
purposes.

promj_nence

in

the

cash

disbursements,

unit

that

The elements of cash mobiliza-

ar.d

its

collection,

the

most

funds

to

and

deposit,

institutions.

and

factors

cash needs

and

literature
relations

the

depository

important
meet

management

disbursement

in
for

determining
investment

Thus .• local gover11lilent jurisdictions are encouraged to:

16Frank Pato.tucci and Hichael Lichtenstein, Improving Cash
}'fan3gei:ient in Local Covei"nmen t: A Comprehensive Approach, p. 8.
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a)

develop policies and procedures which guide
each major source of revenue;

b)

establish deposit procedures to handle major
revenue processing problems such as the semiannual collection of property taxes;

c)

establish deposit procedures for each type of
revenue and collection location; and

d)

disbursement policies ar.d procedures for each
type of expenditure or category of vendor.

Collection.
The reduction of the time necessary for collecting receivables is c:n
area of cash management that has great potential for providing additional usable cash.

However,

the collection of property taxes and

the

penalties which may be assessed on delinquent accounts is strictly prescribed by state law.

Fenstermakerl7 contends that collection time

can be reduced by using postage-paid, pre-addressed envelopes and by
granting discounts.

Patatucci and Lichtenstein suggest that financial

managers should be awa:-e of the disbursement schedule as well as the
funding rules of state and federal agencies so that applications and
requests for reimbursements are submitted to the appropriate governmental agencies on time.

While the law requires that people pay their

taxes within a predetermined time span, many citizens do not comply with
chis requirement.

Some people deliberately delay payments, particularly

17Joseph Van Fenscermaker, Cash Management: Managing the Cash
Flow, Bank Balances, and Short-Term Investment of Non-Profit
Institutions, (Kent State University Press, 1966).
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i f they would not be penalized for doing so.

Unless the taxpayers make

prompt payments, efforts to mobilize cash will be futile.
Deposits.
The cash budget provides

the

financial manager with a workable

framework of cash flows for a given period of time because many receipts
and expenditures are predictable.

The cash flow problem is essentially

that of having enough cash in current bank deposits to meet cash obligations.

With this in mind, it is vital to deposit all receipts, cheques,

money orders, and cash as soon as possible.
the practice in many countries
money

orders,

cash)

for

a

Smith observed that it is

to collect all these items (cheques,

whole

week

Speed is the essence of good business.

before

depositing

them.18

Idle funds, such as cheques sit-

ting in safes, cash registers, or desk drawers over the weekend or even
over night could be earning income for the jurisdiction.
A number of techniques have been developed and successfully applied
in acccelerating collections and deposits.

These include the Lockbox

System, Area Concentration Banking, and Electronic Transfers.

Beehler

defined the Lockbox System as the use of special post office boxes to
intercept account receivables payments and accelerate deposits for cash
utilization. l 9

T

A bank

is authorized

to

collect

18J. E. Smith, Cash Flow Management (London:
td . , l 9 7 5 ) , p. 7 0.

the

illail

Woodhead

that

has

Faulkner,

l9Paul A. Beehler, Contemµorary Cash Management:
Principles,
Practices, Perspectives, (New York: A. Wiley Interscience Publications,
1978), p. 63.
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been directed to ::he post office box.
sys tern

is

to

col lee t

funds

faster;

The primary purpose of a lockbox
consequently,

bank

selection and

lockbox locations are critical to successful implementation.20
Electronic Transfers.
the

application

of

Electronic transfers is a good indication of

technology

to

improve

cash

mobilization

efforts.

This technique is becoming increasingly popular because it normally is
quicker,
cheques

less costly,
or

other

and

a more secure

instruments

unreliable postal system.

that

have

means
to

of
be

moving
moved

funds

than

through

the

The use of wire transfers eliminates delays

associated with mail time and the internal processing of cheques.
Despite
effectiveness

the

overwhelming

of

electronic

evidence
transfers,

indicating
Harrell

and

the

Cole21

that some local governments prohibit their treasurers
transfers to perform investment transactions.

efficiency
found

and
out

from using wire

This prohibition effec-

tively precludes local bank from doing business with large banks which
require wire transfers to process investment transactions.

Due to the

fast changing nature of the national 'Doney market, this requirement may
3everely

restrict

the

investment

opportunities

available

to

treasurer leading to loss of earnings.

20lbid, p. 63.

21Harrell and Cole, Banking Rel3tions: A Guide for Local
Go·:ernment (Chicago: Government Finance Research Center, Municipal
Finance Officers Association, 1982), p. 44.

the
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Area Concentration Banking.
Concentration Banking is a network of depository accounts in local banks
into which

receivables are

transferred

to a number of regional banks which serve as collection

centers.22

Standing

paid;

the

instructions

accumulated

from

the

payments

client

are

determine

then

how

regional banks handle collections they receive from local depositories.
Disbursement Procedures.
Disbursement procedures focus on methods, policies, and procedures that
a jurisdiction employs in paying its bills.

In recent years, keeping a

tight rein on bank balances is one of the most touted principles of cash
management.
operating

The
costs

Institutions

have

reason
or

for

it

is

compensating

developed

simple:

Money

balances

several ways

of

is

can

be

conserved

by

employing

a

centralizes the payment of large bills.
of

disbursements,

the

ability

to

money

needed

sound

for

unemployed.

controlling

balances to avoid such a build-up of idle cash.
"cash

not

their

cash

Hill con tends that
payables

system

that

This allows for careful timing

take

offered

discounts,

and

the

Local governments are creatures of the states and as such,

are

possible use of drafts rather than cheques."23
Banking Relations

frequently constrained by state

laws

in

the

formation

of

relations

22·fair E. Oq;ler, Cash Management: .r>Iechods and Models, (Belmont,
California: Wot"dsworth Publishing C.:>mpany, Inc., 1970), p. 31.
23Roger W. Hill, Jc., p. 31.
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with depository institutions as well as in their activities in respect
of public monies.

State laws determine the bank with which a local

jurisdiction may do business.

Banks that are licensed to operate in the

state are preferred, although the local jurisdiction may be limited to
banks operating in the particular city or county.

The amount which a

local government may deposit in each local bank also may be legally
restricted on the basis of the bank's capital.

There are other forms of

constraints in local government financial management,

including con-

straints due to local politics, which not only influence the selection
of depository institutions but also where investments are to be made.
Fisher encourages the use of competitive bidding in selecting
group

of

banks with which a

jurisdiction does

business. 24 Priot"

a
to

calling for bids, a local government should do a needs assessment to
determine

its

banking

requirements.

A local

receives a number of servtces from its banks.

government

ordinarily

However, the jurisdiction

should be aware that none of these services are provided as a courtesy.
They cost money.

The most important aspect of banking relations is that

these relations be based on a strictly professional basis: that is, that
all bank transactions, including the selection of a bank, be guided by
~arket

considerations.

By a special agreement between the bank and the

local jurisdiction, the banks are compensated for their services through
fee payments, or compensating balances.

24oavid I. Fisher, p. 36.
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Harrell

and

Cole.25

have

pointed

out

the

benefits associated with competitive bidding.
competitive bidding include:

costs

as

well

as

the

The costs associated with

(a) costs related to the bidding process

(e.g. staff time, legal fees, advertising, and possible use of consultan ts;

( b)

forms,

cos ts

computer

incurred when changing established procedures
softYare,

training and errors arising

(e.g.

from misunder-

standing and unfamiliarity with new procedures.
Some

of

the

bidding:

(a)

overall

increase

benefits

that

can

be

obtained

additional interest earnings due
in amounts

bank services available for

available

for

through

competitive

to improved yield and

investment;

(b)

additional

the same amount of bank service charges.

They also have identified the merits and demerits of fee-payments and
compensating

balances.

John

Wiley26

and

David

Fisher27

contend

that bankers prefer compensating balance to fee payments because deposits are the main source of banks'
The compensating balance

is

loanable funds

a constraint on

the

to

their customers.

ability of

a

local

government to maximize earnings because banks require a minimum average
"Cather than an absolute minimum bal:ince.

This issue is critical, since

the average cash balance determines interest revenue, a key factor in
cash management profitabili:y.

25aarrell and Cole, pp. 59-60.
26John Wiley, "A Perspective on Public Cash Management in the

80's," Governmental Finance 10 (December 1981): 6.
27oavid Fisher, p. 40.
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Investment of Excess Funds
Cash on hand to meet future financial obligations can be invested
temporarily in short-term securities.

The

cash

budget

predicts

the

organization's cash requirements for disbursement by months, weeks, or
days,

thus

enabling

the manager

to

determine

what

part

of

balances can be invested and when the money will be needed.

f~nds

vertible into cash.

cash

Different

investments can be timed to mature when the funds are needed.
timing is unknown,

the

When the

can be held in securities that are quickly con-

Longer periods of time permit investment in higher

yielding and perhaps less liquid assets.28
Since
oriented,

local

governments

and

public

institutions

are

not

profit

they are encouraged to hold short-term securities which are

highly liquid so

that

they can easily be converted

through the markets or through maturity.

into cash either

The most attractive instru-

ments are those securities which are supported by the government's full
faith in credit in addition to those other securities which are relatively risk-free.

Several securities fit these descriptions.

They are:

Obligations of the Federal Government, securities of Federal Government
agencies,
papers,

time
bankers

deposits,

time

acceptances,

certificates

and

repurchase

of

deposit,

agreements. 29

commercial
Patatucci

and Lichtenstein described six characteristics of investment securit:ics
of which the investor should be aware.

28Jose!)h '/an Fenstermaker, p. 35.

These are:

yield,

maturity,
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marketability or liquidity, risk, call provisions, the availability of
denominations,
decision

to

and

purchase

taxability.30
a

specific

liquidity, maturity and risk.

However,

in

security will

most
be

cases,

guided

by

the
yield,

Risk is perhaps a minor factor in this

regard because the ability of a finance officer to aggressively engage
in

the money market

has

already been proscribed

by

state

and

even

federal laws.
Legal Environment of Cash Management:
Virginia's public institutions are empowered to invest public funds
in a variety of securities under Article 26-40 of the Code of Virginia.
The article states:
The Commonwealth, all public officers, municipal
corporation, political subdivisions and all public
bodies of the Commonwealth, may properly and legally
invest any and all monies and other funds belonging
to them or within their control other than sinking
funds in securities that are legal investments for
fudiciaries under the provisions of clauses (1) (2)
(3)(4)(5) and (24) of Article 26-40 of the Code of
Virginia.31
Article 26-40 of the Code of Virginia clearly stipulates all the
securities into tYhich all public monies may be invested.
securities includes the following:
1.
2.
3.

Obligacions or the Commonwealth of Virginia
Obligations of the United States
Obligations of other states

30~rank Patatucci and Michael Lichtenstein, p.

3lcode of Virginia (Richmond, Va.:
Servicas), pp. 67-68.

37.

Government Printing

The list of

31
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Obligations of Virginia Counties, cities, etc.
Obligations of cities, counties of other states
Bonds secured on real estate
Bonds secured on city property in Fifth Federal Reserve
Districts
Bonds of Virginia educational institutions
Securities of the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac
(RF & P) Railroad Company
Obligations of railroads
Obligations of leased railroads
Equipment trust obligations
Preferred stock of railroads
Obligations of public utilities
Preferred stock of public utilities
Obligations of AT&T Company
Obligations of municipally owned utilities
Obligations of industrial corporations
Preferred stock of industrial corporations
Certificates of Deposit and Savings Accounts
Obligations of International Bank and Asian Development
Bank
Obligations of Finance Corporations
Shares of Building and Loan Associations and Savings
and Loan Associations
Certificates Eviciencing Ownership of Individual
Interests in Pools of Mortgages.

Thus, the Code of Virginia allows public institutions in Virginia
considerable discretion in investing public funds.
In the State of Maryland, the authority to ivest public monies is
granted to local government officials by Article 95, Section 22 of the
Annotated Code of Maryland.

The article reads:

... the Treasurer of the state, the County
Commissioners of each county of the State and
the chief fiscal or administrative officer or
governing body of each municipality, town body
politics, public body corporate, school, road,
drainage improvement, construction er soil conservation district or commission in the state ...
are hereby severally dir~ct~d, authorized and
empowered to invest, redeem, sell, exchange and
re-invest all unexpended or surplus monies in
any funds ol." accounts of which they have
custody or control eicher in bonds or other

32
obligations for the payment of principal and
interest of which the faith and credit of the
United States of America are pledged or in the
obligations of the Federal National Mortgage
Association federal land banks, federal intermediate credit banks or banks for cooperatives
issued pursuant to acts of Congress, or to
deposit said monies in any bank or banks in the
State of Maryland, in interest bearing time
deposits and/or savings account.32
While the Maryland ordinance appears to be broad enough to allow
local jurisdictions the leverage and

latitude

to

invest

in numerous

securities, a number of built-in limitations have been incorporated into
the

enabling

legislation.

For

example,

the

article

restricts

investments by local jurisdictions in the State to public

all

institu~ions

and institutions insured or supported by the Federal Government of the
United States .
... in bonds or other obligations ... of which the
faith and credit of the United States of America
are pledged or in obligations of federal governmental agencies issued pursuant to acts of
Congress.33
Furthermore, the article specifically determined where public monies may
be deposited.

The article directs that public monies be deposited in

banks or savl.ngs and loans associations,

building and loans associa-

tions, interest-bearing savings accounts and in local government investment pool created by this article.
and loans

a~sociations

Such deposits in banks and savings

or building and loan associations "shall only be

made if the bank or association has deposited a like amount of bonds in

32Annotated Code of Maryland, 1971, Cumulative Supplement, pp.
154-155.
33rbid, pp. 122-123.
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escrow

as

security

for

the

deposits."34

deposits be collateralized have implications
government investments in Maryland.

The
for

requirement
the

yield

that

oa local

For example, the additional cos ts

of providing collateralization approximates 100 basis points (1.00%).
This cost is passed on to the jurisdiction in the form of a reduction in
the interest rates offered by financial institutions.
Also, in Virginia, what appears to be a very open-ended investment
legislation with limitless possibilities to maximize return on investments has had a number of limiting provisions appended

to

example, current law in Virginia prohibits local goverlli!lents in
from making deposits with maturities

beyond

one

year35

it.

Virgici~

and

ments in commercial papers are restricted to papers which mature
270 days.

For

investwithi~

These rastrictions and others will be fully discussed in the

investment section of this study.

34These requirements are contained in Article 95, Section 21A.
35see Code 2.1-210 and 2.1-329.
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Summary
Although much more remains to be discovered about cash management,
a broad survey of the subject has now been completed.

But what are some

of the primary conditions associated with cash management that might be
relevant to the present study?
The literature so far reviewed indicates that:
(a) cash management is basic to the financial health of any
organization
(b) careful attention to cash management can make the cash
management program an additional source of revenue to
the local jurisdiction, and
(c) cash management is a mindl~ss profit-oriented exercise
that views the optimization of returns on the investments
of financial assets as its ultimate objective
Given the fact that the cash management landscape has been mapped
by scholars and

researchers

whose

private sector,

the emphasis of the cash management literature on the

profit motive is understandable.
behaviors

that

relate

to

experience

is

primarily with

the

This study would extend the range of

cash management by bringing in

sector perspectives to the literature of cash management.

the

public

Accordingly,

this study will make the statement that cash management is not only
a profit maximizing exercise and that local jurisdictions pursue several
values through their cash management programs.
The several values that local governments pursue through careful
manipulation of
limited to:

their cash management programs

include,

but

are net
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(a)

leaving huge compensating balances on local government accounts to reward banks for high profile
"community involvement".

(b)

using the cash management program to pursue a variety
of local social agendas such as paying political debts
and maintaining political tranquility.

The pursuit of

these objectives

through

the cash management program

guarantees that returns on the investments of financial assets can not
be optimum.

Instead, a level of returns that is satisfactory but less

optimal, is the objective of tne cash management effort.

CHAPTER II
FINDINGS AND RESULT OF STUDY:

This

chapter presents

the

results

from

the study questionnaires

completed by county government finance officers or their deputies.

As

has been stated elsewhere, questionnaires were sent to one hundred randomly selected county government finance officers.
counties returned the questionnaire.
are

representative

of

all

the

Out of these, fifty

The data gathered for this study

county

governments

in

Maryland

and

Of the 50 responses, 36, or 72 percent, are Virginia coun-

Virginia.

ties, while 14 or 28 percent of the respondents are Maryland counties.
The returns reflected the geographic spread of counties in Virginia as
There were returns

well as Maryland.

from counties characterized by

high population and high income, and low population and low income and
from urban as well as rural counties.
Extensive personal and telephone interviews were conducted for this
study.

A number of

finance directors who

failed

naires were later interviewed by telephone.

to return question-

Asked why the mailed ques-

tionnaire was not answered and returned, the typical response was that
"available
demands".

staff

does

not

have

sufficient

time

to

respond

to

such

Also, some of the county finance officers who returned com-

pleted questionnaires were also interviewed in order to clarify some of
their responses.
their

investments,

For example,
sone

finance

asked

to

officers

dollar amounts instead of stating it in
36

state

the

answered

per·~ectages.

average
this

return on

question

in
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The

survey

respondents

were

either

Finance

Directors,

Finance Directors, Commissioners of Revenue or Treasurers.
officials interviewed

p~rsonally

Deputy

Most of the

or over the telephone also fall into

one or the other of these categories.

These are people who are very

knowledgeable about governmental finances

and

in most cases are

in

charge of their county's finances.
Finally, the results are assembled, coded and statistically analyzed using SPSS subprograms which are considered suitable for the determination of associations among variables.

These data will now be display-

ed and the findings discussed.
Summaries of Responses To Each Survey Question
Before proceeding with the summary of responses and findings, it is
i1iiportant to note that this analysis can be done at three different
le-.rels.

First, by focusing on the level of the individual county an

analysis can be made of particular cash management practices.

Each

county in the study sample was assigned an identification number, and
all data relating to that county were coded and entered into the data
base under this number.

By analyzing the responses of each county, one

can learn a great deal about each county's cash management operations,
critically evaluate them, and make recommendations for useful improvements.
This analysis can also be conducted at the level of state.

By

focusing on how the different counties in each state responded to each
question, very useful lessons could be learned and the knowledge applied
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toward better decisions and judgements with regard to cash management

i~

local governments in the state.
The

third

level

of

analysis

is

to

focus

on

all

the

county

governments represented in the study without regard to whether they are
Virginia or Maryland counties.

This is to insure that the conclusions

derived from the study sample can be generalized.
adopted

for

this

study

and

it

is

this

This is the approach

approach

that

is

used

in

the answers

to

presenting the summary data.
In summarizing these data,

open-ended questions,

which do not lend themselves to computer analysis, were not included in
the analysis.
however.

The responses to these questions were tabulated manually,

These responses will be discussed later.

The questions will not be re-staced here in the exact words as they
appeared in the study questionnaire, since a copy of the questionnaire
is included in the appendix.

However,

the substantive issue

in the

questions will be stated in order to give meaning and intellectual content to che summary.
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Question 2:

Form of Government

Form of
Government

Number of
Counties

Relative
Frequency ( %)

l/ Elected Board of
Supervisor/County
Council and Appointed
County Administrator/
County Executive

32

64

2/ Commissioner Plan

7

14

3/ Charter Home Rule

3

6

4/ Other

8

16

50

100

Total

It is the contention of this study that the form of government in a
local jurisdiction strongly influences and determines the nature and
practice of cash management in that jurisdiction.

Adrian and Press con-

tend that:
Structural arrangements do have an effect upon the
pattern of government. The forms of government are
important because they affect the pattern of influence of various groups upon policy-making. The
specific structure in any given case helps to establish behavior patterns and attitudes toward power
and the exercise of power that definitely affect the
process whereby decisions are made.l
The Board of Supervisors County Executive form of government is the

~ost

sophisticated and most popular approach to county government in
states of Maryland and Virginia as indicated in the study sample.

the

This

lcharles R. Adrian and Charles Press. Governing Urban America (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1977), p. 150-151.
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form of government is characterized by an elected board or council
members responsible for overall county policy, and an appointed p.cofessional administrator responsible for the execution of county policies.
As a rule, the county administration is made up of professionally competent technicians capable of conducting governmental affairs in businesslike fashions.

In terms of cash management, this means that the finance

departments of the Board of Supervisors-County Executive model ought to
have the capacity to put idle funds to maximum productive use.
Therefore the Board of Supervisors-County Executive government
should have Documented Cash Management Policy Guidelines and should
regularly forecast its revenues accurately.

The finance departments of

this form of government should be the repository of financial management
talents; their portfolio of investments should be well managed; and they
should have a satisfactory level of return on investment.

Later in this

chapter, the relationship will be examined between the form of government and the rate of return on investment; between the form of government and the development and installation of Documented Cash
Policy Guideline; and between

th~

~anagement

form of government and the ability to

forecast revenue and expenditures (Cash Budget).
Another dominant county governmencal structure in the sample is the
Co:nmissioner Plan.

Under the Commission-Plan, the members or commis-

sioners a:ce elected-at-large.
commission has no

po~ers

beyo~d

TI-.e chief executive (chairman of the
those of :he other commissioners excepc

for presiding over the council and performing ceremonial duties for the
county.

In most counties, the council chooses one of its

~embers

to
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serve as chairperson; in some, the member who received the largest votes
in the election becomes chairman of the County Council or Chairman of
the Board of Supervisors.
A

characteristic

of

the

commission

model

is

that

every

commissioner also heads a government department.

In other words,

commissioner plays a dual role--one legislative,

the other exacutive.

The council makes
therefore

policy and also

splintered

among

functions autonomously.
lacking.

the

executes

various

it.

a

Responsibility is

commissioners

each

of

whom

Authority is fragmented and professionaliSill is

Such a model of government has numerous implications for cash

management.

For example, since each commissioner has both legislative

and executive authoricies,

it stands

maintains separate bank accounts.

to

reason that each department

Efficient cash management will depend

on the degree of cooperation and coordination among the different heads
of departments--a very difficult task at best.
may be out of the question in a commission plan.
in

charge

of

cash

management,

pooling

the

Investment of idle funds
Since no one person is
government's

resources

together for investment purposes will be an up-hill task.
The aim of the next two questions is to determine not only the
professionalism of the official responsible for cash management but aJ.so
how the official was selected into that position.

Whether the cash

management official was appointed on the basis of technical expertise or
elected in al-large elections has implications for
management efforts.

th~

county's cash
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Question 4:

Responsibility For Cash Management
Number of
ResEondents

Relative
Freguency ( %)

1/ Finance Director

7

14

2/ Comptroller

1

2

38

76

4/ Commissioner

1

2

5/ Cash Manager

1

2

6/ Chief Accountant

2

4

50

100

Responsible
Official

3/ Treasurer

Total

The data indicate that in most counties, County Treasurers have the
responsibility for cash management.

In a few locales, the finance

director includes cash management as part of his/her duties.
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Question 5:

Whether official responsible for cash management was
elected or appointed.

Route to
Position

Number of
Respondents

1/ Appointment
2/ Election
3/ Other
To cal

Relative
Frequency ( %)

21
25
4

42
50

50

100

8

In some jurisdictions in Virginia, the office of treasurer is an elective office.

The County Treasurer

in

these Virginia localities

chosen by the electorate through the electoral process.
the Virginia County Treasurer continues to
until removed through the same process.

is

Once elected,

function in that capacity

Thus, these County Treasurers

may not be judged on the basis of expertise and skills brought into the
job,

but on other

affiliations.

qualities

such as

integrity,

trust and political

In the State of Maryland, the office the Treasurer is a

merit system position based on ability and proven competence.
ihe survey results reflect this basic difference.

All the Maryland

14 of them -- indicated that their trea-

counties in the sample study

surers were appointed, while 25 of the Virginia counties indicated that
their

treasurers

were

elected.

Given

the

fact

that

ten

of

the

respondents pointed out that some of the county treasurers in Virginia
may not ha•1e had any formal training in finance &nd cash management:,
efficient and effective cash management processes and procedures may not
take

precedence

over

safety

and

security

considerations;

they

are

unlikely to gamble or to aggressively invest county funds in financial
assets that may be risky.

They would rather leave the fonds idle in

county vaults than to risk them in interest-bearing s.:curities.
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Question 6:

Whether jurisdictions have Documented Cash Management
Policy Guidelines?
Number of
Resoondents

Responses

Relative
Frequency ( %)

Yes

12

24

No
Other

37
l

74
2

50

100

Total

The data indicate

that about 74 percent of

the counties do

Documented Cash Management Policy Guidelines.
gested

that governments with professional

Earlier,

finance

well documented cash management policy guides.
policy guide is

to ensure maximum efficiency

The

management.
objectives and

Guides

embody

the

the strategies adopted

Guide is a restatement of state and
cash

management,

should not

what

purchase~

financial

and

in

staffs

have

was

sug-

should

have

it

The objective of

the

the conduct of

cash

jurisdictions
toward

not

cash

management

their achievement.

local regulations with regard

assets

the

jurisdiction

should

The
cc
and

the conditions of investing in those asse:::s.
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Question 8:

Tax delinquency rate for 1984.

Delinguenc~

Number of
Resoondents
2

One percent

5

10

Two percent

6

12

Three percent

4

8

Four percent

5

10

Five percent

6

12

Six percent

2

4

Eight percent

2

4

Ten percent or more

8

16

No responsa

10

20

Total

50

100

Rate
Less than one percent

Relative
Freguenc~

4

Taxes in general and property taxes, in particular, are a major source
of local government finances.

Local funds are mostly devoted to financ-

ing basic government objectives, including providing a mixture of service delivery to local residents.

When funds are inadequate, services

may have to be curtailed or taxes raised--a "no win" situation for local
government officials.
intergovernmental

As a consequence of

transfers

have

declined

supply-side Reagonomics,

and

become

unpredictable.

Consequently, it has become increasingly difficult to predict an acceptable level of tolerance for delinquent taxes.

The above data indicate

that about 16 percent of the counties have a tax delinquency :.-ate in
excess of 10 percent.

Apart from the fact that counties are losing
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revenue through the non-payment of taxes,
expending

additional

outstanding debts.

resources

in

the

their

jurisdictions ara also

efforts

to

collect

these

Local service delivery will continue to suffar until

local jurisdictions develop strategies which
with delinquent taxes.

would enable them to cope

At the same time, the

jurisdictions will be

losing money--the opportunity cost of not investing--which they would
have earned if these funds had been invested in financial assets.

Question 9:

One of

Whether jurisdictions prepare Cash Budgets.

Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Yes

30

60

No

19

38

Other

l

2

Total

50

100

the most important aspects of cash management and

program is

the development of

the projected cash budget.

investment
The cash

budget anticipates the specific times when revenues will be received and
expenditures will be made.

Through this process, idle cash which will

become available for specific investment periods will be estimated.
above data

indicate

that about 60 percent of

indeed, prepare cash budgets and do use
decision-making.

the~

the

The

jurisdictions do,

as a basis for financial

Howeve4, a substantial number of local jurisdictions

-- 38 percent -- do not prepare cash budgets.

Counties which do not

prepare cash budgets have a Yery compelling logic for it.

They argue
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that the knowledge to be able to predict what the economy will be two to
T

three years in the future does not exist and that it would be better not
to

forecast

premises.
more

at all

than

to work with predictions

based

on

faulty

In Chapter VI, the utility of cash budgets will be explored

fully

to

determine

whether

they

do

enhance

or

retard

cash

management objectives.
Question 11:

How of ten Cash Budgets are updated?
Periods

Numi>er of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Weekly

3

6

Bi-weekly

3

6

Monthly

8

16

11

22

6

12

No Response

19

38

Total

50

100

Quarterly
Annually

The idea of updating a jurisdiction's cash budget is to incorporate
new information into

the budget.

In this

way,

the

budget

remains

current with readily usable information about the county's financial
position.

The data indicate that about 62 percent of all the counties

in the study sample recognize the benefits deri•rable from constantly
updating their cash budgets.
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Question 12:

Average Daily Cash Balance
Avg. Balance

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Less than $lm

18

36

$1 - $5m

6

12

$6 - lOm

3

6

$11- 15m

2

4

$16- 40m

1

2

$51-lOOm

3

6

$101-150m

1

2

No Response

15

30

Total

50

100

The primary determinant of how much money a jurisdiction can
invest in a given day is the average daily cash balance.

Jurisdic-

tions that have budget surpluses and a steady inf low of cash through
taxation and other sources easily accumulate idle cash which is
invested in the securities market.
The data indicate that 36 percent of the jurisdictions operate
with a daily cash balance of less than $1 million dollars.

Rural

counties, characterized by low-income, low tax base and high
delinquency rates, are in this group.

ta~c

In practice, most of their

funds are fully committed to the provision of local services as soon
as the funds are collected.
their

idle

funds

because

Many of the localities do not in•rest
the

disbursements is very narrow.

lag

time

between

collections

and

The primary functions served by their

cash budgets are to enable them to recognize the level of funds
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available for various objectives; when to borrow on a short-term
basis to fulfill necessary obligations; and to determine when funds
will become available to retire incurred debts.
Question 13:

Whether information contained in the cash budget are
used for making major investment decisions.
Response

Number of
Respondents

All the Time

Relative
Frequency(%)

14

28.0

Host of the Time

8

16.0

Some of the Time

6

12.0

Not at all

2

4.0

19

38.0

No response

50

100

The data indicate that about 28 percent of the respondents base
their investment decisions on information emanating from their regularly prepared and updated cash budgets.

Only about 4 percent of

the respondents to this question stated that their investment and
cash management decision are not influenced by information contained
in the cash budget.
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Question 14:

Accuracy of forecasted to actual revenue
Relative
Frequency(%)

Number of
Respondents

Response

7

14.0

95%

28

56.0

90%

8

16.0

85%

4

8.0

75%

1

2

No response

2

4

50

100

100%

80%

Total

Forecasting

presents

estimates

disbursements and cash balances.

of

future

From these data,

cash

receipts,

the local finance

official determines the amount to borrow or invest, the length of

ti~e

such inve5tments may be held, and the time required to accumulate cash
to repay loans.

The purpose of forecasting revenues is to eliminate the

element of uncertainty with regard to the timing of transactions and the
maturity dates of securities.
mai:-jority
question

The data indicate that an overwhelming

96 percent -- of local jurisdictions who responded to this
do

indeed

forecast

their

revenues

with

14

percent

being

accurate in their forecasts, and 56 percent beidg 95 percent accurate.
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Question 16:

Sstablished procedures for daily collections, deposits
and disbursements.
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Yes

45

90

5

10

so

100

No
Totals

Patatucci and Lichtenstein point out that collection, deposit and disbursement procedures are possibly the most important factors in determining maximum availability of funds to meet cash needs and for investment purposes. 2

Local governments

are encouraged

revenue collection policies and procedures for
revenue;
revenue

(2)

establish special deposits

processing

property

taxes;

(3)

problems,
establish

such as
deposit

(1)

develop

each major source of

procedures

the

to:

to

semi-annual

procedures

for

handle

major

collection

of

each

of

type

revenue and collection location; (4) develop disbursement policies and
procedures for each type of expenditure or category of ·11encior. 3
The data above indicate that most local governments -- 90 percent
have well-established policies guiding collections, deposits and disb':.lrseruents.

Only a few local governments -- iO percent -- have failed

co establish such policies and procedures.

2Frank M. Patatucci and Michael H. Lichtenstei~, Improving Cash
ir:. Local Govo?rnmeni::
A Com1n·ehensi,1e Approach (Chicago:
Municipal Finance Officers' Association, 19i7), p. 27.

~fanagement

p. 27.
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Question 17: How of ten notices/bills are sent to clients who fail
to make prompt payments.
Number of
Respondents

Resuonses

Relative
Frequency

Frequency

4

8

12

24

7

14

Every quarter

13

26

Other

13

26

1

2

50

100

Every other week
Every month
Every other month

No Response
Totals

The data seem inconclusive with regard to what local jurisdictions
do when they are confronted with recalcitrant clients.
juri3dic tions

respond

about 8. 0 percent of

to

this

problem in

their own unique

the counties aggressively tackle

sending weekly notices to their clients;
notices

send them notices quarterly.

ways:

only

this problem by

24.0 percent send out monthly

to those behind in their payments;

while another 26. 0 percent

Another large segment of local governmer.ts

have equally diverse ways of handling the problem:
only twice a year;

Generally, local

some send notices

some indicated that

t-wo notices are sent one month

apart after which tax liens are riled;

others still stated that local

by-laws have well established procedures for dealing \.. it::h such a situa7

tion and

that

the

proc~dures

vary wii::h the

type of

bill in question.
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Question 18:

Actions taken to re-coup delinquent accounts:
(a)

Add Interest Charges?

Number of
ResEonses

Relative
Res:eondents

Yes

46

No
No Response
Total

Adjusted
Freguency
92. 0

3

6

1

2

50

100

For every day that an account remains delinquent and non-collectable,
the local

jurisdiction loses money in a number of ways.

First,

the

jurisdiction loses money in the forms of the additional cost which must
be incurred in the continued efforts to collect the funds.
jurisdiction loses
markets i f the

the

equivalent of

the

funds were invested.

earnings

Consequently,

in

Second, the

the

securities

local governments

have adopted the policy of adding interest changes of about 10 percent
per annum until the account is settled.
majority

of

delinquent

local
accou3ts.

governmeuts--92
Wli.at

is

not

The above data indicate that a

percent--add
clear

surcharge on the outstanding amcu11t is

is

enough

interest
whether

a

to offset

charges

to

10

percent

the

cost of

collection and the interest: that would ha·:e been earned with the funds
within the period that the money had remained delinquent.
if

the

taxpayer

interest,
local

~

can

invest

penalty of 10 percent on

jurisdiction will not

payments.

the amount at
~he

be enough

to

the

rate of

For example,
12-15 percent

amount the taxpayer owes t:ie
compel him or her

to make
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(b) Take Legal Action:

Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Yes

44

88.0

No

6

12.0

Total

50

100.0

In addition to adding interest charges local governments can and do take
legal actions to collect the outstanding debts.

Some jurisdictions sue

real estate and may sell them after three years, others sue to obtain
judgements in order to garnish salaries and go after the bank accounts
of property owners.
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( c)

Hiring

the

Hire the services of a collections' agency:

Responses

Number of
Respondents

Yes

11

22.0

No

39

78.0

Total

50

100.0

services

of

Relative
Frequency

collections'

agencies

to

try

to

delinquent accounts is an option open to local governments.

collect
In most

instances, it is cheaper for local jurisdictions to exercise this option
if the hiring agency is compensated for its services with a fraction of
The data indicate that only 22 percent of the

the amount collected.

respondents have retained the services of collections agencies.

This

low figure arises from the fact that local government officials may not
be willing to antagonize their electorate.

Collection agencies of ten

employ very awkward tactics such as maintaining a stream of letters and
making telephone calls to their debtors at very odd hours of the morning
and nights in the effort to collect the debts owed to their clients.
The data also indicate that a majority of the local
percent--do not hire
reasons

can

departments

be

~he

provided

of most of

goverrunents~78

services cf collections agencies.
for
the

this
larger

policy.
counties

First,
are

the

A number of
collections

adequately

staffed.

Supported by county by-laws with regards tc debtors including the stiff
financial penalties imposed on such debts,

these professional staffs

seem equal to the task of going after debtors until the debts are paid
or the proferty sold by the county.

Second the larger counties have

adequate financial base and in most instances, do not find themselves
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in financial predicaments.

These larger counties do not have cash

problems because their tax bases are diversified.

flow

While some residents

may not be able to make prompt tax payments, funds are usually available
to ensure that service delivery is not interrupted as delayed funds are
expected.
Question 19:

Time within which collections must be deposited in a
depository institution.
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Within one day

39

78

Within two days

10

20

1

2

50

100

More than three days
Total

The "cash flow problem" in local government arises when there is insufficient cash on deposit at the bank to meet and satisfy current obligations.

With this in view, it is important to deposit all receipts--

cheques, money orders and cash, etc. in a depository institution as soon
as possible.

Smith notes, however,

that it has been the practice in

some companies to collect all these items--checks, money order, cash-for a whole week prior to depositing them. 4
cash management.

Speed is the essence of

Idle funds, such as checks sit ting in a safe, cash

register or desk drawers over the weekend or even overnight, could be

4J. E. Smith, Cash Flow Management, (Lendon:
Led., 1975), p. 70.

Woodhead-Faulkner,
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earning income for the jurisdiction.

The. survey data support the pre-

mise that local jurisdictions are aware of the importance of speed in
their cash management endeavors.

The data indicate that fully 98 per-

cent of local governments responding to
collections be deposited within two days.

the survey require

that all

Only 2 percent of the coun-

ties tolerate delays of more than three days.

Question 21:

Flexibility in the repayment of loans.
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Flexible

18

36

Inflexible

23

46

Other

1

2

No Response

8

16

50

100

Total

When a local government takes a loan (sells bonds, etc.) it is required
to file a repayment schedule developed mainly by the county but usually
with the consultation and acquiescence of the creditors.

An astute cash

manager or fiscal officer would like to build some flexibility into the
repayments plan.

A flexible repayment plan enables the finance officers

to:> postpon.: repayments when interest rates are high so that available
cash can be

invested

in high yield

securities.

Payments

are

then

resumed when interest rates are low and the cost of :noney very cheap.
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Investors are also aware of the advantages which local governments
would gain i f repayment schedules are

Consequently,

flexible.

most

creditors tend to insist on a repayments timetable that is stable and
inflexible.

The survey data indicate that nearly 46 percent or

the

responding counties are operating on an inflexible schedule, while 36
percent have flexible repayment schedules which would enable

them to

"ride the interest rate curve."
Question 22:

How depository institutions are chosen.
Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Competitive Bidding

31

62

Appo in tme n t

10

20

Other

9

18

Total

50

100

Responses

The county has been the bedrock of local politics, and local banks and
other depository institutions often have been at the center of these
political activities.

Banks not only have tried to influence the com-

position of the county's government, but in some cases, their own favorite candidates have been encouraged through low interest loans to run
for offices and positions on the county council and government.

Secured

in office, these favorite candidates appropriately return the favor by
sponsoring and supporting legislations whose general objectives tend to
enhance

the

revenue--earning

potentials

of

the

banks.

One

way

of

achieving this objective has been by designating these banks the principal bankers of the county government--a highly lucrative appointment.
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Competitive bidding among banks for the provision of local government banking services is a relatively recent emphasis in local government cash management.

When a jurisdiction requires any banking ser-

vices, potential bidders are encouraged to submit proposals to the local
governmental authorities.

Similarly, financial institutions that wish

to provide bankiug services to a jurisdiction should also be required to
vie

for

the honor

through the bidding process.

Proponents of

this

approach reason that the competition will often result in lower cos c.s
for banking services.

The lower costs will occur as a direct conse-

quence of maintaining

smaller minimum compensating

balances,

thereby

increasing the amount of funds available for short-term investments.
The survey results support the view that most local governments
have recognized the lower costs potentials of competitive bidding-62
percent of the respondents choose their depository institutions through
the competitive bidding process and 20 percent of the respondents simply
appoint theic bankers.

About 18 percent of the respondents fell into

the "Othet"s" category.

This category includes local governments that

have deposits in all banks domiciled in their iocalities and those that
shift their accounts from one bank to the other annually.
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Question 23: wbether banking transactions are limited to one or more
banks.
Number of
Respondents

Responses

Relative
Frequency

Through One Bank

10

20

Through Two Banks

8

16

Three or More

32

64

Total

50

100

A common problem experienced by many local governments is that if many
bank accounts are maintained, it is sometimes difficult to know how much
As a result,

the total amount of

available cash may not be invested effectively. 5

In many localities ,

cash is available for investment.

banking relations are determined solely by politics.
of

political

involvement

in

banking

transactions

While the extent
varies

from

one

jurisdiction to the other, this involvement generally takes on one or
more of the following characteristics:
a.

a prohibition against using non-local banks or
ir.vesting money outside the area.

b.

a requirement that the local government treasurer
maintain bank accounts at each of the financial
institutions within the community.

c.

a requirement that the local government treasurer
rotace the banking business to each bank within the
community on an annual oi'.' other periodic ·:>as is; and /or

5Kenneth D. Sander, Local Government Cash Management and Investment
University of South Carolina: Bureau of Governmental Research and
Service, 1981), p. 19.
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d.

establishment of an inordinate number of procedures
which will restrict the investment opportunities
otherwise available to the local government
Treasurer.6

The survey results indicate that most local

governments~64

percent--

conduct their business through three or more banks; about 16 percent
deal with at least two banks and 20 percent do business with only one
bank.

While establishing accounts in many banks is good politics, it is

also bad

economics,

producing very

ineffective cash

managment programs and inefficient operations.

and

investment

Doing business with

several banks at the same time may be cost inefficient in terms of
different

cheques,

different

procedures

and

the

processing

costs

associated with handling multiple accounts.
A related problem is the requirement in many jurisdictions that
governmental business be restricted to local banks only.

This practice

evolved as a means by which local elected officials compensated banking
officials for assistance provided in previous elections.

Asked whether

their jurisdictions have a provision which requires that all banking
transactions be limited to (l) local banks only; (2) any banks chartered
in the state; and (3) other (specify), the responses were as follows:

6Rhet t D. Harrell & Lisa A. Cole, Banking Relations: A Guide for
Local
Govern:nent (Chicago: Government Finance Research Center,
Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1982), p.39
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Question 24:

Limitations on Banks
Number of
Respondents

Responses

Relative
Frequency

Local Banks Only

16

32

Any Banks Chartered
in the State

15

30

Other

16

32

3

6

50

100

No Responses
Total

The data indicate that 32 percent of responding governments will be
in violation of county by-laws if they did business with banks other
than those operating in their localities.

An equal number of jurisdic-

tions--30 percent--are authorized to do business with any bank chartered
in the state, while 32 percent have no operational restrictions.

Each

of these categories has very compelling and persuasive arguments for its
position on this issue.

The arguments will be explored in Chapter Five

which deals with banking relations.
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Question 25:

How banks are paid £or services rendered.
Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Compensating Balances

33

66

Per Transaction Basis

5

10

Other

9

18

No Response

3

6

50

100

Responses

Total

Banking services can be paid for by one of two methods:
balances and cash fee.

compensating

Cash fee for banking services typically involve

a general account charge, a charge per check processed, and may also

include

''charges

for

each deposit

or special service". 7

The

more

common method for local governments to pay for bank services is through
a "compensating balance" which is a cash balance left on deposit in the
customers account.
for

The bank makes use of a large portion of these funds

investments and

service.

loans in order

to receive compensation for

its

Thus, a local government official who claims that his/her

jursidiction received "free" bank services may in fact be paying a high
price.

The uninvested funds kept in a checking account are potentially

lost revenue that may exceed the amount the jurisdiction might have paid
if fees for each service had been levied by the bank.

7Kenneth Sanders & James Kirk, Local Government Cash Management and
Investment (Columbia. S.C.: Bureau of Governmental Research and Service,
University of South Carolins, 1981), p. 9.
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The uninvested funds kept in a checking account are potentially lost
revenue that may exceed the amount the jurisdiction might have paid if
fees for each service had been levied by the bank.
In the above data, the "other" category includes respondents who
stated that their jurisdictions receive free banking services.
a

treasurer who was

interviewed

for

this

study was

In fact,

very

proud

in

announcing "in the seventeen years I have been on this job, this county
has not paid a nickel for banking services".

The same official

repo~ted

that he leaves a minimum balance of $4 million on the county's account
at a given moment!

Compensating balance is considered an implicit form

of payment, since no money actually changes hands between the government
unit and the bank.

Consequently, 66.0 percent of the survey respondents

indicated that bank services are paid for through compensating balances
and only 10.0 percent pay with cash fees or the so-called per transaction method of payments.

Question 26:

Whether jurisdictions do invest their idle fund?
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Yes

41

82

8

16

1

2

No
No Response

The data indicate that 82 percent of the respondents do invest their
idle cash whiJ.e 16 percent indicated

that

they do not.

Given the
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significant earnings potentials of investing idle cash, it is surprising
that 16 percent of the respondents do not invest at all.

A closer look

ai: these respondents revealed that they are small-rural counties with
very low budgets; they also have elected treasurers.

Conscious of the

next election and the custodial aspects of their jobs, these treasurers
often ara more pre-occupied with the safety of the funds under their
care and

the prospects of getting the assistance of bank officials

during the elections than aggressively marketing any idle balances in
their accounts.
Question 27:

Securities Invested*
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*(The figures in brackets are relative frequencies or percentages.)

The
local

survey indicates that
governments

are

~he

most popular investment instruments of

Certificate

of

Deposits

(CD's)

92

percent,
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Agreements 68. 0 percents, and Treasury bills (T-Bills) 44 percent.

The

reasons for the apparent popularity of these securities within state
restrictions are not hard to find:
establishment

and

management

of

public officials involved with the
investment

programs

for

idle

cash

balances generally subscribe to a set of investment principles in which
safety of

principal is given the highest priority, followed in turn by

liquidity and yield. 8

According to

this principle,

although invest-

ment of idle funds is advisable, there is absolutely no place for speculation in the handling of such public resources.

The concern for safety

of principal precludes investment in financial assets other than those
that are virtually free of default risk.

Operating within

the con-

straints imposed by the safety-liquidity and yield considerations, the
logical choices for fiscal management officials are the Certificates of
Deposits, Repurchase Agreements and Treasury Bills.

These issues will

be explored further in Chapter VI.

8Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Relations, Investment of
Idle Cash Balances By State and Local Governments, A Commission Report
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1961), pp. 15-17.
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Question 29:

The Average Amount of Invested Funds in 1984.
Amount
Invested
Less than $1 million

Number of
Res:eondents
12

Relative
Freguency
24

$1

5 million

16

32

$6

- 10 million

8

16

$11 - 15 million

1

2

$26 - 30 million

1

2

$4' - 50 million

1

2

$51 -100 million

3

6

$101-150 million

2

4

$151-200 million

1

2

$20'-250 million

1

2

$301 million and over

1

2

No Response

3

6

50

100

Total

The preparation of the cash budget enables the fiscal officer to estimate the amount of idle funds available for specific investment periods.
The data indicata that most of the jurisdictions--32.0 percent--invested
amounts ranging from $1 million to $5 mil lion dollars during FY 1984,
another 24. 0 percent invested amounts of less than one million dollars
each.

Since safety and liquidity considerations preclude local govern-

men ts from iu-.res ting in high-grade, high-yield, and of course, high-risk
securities,

the only way

local

governments

can

realize

substantial

revenues from their investments is to invest as much funda as

they
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possibly can in those securities with acceptable levels of risk -- such
as Treasury securities,

obligations of governments,

Deposit and Repurchase Agreements.

Certificates

of

The advantage lies with the few

jurisdictions whose financial assets are very substantial.
Question 32:

Maturity of legally authorized securities.
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(The figures in brackets are percentages.)
The data indicate that financial assets that mature within 270 days are
preferred by local jurisdicions.

Only 26.0 percent of the respondents

purchase financial assets which mature between one year to three years.
Apart from the fact that local jurisdictions are conforming to legal
requirements

by

investing

in

securities

that

mature

within

periods, a more important consideration is the notion of liquidity.

these
The

provision of liquidity involves managing the investment program so that
cash will be on hand wheu it is needed.
and

structuring

investments

so

that

This is accomplished by timing
maturing

financial

assets

will
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provide adequate supplemental cash during periods when current expenditures exceed current revenues.

"A desire to pay bills on time, coubined

with a failure to provide for future cash requirements through assets
maturing structuring,
prior to maturity.

may force officials

frequently

to

sell assets

Such sales can incur substantial capital losses and

reduce profitability of the investment program". 9
try to head-off untenable

situations

by

Local jurisdictions

investing

in highly

assets that mature in less than one year.
Question 33:

Average rate at return on investments.
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

5 -

5.99

1

2

6 -

6.99

2

4

7 -

7.99

1

2

8 -

8.99

1

2

9 -

9.99

10

20

10 - 10.99

22

:.4

11 - 11. 99

3

6

12 - 12.99

1

2

9

18

50

100

13 and Over
No Response

9Ashby David Boyd, State and Local Government Demand for Cash
Balances, Unpublished Ph.D Dissertation Manuscript, University of
Oregon, 1968, pp. 14-15

liquid
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The

average

rate

of

return

on

investment

successful an investment program has been.
72 percent of

the

is

a

measurement

of

how

The data indicate that about

jurisdiction achieved a yield

of

nine

percent or

better, while about 2 percent achieved 12. 0 - 12. 99 percent return on
their

investments.

The

jurisdictions

that

earned

these

impressive

returns are the same jurisdictions that committed substantial amounts of
cash to their investment programs.
rate of

return is obtained for an

larger minimum amount.

As a general rule, a higher yield or
investruent

issue

that

requires

a

The danger is that these kinds of investment

issues are frequently not guaranteed by the United States Government.
Question 34:

Who makes investment decisions?
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

One Person

38

76

Finance Advisory
Board

2

4

County Board of
Supervisors/
Council

1

2

Other

9

us

Total

50

100

In some jurisdictions, the decision to invest idle funds must be coordinated among the different departments of the government to ensure that
the jurisdiction's funds are not tied up in unmatured investments

~.en

major cash expenditures need to be made. Thus in most jurisdictions--76
percent--investment decisions reside with one person.

This quE::stion
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corresponds with Question Four which asked respondents to state who was
responsible for cash management.

In answering this question, 76 percent

of the respondents namea the County Treasurer as solely in charge of
cash management.

When one person is in charge of investment decisions,

it becomes easier
coincide

with

to emphasize

periods

when

the structuring of asset maturity to
physical

cash

are

needed

for

major

expenditures.
Question 35: The requirement to obtain written yield quotations prioc
to investing.
Responses

Number of
Respondents

Relative
Frequency

Yes

5

10

No

45

90

Total

50

100

Some jurisdictions require the investment manager to obtain written
quotations from the banks prior to making any investment decisions, but
the survey data indicate that only a handful--10 percent--of the counties actually follow this directive.

This may be because the time that

is wasted in trying to obtain written quotes is time
earned

th~

jurisdiction some ex tr.a money.

Most

that would have

investment officers

simply call up a number oi banks and brokerage house and obtain their
yield quotes, make comparisons, and on the basis of those comparisons,
make informed investment decisions.
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Question 36: Whether investment manager has proper skills and
credentials for the job?
Number of
Respondents

Responses

Relative
Frequency

Yes

33

66

No

13

26

4

8

50

100

No Response
Total

To the extent that the respondents in this question are also the cash
managers, the above data may appear biased and lopsided.

In theory,

it is inconceivaole that a treasurer may judge himself unqualified for
the

job

between

he/she

holds.

county

treasurers

professional
their

staff

elected

During

were

who

the

personal

were

elected

evident.

Some

were

incompetent,

treasarers

interviews,

finance
had

and

rivalries

some

officers
only

of

the

felt

that

high

school

educations, and considered them an impediment to their cash management
efforts.

Where

questionnaires,

officers
these

investment

seats

treasurers

themselves

other

officers

unqualified
have

than
have
26

answered

the

treasurers

judged
percent.
the

the

answered

occupants
However,

questionnaire,

evaluated themselves as competent -- 66 percent.

the

of

the

where

the

they

have
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Question 37:

Whether the jurisdiction has a timetable for major
expenditure decisions.
Number of
Respondents

Responses

Relative
Frequency

Yes

24

48

No

23

46

3

6

so

100

No Response
Total

Developing a tiruetable for major expenditure decisions facilitates careful planning and structuring of

the maturing of financial assets

coincide with the timing of expenditures.
respondents

indicated

that

making major expenditures
any such plans.
managers

to

sell

~

their

About 48 percent of

jurisdictions have a

46 percent

~

timetable

to
the
for

stated that they do not have

Sporadic and unplanned expenditures may force cash
assets

prior

to

maturity,

thereby

reducing

the

profitability of investment p=og=am.
Question 38:

Constraints that hinder local
maximize investment returns.

government

efforts

to

This open-ended question was meant to allow the respondents the
latitude to air their views on any issue of significance to cash management that had not been dealt with in the questionnaire.

Some of the

issues that were explored in the personal and telephone interviews
taken from the respondents 1 answers to this question.
sis of the responses reveals a pattern:

were

A careful analy-

the smaller-rural localities

have similar problems which are quite different from the concerns of the
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larger-urban

jurisdictions.

These concerns and differences will be

fully discussed in Chapter VI which will deal with investments.
In summary,

this study has

found

that resources have important

implications for the conduct of ca:>h management in local governments in
Maryland and Virginia.

Resources fundamentally influence organizational

competence and organizational structure which in turn, determine attitudes toward cash management in public institutions.
In many

local

governments,

responsibility

resides in the office of the Treasury.

for

cash

management

According to the survey, 76 per-

cent of the respondents indicate that the County Treasurer is responsible for cash management while 14 percent indicate that the County
Finance Director is responsible for their cash management programs.

The

office of Treasurer is a civil service merit system apppointment in the
State of Maryland, whereas in Virginia, about 50 percent of the respondents indicate that their Treasurers were elected.

Thus, in Virginia,

the office of Treasurer is an elective position in some jurisdictions
and an appointive position in some others.
The most dominant form of county governmental structure in Maryland
and Virginia

is

the

Beard

of

Supervisors/County Executive

form

of

government (64 percent) characterized by a highly trained cadre of civil
servants capable of bringing technical and professional expertise to
county governments.

However, the survey found that 72 percent of the

respondents indicate that their jurisdictions have no Documented Cash
Management Policy Guides and 38 percent do not prepare cash budgets.
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The survey also found

that tax delinquency has become problematic in

nearly all local jurisdictions.
One of the determinants of a successful cash management program is
the ability of a jurisdiction to quickly mobilize all the cash legally
due and available to it.

The study found that 90 percent of the respon-

dents have well-developed policies and procedures guiding collections,
deposits and disbursements.

Only a few local governments - 10 percent -

have failed to establish such policies and procedures.
The

relations

between a

local

jurisdiction and

institutions is an important aspect of cash management.

its

depository

How a jurisdic-

tion selects its banks is crucial to the outcome of its cash management
efforts.

The

study

found

62

percent

of

the

respondents

use

the

"competitive bidding process" fa selecting the banks with which they
transact local government financial business, while 20 percent indicate
their preference for the non-competitive method of bank selection.

The

study also found that 64 percent of the respondents do business with
three or more banks and 20 percent indicate that they transact business
with one bank only.
Paying banks for their services is an important consideration in
banking relations.

The study found that 66 percent of the respondents

use the compensating balances as a method of payment while only 10 percent pay with "cash fees" or the so-called per transaction method of
payments.
Local government can only maximize the returns on their investments
if they routinely invest their idle cash balances in interest-yielding
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securities.

The survey found that 82 percent of the study participants

do invest their idle cash while 16 percent indicated that they do not.
The survey also found that the most popular investment instruments from
the standpoint of local governments are Certificates of Deposits (92
percent), Repurchase Agreements (68%) and Treasury Bills (44 percent).
While a majority of the local governments routinely invest their
idle balances, fully 24 percent of them invested less than $1 million
each in 1984 while 32 percent invested amounts ranging from $1 million
to $5

million.

Local

government

investments

are

mostly

short-term
Only

investments; i.e., financial assets that mature within 270 days.
26 percent of

the respondents purchase financial assets which mature

between one year to three years.

The study also found that 64 percent

of the jurisdictions that do invest their idle funds achieve a rate of
return on investment ranging :rom 9 percent to 10.99 percent; only 8
percent

achieve

between

11

and

12.99

percent

returns

on

their

investments.
The survey uncovered several constraints that hinder local government efforts to maximize investment returns.

The constraints identified

include legal, political, and resource and procedural constraints.

The

findings and

the

issues

chapters that follow.

raised

in

the

survey will be

the

focus

of

Chapter III
Cash Flow Forecasting

A forecast is a statement which indicates the most likely outcome
of a future

event.

Due

to

its

futuristic

nature,

a

forecast

will

contain varying degrees of uncertainty, but that uncertainty should be
minimized to the extent possible to achieve a better assessment of the
most

probable

results.

The

uncertainty

and

futuristic

nature

of

forecasting is highlighted in the following passage by Hartley:
... a rorecast is no more than someone's belief
in the future based upon cercain assumptions chat
have been made regarding future events. If the
assumptions subsequently prove to be wrong, then
the forecast will not prove to be right either.
For this reason, it is necessary to set down formally the key assumptions on which major parts ot the
forecast are based. Subsequently, these assumptions
will be monitored (in addition to monitoring the
cash flows themselves) as a basis for giving management the earliest warning of impending financial
difficulties.
In the context of cash management,
forecast

is

to guide appropriate and

the ultimate objective of a

timely management action toward

Thus, a forecast that turns out co

improved control of the cash flow.

be wrong i.s not a<:cessarily a bad forecast, and e. good forecast is not
the one that turas out to be right.

Rather, a "good" forecast is ::he

lw.c.F. Hartley, Cash: Planning, Forecasting and Control
Business Books, Ltd., 1977), pp. ~6-57.
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one that provides a sound basis for management action as

the

future

unfolds and divergences from forecasts present themselves.
Forecasting is

the basic

tool of cash management.

The primary

objective of cash management is to insure that funds are available to
meet organizational needs at a minimum cost, including the opportunity
cost associated with uninvested funds.

This objective calls for:

a)

an accurate cash flow forecast to eliminate the need
minimize the cost of "insurance'" borrowing;

b)

the efficient collection of receivables from the point of
receipt to the place where funds may be invested or spent,
and

c)

a scheduling of reimbursements to insure that obligations
are paid on a timely basis, but not prior to payment
datelines. 2

to~

or

Forecasting is an integral part of a jurisdiction's overall budgeting
system.

Without

the

cash

budget,

a

cash

manager

cannot

obtain

a

long-term view of the jurisdiction's cash flow patterns and, therefore,
cannot effectively plan future cash requirements and investments.

In

other words, in the absence of a cash budget, a local government cash
manager can not predict how much money will be needed to keep the local
government operational, when the money will become available,

for how

long, and when excess cash is bound to accumulate.
The

first

management
tions;

section

actions

that

of

this

shape

chapter
the

will

movement

of

explore
cash

and

in

describe

both

direc-

the second section will attempt to establish a rationale for

a systematic approach to cash flow forecasting; the third section will
be an analysis

and

evaluation of

the

survey

results

data

as

these
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relate

to

forecasting.

The

research

results

will

support

the

postulation that local government cash forecasting systems have been
haphazard

at

best.

The

difficulties

which

local

finance

officers

encounter in their efforts to install efficient cash forecasting systems
will be described in the fourth section.

Finally,

the chapter will

conclude by suggesting strategies for coping with the problem earlier
identified.
ACTIONS TiiAT SHAPE THE MOVEMENT OF CASH
Cash flows as a consequence of management actions with regard to
receivables and disbursements.

Management decisions capable of elicit-

ing the flow of cash can be summarized under the following categories:
1)

Operating Decisions

2)

Capital Expenditure Decisions

3)

Taxpayer Credit Decisions, and

4)

Supplier Credit Decisions

Operating Decisions:
Operating decisions stem from the policies

which local government

officials have established, such as increasing the tax rate, eliminating an existing department or the creation of a new one, making salary
policy and determining fringe benefit levels.

The implementation of

such actions will undoubtedly result in the inflow and outflow of cash.
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Capital Expenditure Decisions:
Local

governments,

like

other

levels

cf

government,

have

the

obligation of providing the necessary infrastructure for the social and
economic development of their jurisdictions.

"Public infrastructure" is

a catchall phrase -- no consistent definition really exists.
defines

it as

"all governmental capital

investment

investment such as education and health care ... 3

Holland

including

social

Others define public

infrastructure as investment in construction, repair and maintenance of
fixed,

physical

assets.4

The

decision

to

plan

and

build

public

infrastructure gives rise to the outward flow of cash.
Taxpayer Credit Decisions:
This is the length of time allowed a taxpayer to make payments to
the local treasury.

During this period, the taxpayer is not penalized

for withholding his taxes or any other payments that are supposed to be
made to the government.

An increase in the credit period delays the

movement or flow of cash into the treasury, while a reduction in credit
time accelerates it.
Supplier Credit Pclicies:
Supplier

credit

policies

relate

to

the

length

jurisdiction is allowed prior to making payments
goods

and

services

provided

to

the

of

time

to its vendors

jurisdiction.

3stuart Holland, The State as Enterpreneur (London:
Nicolson, 1972), pp. 214-216.

An

a
for

increase

Weidenfeld and

4N. Dossani and W. Steger, "Trends in U. S. Public Works
Investment: Report on a New Study, National Tax Jcurnal 332 (June
1980), pp. 124-139.
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supplier credit

time

is

synonymous

with

giving

the

jurisdiction an

interest-free loan; at the same time, the jurisdiction can invest that
amount in short-term financial assets and earn interest on it prior to
the payment dateline.
Investment Decisions
Investment and financing decisions set in motion the flow of funds.
Investment decisions are those decisions which result in the utilization
of inactive cash in the purchase of financial assets or the liberation
of funds by the sale of such assets.
acquisition

of

new

money

by

selling

Financing decisions include the
bonds,

bank

borrowing,

or

by

increasing taxes.
It is obvious that cash does not flow of its own accord;
precipitated by any number of governmental decisions.

it is

Cash ·managers

have the responsibility of not only initiating the flow of cash but also
ought to be able to monitor and control the direction of the flows to
insure that their jurisdictions do not run into cash flow problems.

RATIONALE FOR A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO FORECASTING
Governmental organizations are not immune to technical insolvency
the inability to pay currently maturing obligations.5
mic unit, private or public, wants to avoid bankruptcy.

Every econoNew York City

was embarrassed in 197 5 when the city could not repay its currently

Sseymour Friedland, Principles of Financial Management: Corporate
Finance, Investment and Microfinance (Cambridge, Mass.:
Wintrop
Publishers, Inc., 1978), p. 3.
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maturing obligations from its normal sources of cash nor could it borrow
the

needed

funds.

New York City

had

to

endure

the

indignity

of

accepting state government authority over its finances as a condition of
being bailed out of its predicaments.

In 1978, Cleveland, Ohio was also

unable to honor its financial obligations.
sad

memories

in

the

recent

history

of

These two episodes remain
local

government

financial

management in the United States, and also an ugly spectre lurking in the
minds of local government finance officers.
The

importance of developing and

installing a

mechanism has been addressed by W. C. F. Hartley. 6
cash

forecasting

from

the

perspectives

of

the

prescriptions have cross-sectoral applicability.

cash

forecasting

While he discusse?d
private

sector,

his

Hartley noted a number

of objectives that forecasting can serve including:
a)

The avoidance of bankruptcy;

b)

Avoidance of costly mistakes;

c)

Assisting management control;

d)

Increase lender's confidence in locality; and

e)

Improve utilization of capital.

The prospects of going oankrupt is the most serious threat on the life
of any organization.

Organizations do not go bankrupt because they have

6w.C.F. Hartley, CASH: Planning, Forecasting and Control, (London,
Business Books, Ltd., 1976), pp. 30-34.
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liquidated their financial assets, rather they go bankrupt because they
have cash flow problems.

The avoidance of bankruptcy should be a justi-

fication for cash forecast.
Ill-considered and

prel:lature

ventures

usually

result

in

serious

financial consequences.

If a jurisdiction systematically forecasts its

cash position, however,

the cash budget would reveal in advance of the

expenditure
thus

the potential impact on cash flow of such an expenditure

providing

timing.
tion.

an

opportunity

to

reconsider

the

expenditure

A cash budget lays bare the financial picture of a

or

its

jursidic-

The cash budget serves the same functions as conducting a finan-

cial analysis of a
project

the

jursidiction using a set of economic indicators to

future health of

the

jurisdiction.

A cash budget reveals

vividly the movement of cash in and out of the treasury and an astute
cash manager uses it to dictate early signs of an impending cash problem
and indicate appropriate steps to avert the problem.

In this way the

cash budget facilicates management control.
By regularly and

systematicaly preparing

a cash budget,

a

cash

manager tacitly increases the confidence of lending institutions on the
jurisdictions and on those who manage it.
1 ike

to know when an organization needs

long, and in what amounts.
availability of

additional

funding,

tor how

Answers to these questions, coupled with the

relevant data and

charts

answers, would enhance the ability of the
when required.

Any financier or lender would

to

graphically

support

the

jurisdiction to raise funds
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The

cash

budget

also

enables

improved

utilization

of

capital.

Forecasting has the ability not only of indicating cash deficiencies, it
also indicates if cash surpluses are likely to occur, when it will occur
and the expected amount of surplus or deficit.
these

surpluses

can

be

invested

in

interest

When surpluses occur,
yielding

securities;

conversely when deficits occurs, short-term borrowing may be arranged or
maturing assets cashed in.
Timing is an important element of cash forecasting.

An organiza-

tion should be able to predict the movement of funds into and out of its
treasury so as to avoid cash flow problems. An organization can correctly forecast all quantities of future cash flows and still find itself in
considerable financial difficulty if the forecast of timing was seriously wrong.

For example, if all the cash inflows were correctly forcasted

as to amount, but in fact came one month later than planned, whiie all
the outflows, in fact occurred one month earlier than planned, the locality would be placed in a very untenable position.

Thus,

accurate

timing of receipts and expenditure will enhance the capacity of the cash
budget to serve the purposes enumerated above.
Kinds of Forecasts:
The preceeding sections stressed the importance of cash forecasting.

The need for the installation of cash forecasting systems in local

jurisdictions can not be overemphasized.

An organization needs to be

aware of its potential future cash flows not only in the short-term
also over an extended period of

time.

Broadly speaking,

there are two types of forecasting, each serving a separate

but

therefore,

~nd

distin.~t
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purpose.

These are:

(a) the short-term forecast, and (b) the long-term

forecast.
The short-term forecasts usually cover a period less than one
year.

If appropriately designed and regularly revised, the short-term

forecast assists in the day-to day operations of an organization because
it is based on a detailed statement of all the accounts
generate or absorb cash.
the peaks and

troughs

that either

Its principal utility is that it highlights
resulting

from

the daily,

weekly,

or. monthly

operations of a jurisdiction.
The long-term forecast aims at evaluating the financial position
of an organization over an extended period of time such as two, three,
or even five years.

Unlike the short-term forecast,

which is highly

detailed, the long-term forecast attempts only to give a rough sketch
of an organization's distant financing requirements.

Private firms use

their prepared long-term forecasts to gauge the impact proposed acquisitions, mergers or new product developments may have on their organization's cash flow positions a number of years into the future. Other uses
of such forecasts include its utility in the determination of the future
cash needs of

the

requirements.

For

organization,
instance,

serious cash outflow without

if
a

especially
an

for

its

organization

corresponding

cash

working

is

capital

experiencing

inflow,

the

a

cash

forecast will give a good indication of the rapidity of this occurrence
and why it is happening.

Also, the long-term forecast facilitates the

apprai::>al of proposed capital projects as it shows "not only how much
cash the organization will generate to support these projects, it also
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shows how much financing, if any, will be required to complete them.
The extended cash outlook thus aids senior executives in deciding what
proposals related to the organization's expansion should be approved,
deferred or abandoned.7
Ai.~ALYSIS

OF STUDY DATA AS THESE RELATE TO FORECASTING

The foregoing sections have established that forecasts are basic
tools of cash management.

Without them, a jurisdiction has no sure way

of telling how much money will be needed for its operations or how much
financing will be required to support its growth.

A basic assumption of

this study is that governments managed by people who have professional
training in administration are more likely to adopt financial management
techniques, including forecasting.

But the survey indicates that only

60 percent of the jurisdictions do prepare cash budgets.

The survey

also indicates that 50 percent of the treasurers were elected into their
positions,

while

percent

1+2

technical/professional expertise.
is

whether

there

is

a

were

appointed

on

the

basis

of

The fundamental question, therefore,

correlation

between

the

form

of

government

(professional/non-professional) and usage of forecasting as a financial
management tool.

For example, in all the jurisdictions where treasurers

are appointive positions, cash budgeting is an integral part of the cash
management enterprise, but in those jurisdictions where treasurers are
elective positions, only about SO percent prepare and use cash budgets
as financial management decision-making tools.

7o avi..d

~.L. F.
. is h er, Cash Management, New York:
1973, p. 14.

The Conference Board,

'07

The personal interviews conducted for this study clarified some of
the controversy over the competence and ability of county government
treasurers to manage the cash management programs of their jurisdictions.
al

In those jurisdictions where elected treasurers have profession-

training in administration and financial management,

the

finance

directors allow them considerable discretion and latitude in managing
the treasury department.

However, in those jurisdictions where elected

treasurers may have little formal education and professional training as
is the case in most rural counties, the finance directors exercise maximum oversight and involvement in conducting cash management, and such
jurisdictions are likely to adopt the techniques of financial management.
It is difficult to measure the impact of the cash budget on the
cash management and investment programs of political subdivisions.

For

example, about 20 percent of the respondents who answered this question
achieved an average return on investment ranging between 9 percent and
9.99 percent, and 22 or 44 percent had yields ranging between 10 percent
and 10.99 percent.
tions:

In each of these categories are a mix of jurisdic-

those that prepare cash budgets and those that don't.

However,

and perhaps more importantly, all the jurisdictions in the category, 11
percent to 12.99 percent, do prepare and use the cash budget as a basis
for financial decision- making, while all the jurisdictions in the category 5 percent to 8.99 percent, do not prepare nor use cash budgets.
Given the tremendous advantages that could be gained through cash
budgeting, why do some jurisdictions fail to adopt it as

<i

necessary
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cash management tool?

This question leads directly into a discussion

of the obstacles encountered by local jurisdictions in the attempt to
develop and adopt forecasting techniques.
Form of Government:
The form of government and administrative structure under which a
jurisdiction is administered could be a major impediment towards good
financial management.

This study has stressed the differences between

professional and non-professional governments.

The major differences

lie in the expertise and technical quality of the officials who manage
the affairs of the jurisdiction.
in

the

today.

southern

states,

some

In some of the small, rural counties
elements

of

bossism are

still evident

For instance, in some jurisdictions, important jobs are still

given to political favorites who may be corrupt and incompetent.

Lack-

ing in ability and imagination and under obligation to the few interest
groups that put them in oftice, these officials loose touch with objectivity and fairness

in making important decisions.

But in a

form of

government which stresses technical expertise and professional integrity, important decisions reflect the common interest.
Lack of Skills:
In most cases, local jurisdictions do not have qualified staff to
manage their cash management programs.

People with skills in finance

and financial management would rather work for

the state and federal

governments who provide better remuneration packages and greater opportunities for career advancement than to work for
which can only provide limited cpportunities.

local

jurisdictions
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Limited Staff Time Devoted to Forecasting:
In recent times, local government finances have been increasing at
a decreasing rate.

The reasons for the relative decline in revenues

include a declining tax base due to a sluggish economy and the massive
Reagan

tax cuts

property

of

1981.

The Reagan

tax revenues which are

recession adversely

the mainstay of

the

affected

local economy.

Under adverse economic conditions, only very few housing uni ts can be
added to the property tax base.

At the same time, federal grants to

local governments were ready targets of the budget cuts of 1981.
terms

of

local government personnel,

significant reductions in force.

the

limited

revenues

In

triggered

Needed staff were laid-off because

local jurisdictions did not have the money to pay them.

In terms of

cash management and forecasting, cash managers maintain that enough time
cannot be devoted to collecting the data necessary for projecting future
cash flows because the available staff have other assignments in addition to cash management.

Most of

the cash managers,

treasurers and

finance directors or their deputies interviewed recognize the need and
the useful purposes served by forecasting.
cy in professional staffing,

However, given the inadequa-

there is only so much time that can be

devoted to the forecasing efforts.
Uncertainty:
Forecasting, as the word itself indicates, is enveloped in uncertainty.

Revenues are forecast on the assumption that all the variables

that were considered

in

the

forecast,

such as

the general economic

climate, legislations and the prevailing tax rates, will remain as they
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were.

They almost certainly will not.

Opponents of forecasting

argue that the knowledge and theoretical base to predict what the
economy will do in the next five years does not exist.

Often the

major obstacle to revenue forecasting is the idea that forecasting
is difficult or even impossible.

Believing that

the economy is

fluid and that some of the resources which they once took for granted were no longer assured,

cash managers

tend not

to

spend

the

effort in forecasting revenues, arguing that such projections will
be thrown out of focus with a slight change on the assumptions upon
which they were based.
The Environment of Governments:
As

a

loose

network

of

programmatic

operates through a negotiated consensus!

agencies,

government

In the private sector, the

corporate hierachy determines corporate objectives and adopts a corporate

plan,

with

reflect reality.

the plan being updated

from

time

to

time

to

As this study is uncerway, the budget fights are

waging, negotiations and bargaining are in the works and alliances
are being formed to protect common interests.

Thus, the budget that

ultimately will emerge will be a reflection of the consensus reached
and deals struck in serious negotiations among government participants.

In other ..vords, the discipline that is evident in the pri-

vate sector expenditure patterns are totally lacking in the public
sector, thus making forecasting 1ery difficult.
1

In government, the mood of the voters determines the direction
of expenditur'=s (and also receipi:s) at the local government level.
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For

example,

the

County

Board

of

Supervisors

or

County

Council

determines and decides the direction of government and then nudges the
County

Executive

to

change

course

prevailing mood among the electorate.
today.

The

support

to

abolishing

prevailing

conservatism

the President's plans

to

some

cut

programs

and

expenditures at 1984 levels.

to

and

direction

to

reflect

the

This point is particularly true
in

the

trim the

United

States

has

lent

size of government by

expenditures

by

freezing

1986

Under these sets of circumstances, cash

budgeting will be a difficult undertaking.
Expenditure Authority Resides Outside of Cash Manager
In some jurisdictions, major expenditure decisions and authoricy
are deferred to the Board of Supervisors or Council.

This provision

makes it difficult for the cash manager or finance director to program
expenditures.
with

an

This situation was made vividly clear during an interview

investments

officer

in

a Virginia County.

The

investment

officer works for one of the counties involved in the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.

The County is obligated to transfer

certain specified amounts of money to the Transit Authority annually.
In this county, disbursement authority over major expenditures restdes
with

the

Board

of

Supervisors.

At

this

interview,

the

investment

officer revealed that one of the problems his department faces is being
able to predict when the Board will direct that the transfer of funds
from the county to the Transit Authority be made.

He admitted that at

times his department has been embarrassed because directives to transfer
funds have been given when such obligations could not be immediately
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met.

Thus, the finance office has no control over the timing of the

huge transfers that must be made.
authority lies outside
attempts

to

forecast

the

In a jurisdiction where disbursement

purview of

revenues

and

undermined by the uncertainties and

the

finance

expenditures

department,

will

irregularities of

any

be

seriously

the

timing of

major disbursements.
Strategies for Coping with the Identified Constraints
The point has been made that the type of government under which a
jurisdiction is administered, at times, can negatively impact the jurisdiction.

There is nothing iuherently bad with any particular form of

government, but if the power relations in the system are such that preclude the hiring of professionals to do jobs which require expertise,
that form of government then leaves 111Uch to be desired.

The personal

and telephone interviews conducted as part of this study revealed that
some of the elected treasurers have no skill or training in fi.nancial
management.

Consequently, it will be an uphill task trying to convince

them that forecasting revenue have tremendous advantages and can enhance
the ability of the jurisdiction to avert financial crises.

A way out of

this dilemma would be for the jurisdiction to require that all aspirants
to the office of treasurer have exposure in a number of areas including
With these requirements, unqualified

finance, economics and banking.

persons will be discouraged from seeking an office from which they can
only make marginal contributions.
tive changes in existing laws.

Such proposals may require legisla-

It will also require combined efforts by

all local governments working tarough their representatives in the State
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Legislature to modify and amend the legislation to reflect and include
~

the needed changes.
jurisdictions
credentials,

are

Until all aspects of financial management in local
managed

by

people

the benefits that derive

with

the

right

skills

and

from forecasting may never ba

fully realized by local jurisdictions.
Local Governments have not been known as the repository of f inancial management skills and talents.

The lack of qualified

personnel

to handle the financial affairs of local jurisdiction is much more acute
in the rural -- small and resource poor jurisdictions which may, in addi tion,

have elected

solution

to

this

treasurers with only high school education.

problem would

be

for

local governments

to

A

create

compensation and incentive systems that not only attract and retain the
most able individuals but also motivate
communities.

them to stay in these rural

An alternative would be for these jurisdictions to arrange

with their banks and depository institutions to provide necessary advice
with regard to cash management.

It might also be possible for financial

management experts from the banks to be

the preparers of

the

juris-

dictions' cash budgets.
The major argument of those who believe that forecasting serves
limited oojectives is that the world is not static and that the assumptions under which a cash budget was developed could change even before
the cash budget is completed.

They further

stability of which cannot be guaranteed,
future financial planning.

argue

cannot

that a

form

forecast,

the basis

for
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This negative perspective misses a basic premise of forecasting.

A

forecast is an approximation of what would likely occur in the foreseeable future.

The objective of forecasting is not to be complete- ly

accurate, but to show how far the actual events may differ from the
plan,

thus indicating the nature and extent of the corrective action

needed.

Once this premise is understood and accepted, the utility of

forecasting as a cash management tool will begin to be appreciated.
Smith pointed out that the forecast is:
... used to measure the gap between what will
probably happen, leaving things alone, and
what we want to happen. It gives a measure
of the difference, which then forms the basis
for developing different strategies ... to
eliminate the difference.a
While the symboitic relationship between government and business
has blurred the distinctions between the two, this study

has identified

a number of lingering and lasting differences which would make it difficult but not impossible for government jurisdictions to forecast their
revenues.

The notion that revenue forecasting is impossible in the pub-

lie sector is furtherest from the truth.

In the first place, the survey

conducted for this study indicates that about 60.u percent of the jurisdictions regularly forecast their revenues and use these forecasts as
the basis for financial decision-making.

Second,

forecasting

in the

public sector seems relatively easy to undertake because governmental
cash requirements are based on budgeted expenditures, which are fini t.:
and known in advance.

Government revenues are tax-based and, therefore,

8J.
E.
Smith,
Cash
Flow
Management,
(Cambridge,
Woodhead-Faulkner Publishers, Ltd., 197~), p. 13.

England:
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estimatable.

Third, the "Wildavsky assumption" of public sector budgetThe W'ildavsky as sump ti on states that the

ing facilitates forecasting.

"Those in

best predicter of next year's budget is this year's budget.

government operate in a world they never made, which is only partially
subject to their ministrations.

Commitments of the past make up

largest part of

it

the budget,

and

is

either

the

legally or politically

impossible to alter them drastically."9
In order to estimate revenues,
ledgeable about
patterns

of

the cash manager should be know-

the specific historical characteristics and collection

each revenue

"historical detail

The

source.

profile"lO

is

development

necessary

the behavior of the various revenue sources.
profile includes when the revenue was
at

those

times,

the

significant

to

of

a

three-

obtain

a

trend

year
about

This

received,

deviations

pat terns, and relevant explanatory information.

the amounts
in

their

received

collection

The development of a

historical profile may not be necessary for some revenue sources,

for

instance,

are

intergovernmental

transfers

and

other

revenues

which

received according to established contracts and agreements.
ly,

revenues

such as

property taxes,

user

fees,

etc.

are

Conversereceived

9Aaron Wildavsky, The Politics of the Budgetary Process (3rd ed.)
(Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown and Company, 1979), p. VIII.
lOsee discussicus about Cash Budget by Kenneth D. Sanders,
Local Government Cash Management and Investments (University of Souch
Carolina: Bureau of Governmental Research and Services,
1981), pp. 55-58.
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according to well-established patterns but the amounts collected during
each

specific

time

period

vary

significantly

from

year

to

year.

Consequently, a historical detail profile would facilitate more accurate
Thus, while the environment of public

projections of these revenues.
institutions are different

from

that of

private

firms,

it does not

preclude the application of private- sector cash management models in
the public sector.
One potential major

constraint

identified during

the

series

of

interviews conducted for this study, is that in some jurisdictions the
disbursement authority for

some major expenditures

other than the cash or finance off ice.

resides

somewhere

Since the Board of Supervisors

or Council is unlikely to divest itself of such authority, the problems
associated with this arrangement can be minimized with better cooperation.
In conclusion, the inability of local governments to develop and
install efficient cash budgeting systems is a major constraint, limiting
their

capabilities

otherwise

inactive

to maximize
cash.

In

the
this

returns

on

their

chapter,

a

number

investments
of

of

mitigating

factors have been identified and proposals aimed at coping with these
limiting circumstances have been advanced.
develop reliable estimates of

Unless local governments can

their cash flow positions,

be able

to

identify when and how much cash will become available, they would not be
in a position

t~

take full advantage of the highly lucrative securities

market and consequer:.tly will not be able

to maximize

whatever financial assets they are able to purchase.

the returns on

CHAPT

IV

CASH MOBILIZATION

In Chapter III, the objective of forecasting is to guide appropriate and timely management action toward improved control of cash flows.
As a consequence of the action to control cash flows, organizations, as
well as political jurisdictions, have developed and adopted forecasting
models

that are

realistic,

comprehensive and

comprehensible.

models facilitate efforts to monitor the performance of the different
segments of the revenue source.

They also provide a forward view of the

cash flows for periods ahead at a particular moment in time.
The cash budget is useful in projecting the overall financial picture of

the organization -- the productivity of

the various

revenue

sources, when surplus and inactive cash will become available and how
much.

It is still the responsibility of management, however, to develop

policies

to

needs.

Cash

acceleration

cap and mobilize
mobilization
of

these

falls

receivables

resources
into

and

two

to meet organizational
functional

control

( 2)

areas:

( l)

dis bur semen ts.

of

Receivables are those funds chat come into the jurisdictions' treasury,
while disbursements are those funds that must be paid out to vendors and
others

dho

Disbursements

have
also

provided
include

services
wages

at

and

workers.
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a

fee

salaries

to
for

the

jurisdi~tion.

local

government:
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This chapter will explore the methods which local government executives who answered the questionnaires used for

this study,

indicated

that they use in raising revenues necessary to meet their legal obligations.

The first section of the chapter focuses on the sources of local

government, revenues including property and non-property tax and intergovernmental transfers.

The second section describes the various tech-

niques and approaches of cash mobilization currently used as well as the
techniques for controlling payables and disbursements.

The third sec-

tion of the chapter is devoted to identifying constraints which impede
efforts to mobilize cash.

Finally, strategies will be offered on how to

cope with the identified constraints, with suggestions for alternative
sources of revenues not being adequately explored in most local jurisdictions.

These

alternative

sources

include

tax

base

expansion,

recapture tax, user fees, and amnesty.
Sources of Local Government Revenues
Local governments have three main sources of revenue:
a.

The Property Taxes

b.

Non-Property Taxes

c.

Intergover~mental

Transfers

The Property Tax
The property tax is the core of financial support for local governments,
and is rarely out of the political limelight.

The property tax embraces

a whole family of taxes on difterent types of property including real
estate,

ill8.chinery

and

equipment

and

intangible

property,

such

securities, credits, bank accounts, patents, copyrights and the like.

as
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The new emphasis these days is to view the property tax as a tax on land
The relative

and buildings in i:"esidential, farming and business use.

revenue importance of these categories depends on the economic characteristics of

the community and

assessment units.

the assessment practices of

the

tax

In general, the representative balanced American com-

munity obtains from 60 to 80 percent of its real property tax dollars
from single family homes and ether residential properties, the balance
from commercial, industrial and utility properties and under-developec
lanci, l
While this is not the place to continue the perennial debate on the
merits and the de-merits of the property tax, it is important to observe
that the property tax is a very unpopular form of taxation.

Taxpayers

view it as villaninous, inequitable and unfair, particularly to low- income families.

E.R.A. Saligman, a leading tax authority in the 1920s,

once commented that the property tax was "perhaps one of the worst caxes
in the civilized world."2
The property tax has been criticized on other gro1.1nds as well.
Real property has declined

in relative

importance as a

wealth, superceded by bonds, stocks, and bank deposits.

measure of

To distribute

the cost of local government i:>n the basis of value of real property

11aslo Ecker-Racz, It's Your Business: Local and State Finance
(New York: National Municipal League, 19~'6), pp. 36-37.
2Ri~hard W. Lindholm and Hartojo Wignjowijoto, Financing and
Managing State and Local Governn:ent, (Toronto: D. C. Heath and Company,
1979) ~ p. 119.
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impose~

unnecessary and needless burdens on low income families whose

homes may be their principal assets.

On the other hand,

the weal thy

have learned to preserve their wealth in stocks, bonds, etc. and therefore,

often are

not paying

their

fair

share of

the costs of

local

government.
Secondly, since the property tax rises and falls with the value of
property,

it

tends to discourage property improvement and

those who allow their property to deteriorate.

to

reward

Such taxes may hinder

economic development and may distort location patterns in the sense that
the tax enters into the cost of doing business and business is forced to
seek out areas favorable to tax rates.
Farmers dislike the property tax because it may force them to abandon otherwise profitable tracts which have appreciated in value by virtue of

their location within or close to

industrial districts.

When

farmland increases in value, the tax burden sometimes makes it economically unrealistic to continue to farm the land.
In spite of its unpopularity and the very serious doubts about

its

fairness, the property tax is a very stable source of local government
revenue.

While s:::holars raise outcries about its bad administration,

Friectlaender and Due point out that in the United States, the yield oi
the property tax was S66 0illion in 1979,

providing 78 percent of local

government tax revenues a::id 10 percent of total federal, state and local
tax revenues.3

or

Yet, recent taxpayer insistence on checking the growth

3John Due and Ann F. Friedlaender, GOVERN!1ENT FINANCES: Economics
the Public Sector, Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1981,

? . 441.
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of taxes has not diminished.

Thirty-nine states now have

expenditure limitations governing the property tax rates.
against the escalating property tax rate resulted

tax and/or

Public outcry

in the overwhelming

support for Proposition 13 which rolled back California's property tax
rate in 1978.

In Prince George's County, Maryland, despite a threatened

$32 million deficit, voters in November 1982 local elections defeated
TRIM + 4,

an attempt

to

raise

the

ceiling

on

tax

rates

imposed

in

1978. 4
Non-Property Taxes:
Non-property taxes are personal income

tax and sales

tax.

Only

very few states allow their local governments to levy personal income
taxes.

Thus, the major non-property tax is the sales tax.

Sales taxes are applied to a wide range of commodities and services.

In the United States, sales taxes are employed by 45 states and

us ea as a
account.

s~rce

of local government revenue in over half

the s Cates

The sales taxes constitute the largest single source of state

revenue, yielding 31 percent of the state tax revenue in fiscal 1979 for
8 percent of the total local tax revenue.5
rate is 5 percent.

In Maryland, the sales tax

!he State of Marylana collects the money and returns

part of the revenues tc the local jurisC.ictiuns in the form of state aid

41aura A. Kieran & Michael i1cQ,1een, "P. G. Executive Elect to
Seek 1-Cent Inc.:-ease on Sales Tax," The Washington Post, November 27,
1982, p. A8.
SJohn Due and Ann Friedlaende~, p. 404.
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to education and for numerous other purposes.

In Virginia, local juris-

dictions earn revenue from the sales tax in two ways.

First, there is a

one percent local sales tax which is piggy-backed on the state's 3 percent sales tax.

The one percent sales tax is collected by the state and

returned to the locality in which it originated.

Another one percent of

the state's 3 percent is distributed to the various jurisdictions as
state's

aid to education on the basis of the number of school age

children in the locality.
The sales tax has a low revenue elasticity compared to the income
tax, stemming from the fact that consumption changes less rapidly than
income.

Sales tax is not progressive in relation to consumption.

Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations estimates

The

revenue

elasticity for state sales taxes to be 0.97 compared to 1.65 for state
personal income taxes.6
User Fees:
Another source of local government revenue that is gaining increasing prominence and acceptance.

Of late, jurisdictions have come to the

realization that the subsidization of services through unrealistically
low prices -- such as

the provision of refuse callee tion,

power, or the recording of deeds -- was necessary.

electric

Consequently, local

governments have recently showed a tendency toward increased reliance on

6Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, State-Local
Finances (Washington, D. C. 1971), p. 212.
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user charges and fees.

These are non-tax revenues that differ from

taxes in that they involve a direct exchange -- a service is performed
for which a fee is paid.

Local jurisdictions have learned to place

charges on use of jurisdiction owned facilities such as swimming pools,
golf courses, tennis courts.

Fees are paid for parking spaces, use of

toll roads and bridges, building permits, restaurant inspections, etc.
During the interviews for this study, a number of county officials
noted the several functions served by the use of user-charges and fees.
They pointed out that the development and implementation of user fees
and

charges

have

facilitated

the

diversification

of

their

revenue

sources have enabled the rationing of output, have allocated burdens,
and have indicated how much service is wanted.
Intergovernmental Transfers:
General revenue sharing and other forms of grants in aid from higher
levels of

g~vernment

..:onstitute transfers to local jurisdictions.

In

the recent past, transfers were viewed as reliably predictable in terms
of their sources and amount.

But all that has changed.

Federal grants

to local governments have been (and still are) targets of budget cuts.
Writing about changes in intergovernmental fiscal patterns, George F.
Break notes that:
For federal grants in aid, fiscal 1981 may well turn
out to have been a critical watershed year. The amounts
did increase from $91.5 billion in 1980 to $94.8 billion
in 1981, but that percentage increase (3.5) was the smallest in 20 years; and in purchasing power it represented
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a decline of more than 4 percent. Such a sudden reversal
of past trends was hard enough for recipients to adjust
to, but worse still was the prospect presented in the
Reagan Administration's 1982 budget proposal, that
feoeral grant monies would decline to $91.2 billion in
1982 and $81.4 billion in 1982. At the projected inflation rates, that would represent a decline in real grant
funds of 25.7 percent in two years.7
Federal aid to state and local governments declined considerably as a
result of federal cuts in the grants programs.

The massive federal tax

cuts of 1981 also have meant that those states

which piggy-back their

income tax collections on the federal formula have been collecting less
on state income

taxes.

The

tax-exempt all savers certificate,

for

example, cuts into state income tax receipts as does the Individual
Retirement Account (IRA) in those states where it is
status.

awarded tax-free

In short, local governments cannot look to state sources to

make up for the revenues they lose from federal sources.
From an unpopular but revenue stable property tax to a low revenueelastic sales tax and declining intergovernmental transfers, the local
government's revenue base is getting smaller and smaller with the passage of time.

But local government responsibilities and obligations are

not daclining correspondingly.

Instead, they have tended to escalate.

Since local government financial resources are unlikely to increase over
the short run, jurisdictions must develop and implement policies which
would enable them to efficiently mobilize the available cash and put it

7George F. Break, Changes in Intergovernmental Fiscal Patterns in
Public Budgeting and Finance, Winter 1982, Vol. 2, No. 4, p. 44.
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to productive use.

This can be accomplished

and aggressive collection of

thr.ough the accelerati.on

receivables anei by controlling disburse-

ments.
Collections:
Various approaches for

increasing control of cash receipts and

disbursements have been developed during the evolution of cash management as a legitimate business discipline.

Private firms and corpora-

tions provided the major impetus behind the development of these techniques, and for a while, these techniques were considered their preserves.
The subsequent growth of interest in cash management, however, has precipitated

the exchange of

information and

banking and other financial institutions,

ideas among

private

firms,

thus expanding the knowledge

and sustaining the interest in cash management techniques.
This study has established that the
receive

collections,

credit

s~rstems

under which jurisdic-

tions

daily

accounts,

process

checks and

make

deposits are largely determined by individual jurisdictions.

As a

result of the wide variance in jurisdictional programs and obligations,
a single collective system is not practical.

All that can be done is to

describe a state-of-the art model of effective collection systems synthesized from :he literature of cash management.

This model is supple-

mented with data collected from the study survey ana

the personal and

telephone interviews conducted for this study.

All the jurisdictions in

the study sample indicated t\:ie application of

these techniques in one
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variation or the other in their cash collections efforts.
Fisher contends that "companies that have exemplary cash management
programs invariably place great emphasis on three objectives in overseeing their day-to-day money transactions.
col lee tions,
balances. "8

( 2)

controlling

payables,

These are (1) speeding up
and

(3)

The most effective collection system,

controlling

bank

from a standpoint

of fund availability and borrowing cos ts, would be one that minimizes
the lapse between the time money is due to be received by the jurisdiction and the time the money is available for disbursement.

The optillll.lm

system would be immediate wire payments from payee to the jurisdiction
when payment is due.

Given the different types of payments and neces-

sary documentations that must be part of each payment, such a system is
not feasible.
The flow and availability of cash to the

jurisdiction can be

expedited by collection systems that provide for advance billing and
payments or payments on or be for~ receipts of goods and services, and
chat allow for separate processing of payments from accounting
tat ion.

doc~men-

The aggregate benefit of sound collection procedures is the

increase in the productivity of cash as a

wor~~ng

asset.

Systems that

bill and subsequently process documents and remittances together prior
to deposit retard the availability of funds to the jurisdiction.

8navid I. Fisher, Cash Management (New York:

19 7 3) , p. 25.

Tne Conference Board,
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Techniques for Accelerating Collections
Corporate treasurers have long known that accelerated callee tions
of money owed to a company not only enables the firm to meet its f inancial obligations but also reduces its borrowing costs and enhances its
ability to earn additional income.

Since the 1950s, when this principle

gained widespread acceptance, banks and other private fiI'llls have conscientiously developed techniques to aid corporations in collecting anri
processing receivables and in making the funds available to corporations
in shorter time frames.

The techniques used in accelerating receipts

include lock-box services, pre-authorized check, and concentration banking.
Lock Box Services:

Lock-box services are defined as the use of special

post office boxes to intercept account receivable payments
rate deposits for cash utilization.
the

extent

that

a

bank

is

and accele-

Post off ice boxes are "special" to

authorized

to

collect

corporate

mail.

Lock-box precessing was initiated in 1947 by Bankers Trust of New York
and the First National Bank of Chicago. 9

But the major impews for

the development of this technique was provided by the Radio Corporation
of

America

(RCA),

which

was

seeking

new

approaches

collectibles while at the same time reducing paper work.

to

speed

up

The primary

objective oi the system is to reduce the processing time between the

9Paul A. Beehler, Contemporary Cash Management:
Principles,
Practices, Perspectives (New York: A Wiley Interscience Publications,
1978), p. 63.
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receipt of a tax or utility bill and the deposit of that payment.

The

system eliminates the problem of a check being deposited many days or
even weeks after the check was received by the treasury.

The delay in

depositing checks reduces the potential investment opportunities to the
organization.
Within

the

context

of

political

institutions,

the

lock-box

system consists of renting a post office box in the jurisdiction 1 s name
to which

taxpayers directly

mail

their

payments

of

property

ta:-tes,

utility bills and other forms of remittances to the jurisdiction.

Lock-

box service usually consists of the following:
Emptying the box at least once a day.
Opening the mail and matching the original bill with the
payment.
Making same day deposits of the payments.
Providing to the local government all bills or other
paper work indicating that payment was made.
Returning to the local government any checks that do
not have adequate documentation regarding what is being
paid and who is paying.10
Following receipt of payment identifying data and deposit information
from the bank,

the treasury staff completes the necessary accounting

documentation.

Meanwhile, the funds received have been invested with a

minimal amount

of

delay.

An

additional advantage

of

the

lock-box

lOKenneth D. Sanders and James E. Kirk, Local Government Cash
Management and Investment, Financial Management, Series No. 6,
University of South Carolina: Bureau of Governmental Research, p. 18.
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f~x~~y~r"~

S.:>urce:

Aa·dsory Col!l!llission on Intargovernmental Relations:
_State and toc3l Cash )lanagel!IP.nt, 1977.

Underst!!_nding

llO

system is the reduction of local government staff time devoted to the
collection process.
staff

required

for

It could also lead to the complete elimination of
manual

receivable processing.

These advantages,

however, should be weighed against the bank's charges for the service.
A schematic diagram of how the lock-box sys te·m work is presented in
Exhibit I.
Pre-Authorized Checks (PACs):
A pre-authorized check is a signatureless demand instrument that is
used

to accelerate

1978).

the

collection of

fixed

Under this collection technique,

payment

types

(Beehler,

the customer is requireel to

sign an authorization agreement that allows checks to be drawn against
his

account

at

specified

and

agreed

upon

intervals.

The

company

typically signs and sends an indemnification agreement to the customer's
bank to notify it that signatureless checks are issued against some of
the bank 1 s accounts.

Following the completion of the authorization and

indemnification agreements, the company or its PAC service bank produces
the PACs on the specified payment aates.
A number of advantages accrue to a jurisdiction from using a PAC
system.

These advantages include:
Increased cash inflow predictabilicy as the dollar
amounts generated each day is known in advance to
facilitate daily cash flow forecasting.
Elimination of billing costs including postage,
clerical and invoice-production expenses, because
no repetitive notice to the customer is necessary.
Reduction of collection float - Processing and mail
float is reduced since checks are produced and
depostted by banks - no cost for receipts are involved.
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. Reduction of collection expense - collection problems
associated with late payment or forgotten remittances are
eliminated because PAC assures payment as long as funds
are available in the customer's account. 1 1
Concentration

Bankin~:

Even though lock-box services and pre-authorized checks (PACs) are
commonly used techniques of accelerating receipts, concentration banking
techniques are a valuable cash acceleration and cash control approach
that have become increasingly popular among cash managers.

Under a con-

centration banking system in the private sector, a firm's sales offices
are mostly responsible for making collections, which are deposited daily
in local banks.

From this p-Jint, the money is moved either by bank wire

or depository transfer cheques to designated regional banks which serve
as territorial collection centers.
wired to the firm's major banks.

From here the funas are directly
Under a concentration banking system

in the public sector, all local banks serve as depositories for property
tax purposes.

From these banks the money is quickly moved by wire to a

depository bank which serves as a central collection center.
The primary purpose of concentration banking is to mobilize funds
from decentralized receiving locations into a central cash pool.

The

cash manager may then monitor only a few cash pools thereby facilitating
better cash control.

A schematic diagram of how concentration banking

works is presented in Exhibit 11.

11 These issues are discussed in greater details in Paul Beehler,
Contemporary Cash Management: Principles, Practices and Perspective,
(New York., John Wiley & Sons, 1978), p. 44.
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Lock-box services, pre-authorized checks and concentration banking
are all approaches which aim at speeding up receipts and reduce the number of days remittances stay in transit.

The number of days saved in

transit time are days that the funds will be invested in interest yielding securities.
At times, companies take unusual steps to collect money due them.
For instance, messengers have been sent to pick up checks so that funds
could be deposited or invested the same day.

Fisher wrote that "several

years ago, one company found itself in just such a situation, when a
check for $100 million was to be mailed by a customer on a Friday.

The

company decided to have an employee fly from New York to Chicago to pick
up the check and then catch a return flight to New York, where the money
was immediately deposited anci invested for the weekend." 1 2

The com-

pelling logic here is the reduction in transit time and the reascning
that $100 million invested over the weekend will yield more interest
revenue to offset the

costs associated with sending an employee to

Chicago and back to New York.
Controlling Disbursements:
While organizations are

interested

in accelerating

they are equally keen controlling disbursements.

receivables,

Disbursements repre-

sent the outflow of funds from the Treasury in the form of checks issued
and cash

p~yments

made.

12 Fisher, p. 28.

Delaying cash outflows enables jurisdictions to
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optimize earnings on available

funds.

Financial

managers,

in

their

quest to maximize the use of cash resources, are concerned that effective controls are available for managing the disbursement process.

Good

cash management practices generally dictate that disbursements be made
when due
managers

and

only

when

is a very

due.

The

timing

of

disbursements

important decision that has

implications

by

cash

for

the

liquidity position of the jurisdiction.
In large organizations and jurisdictions,
variability in

the

quality and

form

of

the potential for great

disbursement

decisions

present a considerable challenge to the cash manager.

often

Two approaches

One is to centralize,

for meeting this challenge have been found.

to

the extent practical, the management of an organization's payables, particularly those of large dollar amounts. Another approach is to set up
administrative

limitations on

organizational

units

periods.

are

the

amount

authorized

This approach is

to

of
make

disbursements
within

particular

specified

time

specifically designed to control divisional

and. subsidiary working funds.

Tha first approach --

the centralized

management of a jurisdiction's payables -- is achievable through the use
of the Central Depository Account.

The second approach -- the use of

administrative limitation on spending -- is acheived

through

the Zero

Base Account.
Central Depository Account:
A common problem experienced by many local governments is that so
many

bank

accounts

are

maintained

to

cater

for

the

jurisdiction's
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various obligations that it is sometimes difficult to know how much cash
is available for investment.

As a result,

cash may not be invested effectively.

total amount of available

Experts in financial management

have noted the advantages of consoliaating the various local government
accounts into one central depository account.

All deposits from such

sources as the general fund, general revenue sharing federal grants and
other funds can be concentrated into this single account, thus reducing
compensating balances and increasing surplus cash.

Fisher noted that

consolidation of accounts provides better control over

the

timing of

payments, increases the effective employment of excess cash, and permits
streamlining of banking relations.

Sanders and Kirk contend that the

centralization of accounts "provides readily available information on
the

total cash balances

available

for

investment,

permits

the

easy

determination of how much cash to maintain in a checking account

in

order to pay the bank for its services; facilitates the pooling of cash
from the various funds to invest in higher yielding securities, prevent
overdrafts and avoids the pr.oblem of 'forgot ten accounts' that are not
utilized

for

extended

periods." 1 3

Consolidation

of

accounts

provides management with the capability ana opportunity to control and
schedule
carried

the disbursement process.
out

on

the

basis

of

sound

Decisions can
and

uniformly

then be made and
applied

economic

considerations that are in the best interest of the local jurisdiction.

13Kenneth Sanders and James E. Kirk, Local Government Cash
Management and Investments, Columbia, South Carolina: Bureau of
Government Research, 1981, p. 21.
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Zero Balance Account
Administrative limitations on the obligations authority is maintained through the effective use of Zero Balance Account (ZBA).

The

Zero Balance Account is a concentration account that is maintained with
a zero balance at the end of each banking day, thus affording the local
jurisdiction the opportunity to maximie earnings on the float.

A con-

centration account with zero balance disbursement accounts is diagrammed
in Exhibit III.

Before discussing how this account works, it is import-

ant to describe the .concept "float."
Float is defined as the time between when a check is written and
when the check clears the payer's and the payee's banks.
kinds of float:

There are two

deposit float and disbursement float.

The deposit

float is the period between collection ana the time the funds are available for the payee's use or investment.

Deposit float consists of mail

time, processing procedures and the time it takes for

the payment to

clear the sender's bank.
The disbursement float is the dollar difference between the balance
on the jurisdiction's book and the amount in the bank.
there is a

time lag involved after a

In other words,

jurisdiction writes a check:

delivery time or float, processing time for the recipient's bank, and
processing time for the jurisdiction's bank.
bursemenc float

can be diagrammed.

writes a check on Friday,

The time lags of the dis-

For example,

if

a

jurisdiction

the check may not clear the jurisdiction's

account until the middle of the next week or longer.

If the treasurer
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moves money to

the checking account

from either an interest-bearing "'i

account or another investment on the same day that the check is written,
the jurisdiction will lose interest on those funds.

However, if the

funds were transferred the same day, the check clears the jurisdiction's
bank, those funds could remain invested, earning additional interest.
Although the potential lost revenue may be insignificant for one check,
the losses for a full year can be significant.
To effectively utilize the float, a cash manager should be able to
predict accurately when checks will clear.

This involves knowing, on

the average, when employees cashed their payroll checks and when those
checks were presented
example,

if

employee

to

the

jurisdiction's

paychecks are

banks

available

for

payment.

only after

For

2 p.m.

Friday, the earliest they can be presented for payment is Monday.

on

These

funds would remain invested or in interest savings accounts over the
weekend.
A concentratio.n account with

zero

balance

is

perhaps

the

most

useful tool in sound deposits management.

A zero balance account works

as

single central account

follows:

a

jurisdiction maintains a

or

concentration account in addition to separate bank accounts for each
major

functional

category.

Deposits

accounts for recordkeeping purposes.
debit~d

with

are

credited

to

each

receipts

being credited

to

the

These accounts are automatically

for the amount deposited to maintain a current balance

the

of

of zeco

the concentration account.

As

checks drawn on these functional accounts are presented for settlement,
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the exact amounts are automatically transferred from the concentration
account to make the necessary payments.

Thereafter, the accounts revert

back to zero balances.
Zero balance accounts eliminate the need to maintain excess amounts
in disbursement accounts.

It also relieves the cash manager, of the

burden of estimating when checks will be presented for payment so as to
be able to know when to transfer money from one account to the other.
It also enables the pooling of resources for purposes of investment.
Controlling Bank Balances
Keeping a tight rein on bank balances has become increasingly
popular as a principle of cash management.

Jurisdictions have come to

the realization that money not needed to meet operating needs or for
compensating balances should be invested in interest-yielding securities.

Consequently, local government treasurers avoid the build-up of

inactive cash in their accounts.
the cash build-up.

There are several ways

of avoiding

One is the use of the Daily Cash Reports.

is payments through drafts.

The othe::-

The Daily Cash Report involves staying in

touch with the bank daily and monitoring changes in the concentration
accounts.

It also requires banks to

submit daily summaries of collec-

tions and disbursements handleci on behalf of the jurisdiction.
basis

of

these

reports

the

treasurer decides what

to

do

On che
with

the

balances in the accounts.
The other approach to controlling bank balances is the notion of
making payments through the use oi drafts.

By using the arafts, a cash
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manager enjoys the benefits of playing the float without running the
risks of overdrafts or inadvertently using uncollected funds.

Addition-

ally, any legal problems involving insufficient funds are circumvented
since the drafts are not "obligations" against the issuer until it is
presented for payment.

Drafts are quite different from checks because

they are not drawn on a bank but on the issuer and are payable by the
issuer.

Banks only act as agents in the clearing process, presenting

the draft to the issuer for redemption.

While drafts have found wide

acceptance and usage in the financial community, a serious deterrent to
their expanding usage is that bank officials

dislike them.

Consequent-

ly, banks take no responsibility for the final payment of drafts once
they are presented at the banks.
Remote Bank Disbursements
In order to maximize the float on payments, some organizations use
a process known as "remote disbursing," a practice whereby an organization draws checks on a bank not easily accessible to the payee to clear
these transactions.

The choice of bank and its location is an important

consideration in remote disbursing.

The bank chosen must be located at

some distance from payee and in a town where there is no Federal Reserve
Bank, Branch, or Check Processing

Center.

Banks in Lubbock, Texas, and

Raleigh in North Carolina have been used occasionally for this purpose.
The idea of remote disbursing is to tie the check up :i.n the clearing
process

for

as

long as

necessary while

interest yielding securities.

the amount

is

invested

in
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The techniques discussed in this section must

~

viewed as tools

which a local government can emulate in constructing cash acceleration
and disbursement systems that meet the philosophical tenor of its jurisdiction.

The objectives of the cash managers must be artfully blended

with the need to maintain good public relations with the jurisdiction's
vendors.

A jurisdiction must evaluate the possible effects of aggres-

sive collections practices as well as disbursement techniques aimed at
delaying and maximizing floats on their clients and taxpayers.
instances, these techniques may be self-defeating.

In some

For instance, putt-

ing off payments to vendor until reminder notices begin to arrive could
jeopardize the good customer reputation of a political jurisdiction.
Dissatisfied suppliers could react by increasing the prices of
services

and

providing

poor

and

negligent

services.

Even

so,

their
the

techniques enumerated are valid tools in the efforts to use cash as a
working asset on which a suitable return must be realized.
Constraints on Cash Mobilization
Local governments are creatures of the states; thus their activities are
regulated by state laws.

During the interviews conducted

for

this

study, local government officials noted that state laws regarding local
cash management procedures often place various
governments.

constraints

on

locai

They noted that historically, states have placed special

legal restraints and controls on local bo!"rowing behavior.

These in-

elude various traditional limitations on outstanding debts ana require-
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ments for local referenda pior to the issuance of bonds.

Other limita-

tions may be placed upon (1) the purposes for which debt can be incurred
and (2) the characteristics of transactions such as maturities, interest
rates and method

of

sale.14

States now play an extensive

role

in

determining cash management practices of their local governments, and
this level of involvement is likely to increase.
State government intervention in cash management

procedures and

processes has implications for local government ability to mobilize cash
to meet their obligations and for investment purposes.

In the tirst

place, the state usually determines what the localities can use as revenue sources.

In practical terms, this means that the identification of

a potential source of revenue is not enough-- the locality must ensure,
in addition, that it has the legal authority to exploit that revenue
source.
Since local governments must rely almost exclusively on the property tax, it behooves tham to make this revenue source more efficient.
This again is frustrated by state laws.

The collection of property tax-

es and the penalties which may be imposed on delinquent accounts
strictly prescribed by state laws.

is

The state also assesses the value of

all properties in the state to which the individual county's tax rate is
applied.

In some localities, the federal government owns properties

14Government Finance Research Center, State-Local Financial
Management Relations, Ne. 7, p. 3.
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land, buildings, etc. which are tax exempt.

A study is currently being

conducted by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations to
determine the revenue implicatins of federal ownership of real property
to the local jurisdictions where these are located.

There have been

suggestions for Congress to authorize a system of payments in lieu of
taxes designed to compensate state and local governments for federal
ownership of land.
State

governments

control

property

tax

collection

procedures.

States control the assessment functions as well as determining how much
would be added

to delinquent accounts.

The

idea

is

to

facilitate

uniformity in assessing property values and in the application of legal
requirements as these relate to property taxation.

Plausible as these

requirements might be, local officials complain that these regulations
deny

them essential

control

over

their

most

vital

revenue

source.

Instead, counties are allowed to determine the property tax rate, which
is then applied

to property values determined by state property tax

assessors.
Tax

increases

are

dangerous

politically,

and

elected

officials

would rather reduce the existing level of services than raise the tax
rate.

But if local authorities had responsibility over the assessment

function, they could deliberately in.tlate property values and then tax
them at lower rates.
local

revenues,

Although the property tax is the main source of

local governments

are

compelled

to

work within

the

constraints imposed by higher governments to accelerate its collection.
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The collection and deposit of transfers to local governments from
the state and federal gcverrunent ar.e actions over which the jurisdiction have limited control.

The transfers include federal aid or grants,

taxes, such as the general sales tax, gasoline and liquor taxes.

The

taxes are collected by the state and then returned to the localities
monthly or quarterly.

Federal aid or grants are disbursed to the loca-

lities at the discretion of the state.

State authorities determine the

disbursement schedule for state aid, and this schedule may be insensitive to the cash needs of the jurisdictions.

There is nothing local

jurisdictions can do to expedite the collection of the funds i f state
authorities determine that proceeds from sales taxes will be disbursed
quarterly.
forgo

the

period

of

When that becomes the regulation, local jurisdictions must
interests which such funds would have earned within
time.

The

monthly

or

quarterly

disbursement

that

schedules

frustrate efforts to mobilize cash, when needed for investment or other
purposes.
The unpopularity of wire transfers is another constraint on the
ability of local jurisdictions to speedily accumulate cash.

The use of

lock-box systems and pre-authorizea checks reduces the time required for
a jurisdiction to physically handle receivables and to deposit checks
for collection.

But the speed with which these checks clear the indivi-

duals' accounts has made consumers angry and stiffened their opposition
and resistance to electronic transfers.

The resistance to electronic

transfers is not restricted to individual consumers.

Cash managers are
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equally opposed to the widespread use of electronic transfers.

They are

reluctant to give up control of their cash assets faster than necessary
because of its detrimental impact on their

jurisdiction's cash posi-

tions.
Another
account.

constraint

to

cash

mobilization

is

the

zero

balance

The objective of the zero balance account is to maximize the

float, although the same funds technically have been committed ior the
settlement of an already issued check.

In some states, it is illegal to

write checks unless sufficient amounts are available in the particular
account to cover the obligation.

The opportunity to mobilize cash by

way of the zero balance account is lost in counties where treasurers are
prohibited from issuing checks on accounts ior which funds are not actually on deposit.
Allied to the zero balance account technique of cash mobilization
is the remote disbursements strategy.

Remote disbursements involve not

only drawing checks on banks located in very remote areas
mailing the checks from remotely located post offices.

but

also

Locai suppliers

and customers are often the most injured as a result of this policy,
because banks have a policy of holding checks until the physical cash
has been collected.

This means that local customers and vendors are

denied use of funds until the cash has

been collected.

Consistent

customer complaints and the need to maintain good public and customer
relations have made remote disbursement a very unpopular technique of
disbursement control.
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Strategies for Coping With Constraints
This chapter began with a review of some of the important sources
of local government revenues:

the property tax and non-property taxes,

such as sales tax, user charges and fees, and intergovernmental transfers.

Local finance executives noted that while these sources are, in

most cases, the exclusive sources of local revenues,

they can not be

fully optimized due to the various constraints -- legal, practical and
even moral -- impeding their abilities and efforts to tap the resources
available

through

these channels.

against collections,
ments.

deposits and

There are

constraints

even against

mitigating

controlling disburse-

In the remaining sections of this chapter, a number of strate-

gies for coping with these constraints will be offered.

Further, alter-

native sources of funds initiated in some state and local jurisdictions
will be discussed as cash mobilization strategies worthy of emulation by
other jurisaictions.
Collections
How property taxes and the penalties assessed on delinquent amount
may be collected is expressedly contained in state government ordinances
guiding what local jurisdictions can and cannot do in the efforts to mobilize cash from this revenue source.

Unilateral action by individual

localities to change some of the provisions of these ordinances is not
practical.

However,

a united front of all the

changes

the

to

in

law

permit

more

effective penalties would be desirable.

frequent

jurisdictions urging
cc llec tions

and

more
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More

frequent

collections

may

reduce

the

delinquency

rate

and

improve the public's perception of the property tax as an acceptable
form of taxation by reducing the burden of lump sum payment.

More fre-

quent collection could also reduce the collection costs.

More state

ordinances have established property tax payments period,

there is a

tendency on the part of taxpayers to wait until a few days to the dateline to mail their checks.

The volume of checks to be processed during

this period usually necessitates the hiring of temporary workers or moving some clerical staffs from their departments to the cash office to
process checks.

The costs associated with this can, at times, be prohi-

bitive.
The status of delinquent accounts should be reviewed and stiffer
penalties imposed for continued non-payment.
the

procedures

for

follow-up

contacts

More importantly, however,
and

collection

should

be

improved.
According to the results of the survey conducted for this study,
about 92 percent of the respondents indicated that they add interest
charges to unpaid taxes until the account is settled.

However,

the

interest that is added is determined by the state, and it is often below
the prevailing market rate of interest.

Thus,

the

threat or actual

addition of interest charges to the unpaid bills can not be impelling
enough to compel compliance with the law.

For penalties to be meaning-

ful and elicit positive responses from the taxpayers, they must be stiff

and, at the very least, equal to the prevailing rate of interest.
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Bills

for

property

taxes,

licenses,

permits

and

other

services

which the jurisdiction provides on a fee basis should be promptly sent
out, and the jurisdiction should specify in the bill that beyond a certain date,
recommend

late charges will be levied.

that local governments offer discounts as an incentive

prompt payment of
ad.dressed,
accounts.

Patatucci and Lichtenstein

They also

bills.

postage-paid

envelopes

suggest
to

the

provision of

encourage

rapid

for

self-

payment

of

This strategy is advisable only to the extent that the cash

manager has evidence that the dollar return on the invested funds will
equal or exceed the value of the discount, postage and envelopes.
Administrative rearrangements of ten may enable accelerated collections of other forms

of

taxes.

The general sales tax,

gasoline and

liquor taxes are usually collected by the state and on a
quarterly basis,
funds

are

disbursed

collected

and

to

the

deposited

localities.
promptly,

To ensure
the

local

monthly or
that

cash

these

manager

should be conversant with the disbursement schedules and funding rules
of

the various

responsible government

reimbursements promptly.

Because of

agencies and

should

apply

for

the large sums of money usually

involved, it might be advisable to consider assigning one individual the
responsibility of coordinating these activities with state government
bodies.
Transfers

in

the

form

of

usually large sums of money.
is

automatic,

well-documented

grants ·and revenue

sharing

funds

are

The collection and deposit of such funds
and

secur~

because

it

is

effectuated
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through wire transfers.

Smaller amounts, which often are in cash, are

usually of concern to local
results,

jurisdictions.

According to

90 percent of the respondents indicated that

documented

procedures

for

the survey

they have well

the callee tion and deposit of

funds.

By

minimizing the number of collection points consistent with the public's
desire for convenience, the jurisdiction will ensure that fewer people
handle

receipts

and

that

receipts

are

promptly

deposited

into

the

banks.
Additionally,
rap id deposit.

internal

procedural

In Alexandria,

changes

Virginia,

for

can

often

example,

accomplish

personnel are

shifted from other divisions in the department to handle the sorting and
processing of checks during heavy property tax collection time.
this period, deposits to the bank are made hourly.
be exercised,
working hours.

however,

Great caution should

in this kind of personnel shift and extended

It is conceivable that the cost of overtime could exceed

the return on investment if che yield achieved is low.
jurisdictions

During

should

undertake

benefit/cost

Therefore, local

analysis

to

determine

whether to adopt this technique.
Local Government Revenue Enhancement Initiatives
While discussing strategies for coping with the impediments to cash
mobilization from known sources of revenue, it is relevant to suggest
ways of creating more sources of revenue by reviewing highly productive
revenue enhancement initiatives developed in some jurisdictions.
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Revenue enhancement initiatives are considered here as part of cash
management because of the compelling need to diversify the sources of
local government revenues.

This need has become more urgent not only

because of the public's natural antipathy to taxes but also the prevailing mood in the White House and Congress to eliminate a key source of
local government revenue, namely, revenue sharing grants.

This section

will discuss tax base expansion, efficient tax administration, compensatory payments for tax-exempt property and amnesty on penalty imposed on
delinquent tax accounts.
Tax Base Expansion
Expanding the tax base is difficult for local governments, because,
in most cases,

it

sources of revenue.

is

not within

their

authority

to determine

their

The only avenue open to local governments

is co

seek ways of making existing revenue sources more productive,

usually

through more aggressive collection practices and by increasing the tax
rate.

Local

governments

often

resist

the

idea

of

increasing

taxes

because of the changed political priorities that have put emphasis on
current spending.

The persistent fiscal restraints at all levels of

government that have resulted in Proposition 13 and 2 1/2 in California
and

Massachusetts,

respectively

have

strengthened

this

resistance.

There are, in addition, a wave of tax expenditure limitations in various
local governments.
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Since the property tax is the most reliable source of local government revenues, the only way open to local governments is to creatively
look for ways to make this source more efficient.
has

been

to

improve

the

assessment

function.

One way of doing this
Montgomery County,

Maryland recently instituted a levy known as recapture tax.

The purpose

of the tax is to recapture, at the time of sale or transfer of real property, those revenues which would have been collected in previous years
if the assessment had reflected the actual market value of the property,
as demonstrated by the selling price.

Although the formula for the

recapture tax excludes minor underassessments (under $8,000), the county
has realized over $10 million in the six years that the recapture tax
has been in effect.

The recapture tax represents an attempt by the

county to recoup some of the revenue lost as a result of inaccurate
assessments.
Tax Administration
Improving tax administration can be an effective means of increasing revenues.

Tax delinquency results

dollars in revenue.

in the

loss of

millions of

At the state level, several states have banded

together to form the Multi-State Tax Commission.

Many east coast states

have joined together to stop cigarette smuggling because of the large
revenue loss they have suffered from tax evasion.
One approach being used to improve tax administration is reciprocity.

Reciprocity involves a mutual exchange of enforcement and/or
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collections responsibility.

For example, the District of Columbia and

its neighboring states, Virginia and Maryland, have an agreement whereby
outstanding tickets issued for traff ic-r~lated offenses by a resident of
another jurisdiction must be paid before that individual can renew his
or her automobile registration.

Tile District of Columbia estimates that

about 45 percent of its outstanding parking violations are issued to
residents of Virginia and Maryland,

representing over $4 million in

potential additional revenue to the city.15
Tax Exempt Property
State and federal governments have a number of tax-exempt property
in various local jurisdictions.

While there is a compensatory payments

program to reimburse local governments both for the revenues lost due to
the tax exempt provisions attached to these properties and for the cost
of providing services to the facilities,

local governments can seek

increasas in the compensation scheme as a result of decreased intergovernmental transfers from the higher governments.

Federal lands are

always appreciating in value and, therefore, a potential source of additional revenue if their assessments reflect their actual market values.
Local governments can seek a more equitable payment in lieu of taxes foL
tax exempt federal lands.

15Elements of Financial Management No.
Finance Officers Association, 1980), p. 3.

6

(Chicago:

Municipal
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Curtailment of Mandated Expenditures
Mandated expenditures are obligations of the state which must be
met irrespective of annual budgetary decisions.

Mandated expenditures

include entitlements under the social security, unemployment as3istance,
medicaid,
compel

food

local

stamps and many other programs.
jurisdictions

to

devote

fulfillment of long-standing obligations.

Higher governments

enormous

resources

to

the

Given the option, states and

local governments will re-focus their resources away from some of these
programs.
for

As a way of conserving resources, local governments can press
mandated

fewer

governments

expenditures.

in particular,

Government

should make

mandates cost local governments.

officials,

and

local

lawmakers aware of how much

This can be done by seeking fiscal

note legislation, which calls for independent cost estimates of a bill's
impact.

In some states, local governments have got ten the states to

reimburse partial or full costs of state mandated costs.
states have assumed
government functions.

full

responsibility

for

some

Some other

traditional

local

In this way, resources of local governments that

would have been devoted to these functions are freed up, thus enabling
them to be invested in interest yielding securities.
Amnesty
Delinquent tax bills go unpaid and unpenalized year after year in
some places.

According to the survey results, about 16 percent of the

local governments in this country have a tax delinquency rate in excess
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of 10 percent.

Tax

ev~ders

are not only individuals; firms and corpora-

tions have also been evaaing taxation.
Tax evasion pervades all levels of the economy.

It has been refer-

red to as the "underground economy" and the "out of sight economy." In
announcing new initiatives at

the

federal

level

for

tightening

tax

collection procedures, U.S. Treasury Secretary Donald T. Regan stated
that "there is an awful lot of cash being used in this economy and I
would like to get to the root of what is causing that and then try to
slow it down.. . .

One of the things

will be trying to do ... collect

we

more of the revenues due to us."16
While the federal government is still speculating on what to do
about lost revenues, some states and cities have implemented programs
that have yielded impressive results.
tax

amnesty

programs.

Amnesty

These programs are known as the

programs

have

been

instituted

in

Massachusetts, Philadelphia, New York City, Arizona, Missouri, and North
Dakota.
The Massachusetts

Legislature made

tax evasion a

felony

crime,

punishable by up to five years in jail and/or fines up to $100,000 for
individuals and $500,000 for corporations.

A period of tax amnesty was

proclaimed from October 17, 1983 to January 17, 1984, during which taxpayers could settle outstanding state tax obligations without any penal-

16oonald

T.

Regan,

Washington

Post,

February

1984,

D4.
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ty charges and without having
prosecution.

past violations

set

up

prominence
reported

for

criminal

All tax returns and payments that were due before October

17, 1983 were eligible for amnesty relief.
were

referred

for

telephone

in February,

that

the

three

The

inquiries.

1984

Special amnesty "hotlines"
program gained

when Massachusetts

month

program netted

state

more

tax

than

national
officials

$58

million

additional revenues into state cofters from 40,000 to 50,000 delinquent
taxpayers.

Arizona,

programs in 1983.
10,000
North

Missouri,

tax amnesty

Arizona's two months amnesty produced $6 million from

tax delinquents;
Dakota

ana. North Dakota also had

estimates

Missouri's

prociuced

that

program

its

additional
brought

$853,000;

in

and

approximately

$150,000 in additional tax revehue.17
The

tax

offices

$30,000,000 collected
program -

in

the

City

in delinquent

of

Philadelphia

taxes,

and

reporterl

New York City's

Taxpayer Automated Compliance System -

over
TACS

has persuaded more

than 55 ,000 individuals and companies to pay more than $43 million in
delinquent

taxes.18

Other

states

and

localities

are

working

on

similar programs which will soon become operational.

17 Government Finance Research Center,
Improved Tax Col lee tion
Strategies Bolster States and Cities Revenues, Resources in Review, Vol.
2, No. 6, March, 1984 (Chicago, Illinois:
Municipal Finance Officers
Association), p. 14.
18Ibid, p. 14.
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Amnesty is a new idea whose time has come.
nomy

which

years,

ravaged

personal

and

it is not surprising

corporate

that

Given the sluggish eco-

finances

tax delinquency

in

rates

the

past

few

in most local

jurisdictions have been so high -- more than 10 percent in some places
but between 2 to S percent in most cases, according to the result of
this

study.

Now

the economy is on the mend,

personal and

corporate

incomes are rising and the removal of the penalties atcached to delinquent taxes will be enough inducement for these taxes to be paid.
Changing Mood of Taxpayers
Another

important

factor

that

efforts of local jurisdictions is
The

so-called

fornia's

"taxpayers

Proposition

November 6, 1984.

13,

revolt,"
seems

to

will enable

the

cash mobilization

the changing mood of the taxpayers.
which
have

started
stalled

in

1978

after

with

the

Cali-

voting

on

Michigan's "Vocer's Choice" initiative was defeated.

This initiative would have rolled back a 1983 state income tax increase,
required a

referendum for any future

bodies

muster

to

a

four-fitths

tax hikes,

majority

to

and

raise

forced

governing

licensing

fees.

Nevada's Question 12, which would have called for a two-thirds vote of
state or local lawmakers and a majority of the voting public on any new
state or

local taxes,

self-styled home of

also went down

to defeat.

the "taxpayers revolt," voters

named after Howard Jarvis,

the author

In California,

faced

of Proposition 13.

the

"Jarvis IV,"
Jarvis

IV

called for state property taxes to be rolled back to 1979 levels and
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would have caused state and local governments to rebate roughly $103
billion in tax revenues.

The measure also would have required local

governments to secure a two-thirds vote of the electorate before any new
taxes could be implemented.

It also would have forbidden the use of

user fees as revenue raisers for areas other
charged for in the fee.

than the service being

Jarvis IV was also defeated.

In Prince George's County, Maryland, voters authorized the amendment of TRIM, the Tax Reform Initiatives by Marylanders, which has been
in effect in Prince George's County since 1978.
aioount

the county could collect

$143. 9 million.

TRIM had limited the

in annual property tax revenues

to

County •1oters voted to lift that ceiling and instead

freeze the property tax rate at $2.43 per $100 of assessed value.

Thus,

property tax levies and collections could rise as assessments increase.
A number of reasons can be offered for the changing mood of the
taxpaying public.

First, the current growth in the economy has generat-

ed a feeling of optimism, and people are unprepared to take actions that
would de-accelerate the growth.

Secona, there is a feeling that there

is already plenty of tax cuts at the federal level and that lower levels
of government can not sustain the same kind of cuts.

Thirdly, a lot cf

people blame the 1981 tax cuts as largely responsible for the balooning
federal deficits.

Fourthly, people do realize that taxation is a legi-

timate act of government and that reductions in taxes have a corresponding effect on service delivery.

The prevailing circuostances provide

cash managers tremendous opportunities for revenue enhancement.

CHAPTER V

BANKING RELATIONS
The maintenance of good relations with the financial community is
an important part of cash management.
banks,

investment

analysts.

bankers,

The financial community includes

commercial

paper

dealers,

and

security

The definition of the financial community must be expanded to

accommodate savings and loans associations, security analysts and financial journals.

Security analysts and financial journals are parcicular-

ly important in this definition because credit rests heavily en che
reputation and character of an organization or political jurisdiction.
A very effective way to acquaint the financial community with the credit
worthiness of an organization or jurisdiction is through the influence
cf security analysts and financial journals.
This chapcer will focus on banks since local governments have
lar contacts with these institutions.
that

a

jurisdiction implements

r~gu

It is through the banking system

its day-to-day money

transactions

collecting its receivables, disbursing its payments, investing ir.s inactive cash and carrying out other functions vital to its financial
interest, including the provision of access to secondary money markets.
Good, active relationship with the banking community can
ful

and

efficient

cash

management
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systems

for

~nsure

local

success-

goverrunen~s.
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Any

serious

jurisdictions

with

discussion
their

concerning

banks

must

the

address

relation

a

number

of

of

local

important

considerations, including:
a)

Selecting a bank or banks

b)

Determining fees and compensating balances

c)

Lines of credit and other banking services

Selecting a Bank(s)
Local governments are creatures of

the states,

which,

in

turn,

have the legal authority to regulate local fiscal affairs in addition
to providing financial and technical assistance to local jurisdictions.
State laws regarding local cash management procedures invariably place
constraints on local governments.

For example, state laws may require

cash balances to be placed in certain types of depository institutions
for

predetermined

requirements.

periods

of

time

and

with

defined

They may also specify eligible investment

which cash balances may be placea.

pledging

inst~lments

in

Finally, state laws may limit local

government banking relations to local banks only or to state chartzrea
bank only.
With the increase in local government banking needs have come a
corresponding increase in the number of banks and other institutions
capable of serving these needs.
felt obliged
banks

located

to spread
within

Consequently, local governments have

local g-Jvqrnment banking business to all the
their

jurisdictions

and

satisfying their demand for specialized services.

to

banks

capable

<)f
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The selection of banks to provide banking services is a complicated process given the fact that many of the banks have developed programs
aimed specifically at satisfying local gcver-.unent banking requirements.
Sanders and Kirk have identified two methods for selecting banks for
local governments deposits,

namely:

competitive and

non-competitive

methods. 1
The non-competitive methods are: (1) direct placement in one bank,
(2) use of all local banks, and (3) rotation.

The choice of one bank

for the deposit of a majority of the local government's funds :nay be
based on tradition, politics or because only one bank is loca!:ea within
a jurisdiction's boundaries.

If a

jurisdiction "puts all its eggs in

one basket," it is likely to receive much lower yield on its investments
than a jurisdiction that is able to "shop around."
A common model for local government banking

relations is sharing

local government deposits to all or most of the banks in a comm.unity.
While the idea of "spreading its wealth around" makes good political
sense,

it makes bad economic sense and

therefore,

very undesirable.

From a cash management perspective, use of all local

banks makes it too

difficult to determine how much cash is available on any given day for
investment purposes.
lKenneth Sanders and James E. Kirk, LOCAL GOVERNMENT CASH
AND INVgsTMENTS, Financial Management, Series No. 6, 3ureau
of Government Research and Services, University of South Carolina,

MANAGE~IB.NT

1981, p. 14.
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Under the rotation model, a local government will shift its business among

three or

four

local banks --

annually or

depending upon the jurisdiction's desires.

biannually

The rotation arrangement is

a good political strategy; it also simplifies cash management by minimizing the number of open bank accounts.

However, competition is limit-

ed and local banks are not motivated to offer additional services to the
local government or to improve existing ones.
The competitive method of bank selection has become popular because
of the so-calleo competitive bid process.

When a jurisdiction needs

services, such as consulting or engineering services, or when it needs
to purchase capital assets, such as typewriters or vehicles, the jurisdiction generally solicits proposals from potential suppliers.

The low-

est bidder is generally chosen to provide the services.
This competitive bidding process has recently gained currency in
the provision of banking services.
practice

is

that

competition will

The primary argument supporting this
often

result

in

lower

costs

for

banking services.

The lower cost usually comes as a consequence of

arrangements

permit

balances,

that

thereby

the

increasing

maintenance
the

amount

of

smaller

of

funds

compensating
available

for

short-term investments.
The bidding process involves four steps.
must

evaluate

its

financial

environment

First, a local government
to

determine

its

basic

financial requirements and estimate what it is willing to pay for these
services.

Next,

a

request

for

proposals

should

be

prepared

and
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circulated

to

competing

banks.

Third,

the

proposals

competing banks should be reviewed in an open manner,
for selection public.

Finally,

submitted

by

making criteria

the local officials should select and

enter into contractual agreement with the bank or banks that best meets
or meet the established criteria.2
There are a number of services which a jurisdiction must, of necessity, receive from its depository institutions.
available

facilitate

the

accomplishment

( 1) collections and deposits,
services,
credits

(4)
or

important

functions:

( 3)

special accounts

investments, and most importantly,

(S)

the extension of

working

capital.

obtainable through banks include:
tion,

five

disbursements,

short-term

( 2)

of

Bank services typically

Other

specialized

safe deposit boxes,

services

coupon redemp-

tax and utility collection, and disbursement account reconcilia-

tion.
In evaluating banks to be selected to do business with and for the
:ocal government, financial executives must look beyond the capacity of
local banks to provide necessary banking services to examine and evaluate more fundamental issues such as:
banks,

ability

to

provide

adequate

financial stability of potential
financing,

accessibility

of

banlr.

2Frank .M. Patatucci and Michael H. Lichtenstein, Imprcving Cash
Management in Local Gvvernment: A Comprehensive Aoproacn.
(Chicago:
Mur..icipal Finance Officers Association, 1977), p. 34. See also Kenneth
Sanders .~nd James E. Kirk, Local Government Cash Nanagement and
Investment, (Columbia, South Carolina Bureau ,)f Governmental Research
and Services, Financial Hanagement Serie.s No.&, 1981), pp. 16-17.
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branches and correspondent network
~

domestically and internationally

and adequate bank sophistication to meet changing needs of the juris-

diction.
An evaluation of the above factors is of crucial importance to the
bank selection process.

For example, the reputation of a jurisdiction

can be jeopardized if its supporting banks are known to be weak f inancially.

Weak banks limit the operational flexibility of jurisdictions

and compel them to forego opportunities for profitable investments.

The

ability of a bank to provide adequate financing is a vital consideration
in the selection process.

Size is a good predictor of lending ability,

because the total amount of money on deposit determines how much a bank
is able to lend to its customers.
Accessibility is another consideration in the bank selection process.

The bank or its branches must be located within rapid reach and

its officers must be available for consultation by the local jurisdiction.
The competitive method of bank selection for the provision of services
is preferred over the non-competitive method.

Some of the benefits that

accrue to the local jurisdiction through the bid process are:
a)

additional interest earnings resulting from improved
yields if investments are divorced from routine banking
services.

b)

additional interest earnings resulting from an overall
increase iu amounts available for investments through
better use of the bank's collection services.
additional bank services available for the same amount
of bank service charges or compensating b~lance currently
remaining at the bank.

c)
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d)

reduced bank service charges or compensating balances as
a direct result of the competition; and/or
~

e)

an overall increase in efficiency of cash management
operations.3

Competitive bidding is not a cost-free enterprise.

The costs

associated with this system of procuring services may include:
a)

costs related to the bidding process (e.g. staff time,
legal fees, advertising and possible use of consultants);
and

b)

costs incurred when changing established procedures (e.g.
forms, computer software, training and errors arising from
misunderstandings and unfamiliarity with the new procedures)

c)

costs incurred in handling disgruntled banks that do not win
the bid. This may be a particularly troublesome situation
if one of the newer banks in the area obtains the banking
contract from the traditional old-line banks. 4

Competitive bidding is a trend that has caught on in the modern
governmental environment.

However, it has only recently been applied

to banking transactions.

According to the survey conducted for this

study,

62

percent

of

the

respondents

indicated

that

competitive

bidding is used in the selection of their banking customers.
survey also

indicated

that

about

conduct their financial affairs

64

percent

of

the

The

respondents

through three or more banks.

The

purpose of using three or more banks may be to encourage competition

3Rhett D. Harrell and Lisa A. Cole, Banking Relations: A Guide
for Local Government (Chicago, Illinois: Municipal Finance Officers
Association, 1982), p. 59.
4rbid, pp. 59-60.
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among these banks, thus enabling the local governments to take advantage
of

the

consequential

service

improvements

and

low

cost

(fees

or

By the same

compensating balances) associated with the competition.

token, about 38 percent of the respondents stated their preference for
the non-competitive
non-competitive

method

method

is

in

the selection of

fraught

with

their bankers.

political considerations

The
and

favoritism in the selection of banks.
In the personal interviews conducted for

this study,

some local

government finance officers stated that their jurisdictions appoint one
large bank to be their main or lead bank.
by one or two more large banks.

The main bank is supplemented

Other finance officers report that

their jurisdictions use three major banks, none of which is designated
as the main bank.

The idea behind the use of three major banks is to

stimulate competition among the banks as each may assume that it is the
main bank.
A main bank takes the lead in lining up other banks to assist in
major loans too large to handle by itself.
of

correspondent

receivables

and

banks
to

to

operate

r~motely

a

disburse

It may also use its system

lockbox

system

payments.

to

accelerate

According

to

the

findings in the interview, most jurisdictions do not change their main
banks pri:narily due to long years of association.
selected

originally

difficuli: straits.

when

the

jurisdiction

was

The main bank ·..;as
incorporated

and

in

?ublic officials may now feel obligated to keep it

out of gratitude for services provided in a time of need.

Usually a
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jurisdiction concentration account is located in its main bank.
Whether a jurisdiction uses one or more banks for its transactions
is dictated by several considerations.

To some extent, the size of the

jurisdiction, with regard to resources and geographic spread, influences
the number of banks the jurisdiction would require in order to operate
efficiently.

While the number of banks used by a local jurisdiction may

be particularly important, a more important aspect of bank relations is
that they be maintained on a strictly professional basis.

All banking

transactions, including the selection of banks, should be guided by market consideration:

The banks must provide adequate services, and the

jurisdiction must pay a fee commensurate with the services provided.
The objectives of competitive bidding at times may be defeated by
the requirement in some jurisdictions that only local banks be used in
local government banking transactions.

Supporters of this provision

argue that the use of local banks is healthy for the local economy.
This argument is predicated on the assumption

that

local government

deposits in local banks are eventually converted into loans within the
community and that local loans stimulate the local economy through the
multiplier effec: of

the

loans.

The

multiplier

effect

essentially

states that a dollar spent in a local jurisdiction will cause incomes to
expand by several times the initial expenditure.
Opponents of the "local banks only" provision argue that banks
are not obligated to :nake loans locally and chat "given the national
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nature

of

money

markets

and

the

fact

that

even

the

smallest

institutions deal with statewide and nationwide money markets on a
daily basis, the argument that a local government should do business
with a local bank only in order to keep the money at home is not very
meaningful."S

Opponents

further

argue

that

the

"impact of

the

multiplier effect has never been demonstrated, nor is it clear that
loaned money will be used to purchase goods manufactured in the local
area."6
Competition and the need to ensure that the local government is
getting optimal levels of services for its deposits may provide the
impetus to look beyond the local community for banking services more
so if there are insufficient banks in the jurisdiction to encourage
competition.

DETERMINING FEES AND COMPENSATING BALANCES
Local governments pay for services provided by their banks in
either of cwo ways:

The first method of paying for bank services is

through direct charges for services rendered.
Fees:

Fourteen (28 percent) of the 50 jurisdictions surveyed in this

study

report

they use

fees

and

charges

instead

of

compensating

5Frank M. Patatucci and Michael H. Lichtenstein, Improving Cash
Management in Local Government: A Comprehensive Approach (Chicago,
Ill.: Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1977), p. 35.
6Rhett D. Harrell and Lisa A. Cole, BANKING RELATIONS: A Guide
for Local Government (Chicago, Ill.: Municipal Finance Officers
Association, 1982), p. 41.
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balances to pay for bank services.

Most

banks have developed cost

accounting techniques so that they can price each service they provide.
Local government finance executives who were interviewed for this study
confessed their admiration for the unit pricing method of compensating
banks for services.

Most of them feel that unit pricing affords them

the opportunity to know what they are paying for services such as payroll

management

accounts

reconciliation,

lockbox

exchange handlings, and other specialized services.

systems,

foreign

Thus banking ser-

vices are treated on a similar basis with other services acquired by the
government.

Prices for particular services are known and can therefore

be compared and evaluated individually as well as in the aggregate.
Many local government officials also believe that in the long run, unit
pricing will be significantly less than the loss of interest income on
unavailable compensating balances.
Compensating Balances
Thirty-three (66 percent) of the SO jurisdictions surveyed in this
study report that they use ::he
bank services.

Generally,

compensating balance method to pay for

banks prefer compensating balances to fee

payments because deposits are an important measure of the bank's growth
and prosperity.

Deposits are the main source of loanable funds, and

were it not for

comp,~nsating

balances,

banks would have no way of
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maintaining a sufficient base of such funds to meet the borrowing needs
of their customers. 7
Ten of the fifteen local government finance officers interviewed
for

this study generally favor

the compensating balance approach of

paying for bank services on the ground that they promote good relations
with their banks.
the

interest

Several officials also feel that it is worth forgoing

they

would

earn

on

jurisdictions' credit availability.

these

balances

to

ensure

their

Many realize that banks are happier

with this compensation method than with direct fee payments, and thus,
officials prefer to keep their banker happy as a strategy of protecting
their borrowing power.
Compensating balances are generally negotiated and mutually agreed
upon by the local jurisdiction and its banks.

Prior to the negotiations

between local financial executives and the bankers, the financial executive must come to definite decisions on a number of issues.

One is how

much money he ;:ieeds to keep with the bank to cover his jurisdiction's
operating needs.
bank.

Another is the type of 3ervices he expects from the

Still another -- perhaps the most important, say some cash mana-

gers -- is fixing in his mind how much,
these services.8

... he is willing to pay for

Recognizing that compensating balances are the heart

of banking relations, local executives must

ensure that their banks are

adequately compensated.

7navid 1. Fisher, Cash Management (New York:
1978), p. 40.

The 1;onference Board,

8For further discussions of this issue, see Ibid, p. 41.
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The appropriateness of compensating balances can be evaluated.

In

spite of its complex procedures, it is a process that should be undertaken i f the jurisdiction suspects that its banks compensating balance
requirements were becoming unreasonable.

According to Sanders and Kirk,

compensating balances represent "potential lost revenue that may exceed
the amount the jurisdiction lllight have paid if fees for each service had
been

levied

by

appropriateness

the
of

bank ... 9

compensating

The

balances

Banks should to be able

analysis.

process
is

of

known

determining
as

bank

to provide this analysis

the

account
to the

jurisdiction periodically, otherwise a jurisdiction should be able to
prepare

its

own

bank

account

routinely provided by the bank.

analysis

with

some

basic

information

If the jurisdiction determines that its

banks demanas for compensating balances have been excessive, it can take
appropriate action to renegotiate them downwards.

If, on the other

hand, the analysis indicates that the banks are being undercompensated,
the jurisdiction should equally
larger

amounts

on

balance

to

try to rectify the situation by leaving
support

the

established

quality

services.

9Kenneth G. Sanders and James E. Kirk, Local Government Cash
Management and Investments, Financial Management Series No. 6, Bureau
of Government Research and Services, University of South Carolina,
1981, p. 11.
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DETERMINING AND ESTABLISHING THE LINE OF CREDIT
Credit is the umbilical cord to short-term survivai.10 Therefore, adequate credit must continually be available to a local jurisdiction.

Lines of credit are commitments by banks to make loans available

to an organization subject to certain mutually agreed upon conditions.
Generally, these commitments fall into two categories:
standby.

..A revolving line of credit is one that legally obligates the

bank to lend funds up to a specified limit.
an

revolving and

indication

available ... 11

that

a

Local

bank

will

government

lend

A standby line of credit is
money

finance

... if

executives

it

has

funds

pointed

out

during the interviews that lines of credit are important as a hedge
against unanticipated contingencies,

such as

temporary financing and

temporary cash-flow shortages.
Banks do not establish lines of credits as a courtesy to the local
jurisdiction.

The cost of maintaining a line of credit ranges between

.. three-eights of a percent to one percent. nl2

Consequently,

not advisable for local jurisdictions to maintain
unless

they are frequent borrowers.

Otherwise,

it

is

lines of credits

they will be paying

lOPaul J. Beehler, Contemporary Cash Management: Principles,
Practices, Perspective (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1978), p. 21.
llAlfred L. Hunt, Corporate Cash Management (New York:
Management Association, 1978), p. 61.

American

12Rhett D. Harrell and Lisa A. Cole, Banking Relations: A Guide
for Local Government (Chicago: ~unicipal Finance Officers Association,
1982), !?· 34.
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handsomely for the privilege of having a line of credit which may be
under-utilized or unnecessary.
CONSTRAINTS ON BANKING RELATIONS

Legal Constraints
Local governments must oper:ite within the guidelines provided by
the state governments in developing relationships with depository institutions.

In some instances, state laws determine the banks with which a

local government may conduct business.

Banks that are licensed to oper-

ate in the state are usually preferred, although, at times,

the local

jurisdiction may be limitea to banks operating in the county or city.
The amount the local government may deposit in each bank may also be
legally restricted on the basis of the bank's capital.

The implications

of state interference in molding local government-bank relations are
onerous:
these

if

state governments have to influence the development of

relationships,

then,

factors

other

than

market

considerations

become crucial and fundamental criteria in the selection of banks, in
the decisions on investments, and in the pricing of bank services.
Political Considerations
Banking relations with local governments have a substantial political history that has left its imprint on

current day practices.

These

are often impediments to achieving an optimal management of cash and investment policy.

Banking relations have been influenced more by politi-

cal considerations than by any other criteria.
governments

find

it increasingly difficult

Decision makers in local
to

respond

to

the

simple
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question:

"How do

you

select

your

bank?"

Sealed

bid

purchasing

requirements have gained currency in government as well as in business.
Yet the survey conducted for this study revealed that 19 (38 percent) of
the 50 respondents still use direct placements or rotations in obtaning
banking

services.

In

essence,

the

selection

of

banks

and

banking

decisions are political decisions in these jurisdictions.
The reason most commonly advanced in defense of political considerations is that unless the local jurisdiction favors the banks, the level
of bank-community-involvement will tend to diminish.

Community involve-

ment is represented by bank policies to hire local residents, provide
loans to individuals and businesses in the local community, participate
in local government bond issues, and maintain office locations to provide equal service throughout the community.

Al though these provide

benefits to the community, these services are almost impossible to evaluate and quantify in dollars anci cents.

But

local government execu-

tives believe that without governmental deposits and balances,

there

will be less community involvement from the banks. Thus, bank deposits
and investments are not done in the hope of maximizing returns, instead
they are undertaken with a view to

encouraging banks to be socially

responsible.
COPING WITH CONSTRAINTS
Two major constraints are evi.dent in the formulation of relationships between a local jurisdiction and its bankers.

Legal constraints

involve the requirement by a higher government that a local government
conduct its financial transactions through a bank or banks chartered in
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the state and with branches within its jurisdiction.

At times, higher

governments have found it necessary to restrict local government deposits in particular banks to specified amounts.
requirements and regulations is that

local

The result of

these

jurisdictions are not at

liberty to determine in which banks to place their deposits and how much
they can leave on deposit in each bank.

The purpose of the requirements

is to protect public funds from loss.
There is little local jurisdictions can do about
ments.

these require-

These regulations are part of the state's obligations to insti-

tute financial management practices that will support improvements in
local operations.

State's objective in the promulgation and enforcement

of the prohibitions on banks and the amount of deposits is not to hamstring local government efforts to forge relations with their banks.
Instead, it is to help strengthen local financial management by insuring
that local jurisdictions deal with banks that are reputable
cially viable.

and finan-

The idea behind the deposits restrictions ia to ensure

that in the unlikely event of a bank's failure, the local government's
amount on deposit is recoverable through the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation.
Another major constraint identified above is political considerations.
Political

considerations

influence

local

government

decisions

with

regard to the selection of banks, the placement of deposits and the purchase of investment assets.

Negotiated deals open the way for serious

abuses because the outcome of the package had been shaped by non-market
considerations.
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The solution to these problems is competitive bidding.

Competitive

bidding has become so much the accepted practice for contracting banking
services that exceptions call for an explanation.
competitive bidding are obvious:

The advantages of

more services at lower cos ts.

One

local government official interviewed for this study offered a more compelling advantage for competitive bidding:

if the program is properly

advertised and conducted, local government officials are shielded from
the criticisms of favoritism and political corruption in the selection
of a bank or banks.
The

"dealing

at

arms

length"

involved

in

competitive

bidding

enables the local government to forge relationships dictated by pure
business interests and the opportunity to conduct government business
efficiently and effectively at the least cost.
This chapter has

focused

on LOarke t

considerations as

criteria in establishing banking relations.

the

sole

As a result, other factors

such as political considerations are depicted as villainous and illconceived and therefore should not be used as a basis for formulating
~elations

between local jurisdictions and their depository institutions.

This, of course, is untrue.

Local government executives not only try to

maximize return on their investments but also relationships with the
banking community.
While this chapter has emphasized market considerations in the formulation of banking relationships, it is important to point out that the
maximization of

investment

returns

can

not

be

the

only

legitimate
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objective of banking relations.

The maximization of social and politi-

cal tranquility are other objectives that jurisdictions may choose to
pursue

with

their

banking

relations.

Decisions

resulting

in

the

achievement of social and political objectives must be based on political considerations:

in using all local banks in conducting government

business and in placing the jurisdiction's deposits in specified banks
with the understanding that loans which will be made with these deposits
will go to certain groups, for example blacks and other minorities, in
the community.
An important consideration is for the local government to have an
objective, be it social, political or financial, upon which the banking
relationship

revolves,

toward

accomplishment

the

considerations

and

then,

political
of

judgements

that
are

judgements
objective.
as

will

be

Thus,

respectable

directed
political

as

market

considerations in the formulation of banking relations as long as the
objectives of the relationships are specified and political judgements
are the only avenues of achieving them.

CH.APTER VI
.,,

INVESTMENTS

The

culmination

of

improved

forecasting

and

cash

mobilization

techniques and better banking relations strategies is the development
of a good investment strategy.
ultimately lead

Such a strategy should be designed to

to optimum return on investments.

improvements sought in

forecasting

along with service and

and

In other words,

cash mobilization

compensation arrangements

techniques

between

banks

and

local governments should culminate in the accumulation of revenues to
satisfy legal obligations while investing the excess cash in interest
yielding securities.
The notion of "excess cash" soulds like an anachronism in our era
of budget cuts and the abrogation of social services due to insufficient funding.

It is not.

Government revenues and expenditures are

not perfectly coordinated, and hence, a time lag occurs between the
receipt of fun<ts and their disbursement.

While local

jurisdictions

have been hard pressed to raise the revenue necessary to keep abreast
of an ever-broadening and
services,

there

are

intensifying demand

periods

during

which

for more governmental

idle

cash

balances

must

accumulate.
Tnere

are

a

number

of

reasons

for

the

accumulation

balances in the treasuries of local gov.:?rnments.
inflow of

revenues

immediately

prior
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to

penalty

One is
dates

on

of
the

cash
large

the

tax
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calendar.

Another is the "lumpiness" of intergovernmental transfers,

resulting

from

statutory

governing

such

payments.

regulations
Also,

and

when

administrative

jurisdictions

practices

authorize

the

issuance of bonds for capital improvement constructions, the bonds

are

While complete

normally sold before the commencement of the project.

financing has been secured in advance, the disbursement of these funds
will occur as bills are paid throughout the entire construction perioa.
The result of all these factors is that the jurisdiction is able to meet
current

obligations

and,

at

the

non-committed cash for which the
This

so-called

"excess

cash"

same

time,

have

some

left

over

jurisdiction has no immediate need.

can

be

invested

in

interest

yielding

securities.
The tendency toward increased investment of otherwise idle balances
is occasioned by a number of factors.

One is the revenue- expenditure

squeeze which makes it difficult for local governments
array of services to their citizens.

The impact of this

to provide ao.
predicament

was aptly demonstrated by a conclusion of the Public Affairs Research
Council of Louisiana in its study, Investment of Idle State Funds:
A two-fold responsibility results. The first is the
necessity for gearing the size of governmental programs
needs rather than wants. The second is the responsibility to work toward effective fiscal management,
which would contribute to the most productive use of
government income.
Investment of idle funds is one of the tools of sound
fiscal management being used more frequently by all
levels of government throughout the country. It offers

to
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a source of additional revenue without increased taxation,
through the use of funds which would otherwise be temporarily unproductive.l
The second factor,

alluded to earlier,

is the quantity of cash

balances in excess of immediate operating requirements.

Even relatively

small jurisdictions may have a sufficient quantity of idle funds that
can be profitably invested in short-term securities.
The third factor contributing to increased investment of idle cash
balances is the upward trend in interest rates in recent years.

Richard

T. Selden once observed that:
... higher short-term interest rates have had an
important impact on state and local velocity. Like
their business counterparts, financial officers of
these governments have discovered that the treasury
bill market affords opportunities for using temporary
cash accumulations to supplemect income. Higher bond
yields undoubtedly have also had some effect on state
and local velocity by causing officials to trim cash
balances to the mini:num in order to reduce high cost
borrowing.2
The

practice

of

investing

excess

balances

is

not

new.

When

the

federal government authorized the establishment of government operated
social welfare trust funds, for example, that authority was broadened to
include the investment of revenues not immediately required for operational needs in interest yielding securities.

Indeed, interest earnings

are the primary source of revenues for these funds, and the successes

lpublic Affairs Research Council of Louisiana, Investment of Idle
State Funds, A PAR Study (Baton Rouge: Public Affairs Research Council
of Louisiaca, 1956), p. iii.
2Richard T. Selden. "The Post-War Rise in the Velocity of Money:
A Sectoral Analysis," Journal of Finance, XVI (December, 1961), p. 529.
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achieved

by

the

trust

investment

programs

have

led

to

a

growing

recognition of the revenue potential of excess balances in other funds.
This recognition,

in conjunction with

increasing pressure

to

find

the

rising interest rates and

new sources of

revenue,

were

the major

driving incentive that led to the recent surge of interest in developing
investment programs for cash balances in general operating and capital
construction funds.

These prompted Fortune Magazine to write:

The big news about investment these days is not just
the increase in "investable money" but the extraordinary
proliferation of new investment outlets, all of them
offering different kinds of opportunities for different
kinds of individuals.3
For local governments, the instruments most often used for investments are:

bank

time deposits,

bank. certificates of deposit,

U.S.

Treasury obligations, U.S. agency securities and repurchase agreements.
The ideal investment, it has been said, is one that :

(1) yields a

high return at no risk, (2) offers promise of substantial growth, (3)
and is instantly convertible into cash if money is needed for other
purposes.

This ideal specimen, of course, exists only in the fevered.

imaginations of
place,

each

inexperienced

form

of

investors.

investment

has

its

In
own

the

cold,

special

hard market
virtues

and

shortcomi.ngs.
Investment securities are the vehicles by whi::h local governments
earn a return on their idle cash.

A knowledge of

t~e

available alterna-

3A.; :ited in Investi:ient Company Instit·,Jte, The Honey Managers:
Professional Investment Through Mutual Funds (New York: Mr.: Graw-Hill
Book Company, 196'.n, ?P. 4-5.
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tive investment instruments and their special attributes is fundamental
to the development of a viable investment strategy capable of maximizing
returns on invested funds.
According to the results of the survey conducted for this study,
the

investment

vehicles

Forty-four percent of

listed

the

above

enjoy considerable

respondents

invest

in

popularity.

treasury

bills;

40

percent in government securities; 68 percent in repurchase agreements;
92

percent

acceptances.

in Certificates
The

survey

of

Deposit;

also

and

indicates

28
that

percent
22

in

percent

bankers'
of

the

respondents invest in commercial paper and 6 percent in Eurodollars.
Apparently, some of these investment instruments are more popular than
others.

This popularity has to do with the special characteristics and

che viability of the instrument as a source of revenue.
Criteria for Selecting Investments
Good cash management programs can accelerate receipts, delay disbursements, and minimize idle balances.

However, the real measure of

the overall effectiveness of the cash management program is the investment practices espoused by the program.

Of che SO local jurisdictions

participating in ths study, 41 report that they regularly invest their
surplus funds in the money market.
T~is

section will discuss the primary determinants of the selection

of a specific security in which public officials invest public funas.
Specifically, the discussion will concentrate on:
( 2) price stability,

( 1) safety (risk) ,

( 3) liquidity (marketability), ( 4) maturity and,

(5) yield (return on investment).
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Safety (Risk)

T

One of the lessons of this study has to be that public officials
involved with the investment of public funds generally subscribe to a
set

of

investment

principles

in which

safety of

the

accorded utmost priority, followed by liquidity and yield.

principal

is

During the

series of interviews conducted for this study, local finance executives
let it be known that there is absolutely no place for speculation in the
handling of public funds.

The possibility of losing some or all of the

initial invested capital of fends the sensibilities of local officials.
They are very much aware of the fact that the funds have flowed to the
government in the understanding that they will be employed for expressed
objectives.

Local finance officials will be terribly embarrassed or

lose their jobs if they were to lose a part of their investments as a
result of

very risky investment policies.

Many treasurers over-emphasize safety in developing an investment
program.

As a result, local governments tend to invest in securities

with very marginal rates of return.

Treasurers often take this conser-

vative approach because they are concerned that a bad investment will
jeopardize their careers.

Often their jurisdictions are large enough

and strong enough to take limited risks without serious damage.

As a

consequence, they could afford to invest in a higher yielding security
if the risk is only slightly higher.
In the public sector,

the risk factor is not very significant.

Numerous state legislations restrict local government investments
securities backed by the U. S. Government or that are collateralized.

to
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Nevertheless,

these investments

for

example,

long-term government

bonds -- "fluctuate in ·.;alue and thus present some risk i f they must be
sold prior to maturity in an unfavorable market ... 4 The risk cha:racteristics of different securities should be understood before decisions
are made about which specific instruments to purchase.
Price Stability:
One local government executive pointed out that investment should
not be viewed only as income producing assets.
ments should be viewed as cash reserves.

He believes that invest-

This view makes a lot of sense

because in the event of unexpected cash shortage, a local jurisdiction's
first reaction would be to convert some of its financial assets into
cash without taking any financial losses.
the stability of the price of financial

This explains the concern for
holeings.

Generally speaking, U.S. Treasury Bills are the most

stabl~

of all

money market instruments, principally because it is backed by the full
faith and credit of

the federal government.

T-bills

In addition,

usually are issued on a short-term basis before new market conditions
change

the

assumptions

on

which

the

investment

strategy

is

based.

Other investment instruments that enjoy price stability include shortterm obligations of the Treasury, federal agency issues and bank certificates of deposits.

4Municipal Finance Officers Association, A Treasury Management
Handbook for Small Cities and Other Govertlillental Units) (Chicago,
Illinois: Municipal Finance Officers Association, i979), p. 41.
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Liquidity (Marketability)
The concept of liquidity involves managing an investment program so
that cash will be on hanci when needed.
regard to liquidity is:
when

the

need

The fundamental question with

Can the security be sold quickly and easily

arises?

Marketability

varies

among

money

market

instruments, depending not only on the price stability of the instrument
but

more

importantly,

on

the

extent

of

secondary

trading

market

available to it.
Local finance executives interviewed for this study stated that the
way to get around the liquidity problem is to time the placements so
that the investments mature during periods they expect
flow problems.

to have cash

However, marketability or liquidity and the availability

of secondary markets for securities are vital considerations in
decision to invest in a particular security.

the

For example, "the sheer

volume of Treasury bill issues and their treadability in the secondary
market establish the bills as the nearest equivalent to pure cash in the
market."5
agency

Along with

issues

and

other

obligations of

certificates

practically riskless and actively

of

the

deposits,

traded.

government,
treasury

They all have

federal

bills

are

excellent

liquidity.
Maturity
Another consideration a portfolio manager must keep in mind when
investing in the money market is maturity.

Financial executives pointed

SRhett D. Harrell aud Lisd A. Cole, Banking Relations: A Guide
for Local Government, (Chicago: Municipal Finance Officers Association,

1982), p.

27.
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out that there are usually several demands for invested surplus cash.
Some executives noted that part of the portfolio may be earmarked for
capital projects or

for operating expenses.

interests compete for

the invested cash.

Certainly,

The ref ore,

a

number of

in managing the

portfolio, the investment manager must seek to synchronize the maturity
dates of his holdings with the dates of anticipated needs

for

these

funds.

The portfolio manager should have little trouble aligning these

dates,

because

securities

are

often

classified

according

to

their

maturity periods such as 30 days, 90 days, one year or 5 years.
The sale or redemption of a security prior

to

the

agreed

upon

maturity date usually results in the loss of accrued interest at
very

Local

least.

predicament:

finance

executives

have

a

way

of

avoiding

the
this

they buy a mix of securities with scattered maturity dates

so that anytime there is a need for cash, some asset is maturing.
this way, a local government can avoid losses from premature
maturities of

the various

li.1

sale.

The

securities and how these would affect

the

portfolio mix must be understood before an investment manager decides to
invest in them.
YielJ

(R~turn

on Investment)

In spite of

the constraints

imposed by the safety and

liquidity

constraints, local governments are becoming increasingly interested in
the yield that can be
example, many of
increasing

ea~ned

from investing in a given security.

For

the financial executives interviewed indicated the.tr

efforts

to

monitor

the

le-.1el

accounts to ensure that excess balances

a~e

of

cash

balances

in

immediately invested.

their
They
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are backing away from state and local government obligations, which
characteristically have low yields, in favor of high yield, high grade
corporate bonds.

At the same time, however,

most of

the

financial

executives also say that they rank yield the least important of all the
criteria in selecting an investment instrument.
Generally, securities. that offer little risk, high liquidity and
with short maturities also will have low yield.

For a security to pro-

vide high yield, one or more of the relevant criteria must be compromised.
Types of Securities Fa•1ored by Local Governments
Every local government is governed by state laws which limit the kinds
of investments it can make with its idle cash balances.

According to

the survey results, Virginia and Maryland Counties are authorized to
invest in the following:
chase

Certificates of Deposit, Time Deposit, Repur-

Agreement, U.S. Treasury Securities, U.S. Agency Securities, U.S.

Government obligations, and Commercial Paper.6
A study conducted by Girard Miller, Director of Technical Services
of the Municipal Finance Officers Association, shows that the majority
of states allow municipalities to use a variety of investment vehicles,
including U. S.

Treasury and agency obligations, commercial bank certi-

6Frank Patatucci and Michael Lichtenstein, Improving Cash
Management in Local Government: A Comprehensive Approach. (Chicago:
Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1977), p. 38.
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ficates

of

agreements.
local

deposit

(CDs),

savings

and

loan

deposits

and

repurchase

The same study shows that the majority of states prohibit

in·1estments in bankers acceptances and

commercial

paper. 7

At

the same time, Miller's research shows that certificates of deposits,
bankers acceptances and commercial paper have earned higher

rates of

return than U.S. Government and agency obligations.8
The survey conducted for this study reached

the same conclusion;

that is, that certificates of deposit, bankers acceptances and commercial paper attract greater rates than U.S. Government and agency obligations.

U.S. Government

The reason for the lower rates attached to the

and agency obligations is that these securities are practically riskless
and backed by

the

full

faith and

credit

of

the

federal

Their competitor securities have varying degrees of
them.

Therefore,

they

must

attach

higher

government.

risk attached

interests

to

make

to

them

attractive.
Exhibit VI lists and describes those money market instruments most
widely

used

by

locai

governments

in

this

country.

An

investments

officer should be aware of the securities in which his jurisdiction is
permitted to invest.

Then a chart which contains a discussion of each

7Girard Miller, A ?ublic Investor's Guide to Honey Market
Instruments. (Chicago: ~lunicipal Finance Officers Association, 1982),
pp. 110-111.

8Formal Investment Policies Offer New Ways to Trade Risk for
Return, Resources in Review, March 1984, (Washington, D.C.: Government
Finance Research Center, Muni~ipal Finance Officers Association, p. 15.

EXHIBIT VI
SELECTED tflNEY MARKET INVESTHEtlTS USED BY
LOCAL CX>VERllllEITTS A.ND TIIEIR SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS

I nvP.s tment
Instrument

Obligations/Issuer

Denomination

Haturlt lea

Harlr.etablllty

I

United States
Treeoury Bll lff

U.S. Government obllgatlon. Treasury
auct Iona J and 6
11ontha bills; 9
aonth1 end I year.
Aleo offers tas
anticipation bills
through spec la l
auctions

$10,000 to
$1 ml ll Ion

Repurchase
Agreement•

Commercial Banke

$100,000

Up to one
ye11r

Escel lent
Seconds ry
Market

Dtacounted on
36-J-. y year

No eeconda ry

Established
aa part of

basis

..

Very pop•Jlar lnveetla)P.nt can
be purc:h.osed tn the aecondar y
morket for vn.-ylng matur!tie

•tntraum

(though thla
may v.ry)

Non-Ne got lab lo
Certificates
of Deposits

Overnf Rht
Hin I mum
1-21 day a

market

purchase
Aftreemeut

common

on
y year

Commercial Banka
and Savings and LoAns
Assoc tar.ton

$1,000 11lnl11ua
(usually
$100,000)

30-day
mtnl111u111

Ll1111ted
Secondary
Mllrket

lntr.r~At

CollUll;!rc lal Bank a

$500,000 to
$1 ml 11 lon

Unlimited,
vlth ml11l

Very active
eeconda ry
D18rket

lnterer. t
maturity on
J60-clay bnsle

3~5-da

Negot fable
Cert If le ates
of Depoalt

Comments/Restrictions

Yield Basie

mma of

Jave

JO

Oeen A.gree1Deni:_: Can llquldat e
st any t fme.
flxe~l!!~~~: Haturlty BP.
(or a specified period.
Yl~ld generally close to vre
val..!..!E.a...!'_ederal f~~~ RAt~Interest rates fo:

a~unt!'I

under $100,000 8fP. much love r.

Penalty for er\rly wlth<lrawAl
le 90 days I nrereHt. Secure d
CO' R hav~ •l lghtly 101i1er
lnte1·eet rates.
8Rcked by credit of the leeu

---

EXHIBIT VI (cont lnued)
SELECTED ltlNEY MARKET IINESTHEITTS USED BY
LOCAL CXlVERNMEIITS AND THEIR SPECIAL CHAll'CTERISTlCS

Investment
Instrument

ObllRatloos/Ieeuer

Denomlna t lon

Maturities

Harketabtllty

Yleld Baals

Comments/Restrict lone

$100,000 - $SH

S·-270 days

No second11 ry
market

Either dlecounted or

Though no eecondary market
exists, dealers wlll often
negotiate "buy-back" agreemen ts.
lssuere wlll often buy back
paper at a lo..,er rate prior
to maturity.

Commercial
Paper

Promissory notes of
finance companies

Bankers
AcceptanceR

Commercial Banke
$25,000 - $1H
Time drafts drawn on
and accepted by a
banking lnstitut ion,
which ln effect subet ltutes its own
credit for that of the
Importer or holder of
merchandise

Up to slx
months

Good e~conda ri
market

Dlocounted on
a 360-day
basis

U.S. Agency
Securlt lee

Approprlat" to Federa I $1,000 to
Agency
$25,000

JO, 270,
one year;
ln some
C8BP.B, 20
years

Good secondat)
markets

l>l&cnuntP.d on
R Jf,0-da Y
b3sls

interest
bearing on a
360-da y bas le

Backed by credit of leaulug
bank vlth Apeclflc collateral
(usually of the Imported
goods)

Not lP.gal nbllgntlons of or
guarnnteed by the Federal
Government
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of these instruments in some detail and explains each arrayed against
v

the characteristics described above may be used for quick reference to
the various characteristics.
Portfolio Management
Balances held in demand deposits at commercial banks traditionally
earn no interest payments.

Therefore,

record interest rates provide

compelling incentives to reduce cash balances.

As to short-term invest-

ments, the objective of cash managers should be to maximize returns from
the portfolio subject to constraints imposed by state, federal and local
laws.

Unusually high returns achieved by portfolio managers are always

ignored, but a loss,

however small, is an occasion for criticism.

In

such circumstances, not surprisingly, the portfolio is managed to avoiri
accounting losses with little regard to the opportunity cost at '.Jhich
those losses are avoided.
There are a number of ways in which funds can be invested for limited
periods.

Each investment instrument is desigr.ed

investors with specific needs.

to attract specific

The task of choosing an investment,

then, becomes one of selecting from the various offerings available the
type of inves tm~nt

that will meet

the investor's objectives as

they

relate to security, maturity and yield.
The first step for a local government investor is to formulate aa
investment strategy which contains the investment objectives as well as
governs the actions taken on a day-tc-day basis to achieve the cash
management goal of maximizing yield on the cash available for investment.

The steps involved in doing this are discussed below:
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l)

Determine the Amount and Timing of Available Funds
The first step in formulating an investment strategy is to deter-

mine when funds will become available and the level of funds available.
This is the primary objective of revenue forecasting, as discussed in
Chapter III.

The cash flow projections should accurately reflect the

impact of certain local government decisions on the jurisdiction's cash
flow situation.

An

intervening credit crunch and high interest rates,

for example, may not only cause suppliers of services to shorten their
credit terms, but also cause them to press for more prompt payment of
their invoices.
ease supplier

Conversely, cheap credits and lower
terms.

These kinds

interest rates may

of calculations will enable

the

treasurer to arrive at a reasonably predictable forecast of how much
money will be available to invest and how long it would be available for
that purpose.
2)

Formulate a Policy on Investments.
As indicated earlier, many Treasurers tend to over-emphasize safety

in developing an investment program. As a result, they invest in securities with a lower rate of return.

During the interviews conducted for

this study, a local government treasurer stated that the way he has
hedged against top level criticism in the unlikely event of an investment loss is to have involved his superiors -- finance director and
deputy finance director

in the decision about how much risk the

jurisdiction is willing to take in exchange for an increased rate of
return on investment.
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In formulating a policy op investment, the Treasurer should assess
the

investment

instruments

available

in

the

market,

determine

their

relative yields for the maturities required, and evaluate the di ff erences in risks associated with them.

On the basis of this evaluation, a

policy will be developed and submitted
approval.

to

the

finance committee for

In this way, the Treasurer will not be held solely respon-

sible for any investment losses incurred as a result of such a policy.
3)

Know the Money Market:
The money market is very volatile, with numerous securities from any

number of sources and at varying rates of return.
ascertain what

securities are

available

and

at

A cash manager should

what

maturities

and

identify which ones represent the best investment on the basis of the
yield spreads.

Just because the yield on T-bills

is

lower

than on

commercial paper does not mean that commercial paper always represents
the best investment.
paper

The cash manager should be aware that commercial

is difficult to dispose of prior to maturity without incurring

substantial penalties.
Construct An Invelitment Structure to Accommodate
Flow.

the Pattern of Cash

Generally, the longer the maturity of an investment, the higher the
yield.

This makes it possible to constt'Uct an investment pattern that

will allow each security to mature close to the time

that

the money

invested will be required to cover operational needs.

For example, a

jurisdiction may determine through its forecasting approach that a given
amount of money may be available for 90 days.

Tnis

amoun~

may then be
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invested in a 90-day commercial paper.

Another sum may be expected to

be available for only 30 days and this could be invested in a certificate of deposit.

In some cases, certain funds may be available only on

a daily or weekly basis and these might be invested in repurchase agreements

or

other

securities

that

might

be

held

for

indeterminate

periods.
Develop A System for Making Investments:

Large local governments which

have many millions of dollars to invest have one or more employees whose
sole responsibility is investments.
dictions

indicated

that

Some of the smaller rural juris-

they can not afford

to hire an

investments

manager because they are investing only smaller amounts which are available a few days at a time.

Instead of hiring an investments officer,

smaller jurisdictions have arranged and authorized their banks to automatically invest surplus

funds

in certificates of deposits or other

indeterminate short-term securities.
A careful understanding of these steps will enhance the overall
ability

of

local

jurisdictions

to

earn

substantial

returns

on

investments.
Investment Restrictions:
There are a number of prohibitions which limit the discretionary
authority of local jurisdictions on investments.
tions are imposed by the state.

Some of these prohibi-

Others are self-imposed.

Still, other

prohibitions and constraints result from the inherent characteristics of
the

jurisdictions themselves.

For example,

a major constraint with
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regard to the maximization of investment returns is the inadequacy of
resources.

Unless a jurisdiction can raise enough revenue to satisfy

current obligations and accumulate a surplus, it can not invest in the
money market.

While some jurisdictions are affluent and have large tax

bases, others are indigent and hard-pressed to maintain needed services
to their citizens.

Thus, central to the issue of optimal return on

investment is the question of resources:

(1)

excess cash balances to

invest and (2) the technical expertise necessary to manage the portfolio
of investments.

This section will examine and discuss the various types

of constraints imposed on local

jurisdictions -- by state and federal

governments and local bylaws -- which impede their abilities to optimize
earnings on the investments.
Question 38 of The survey instrument asked respondents
what

they

consider

investment returns.
interviews

conducted

the

constraints

on

their

ability

to

to state
maximize

The same question was repeated during the personal
for

this

study.

This

question afforded

local

finance executives the opportunity to vent their frustrations with the
constraints existing in their operational environments.
constraints

identified by respondents anci

Some of

interviewees are

the

numerous.

But among the constraints 111.ost frequently mentioned are the following:
- No major banks in locality
Dealing only with local bank and savings and loans
associations
- Not having all funds in one account
- Bond resolutions requiring separate bank accounts
for water funds which prevents pooling county cash
for investment purposes
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- State funded projects are on reimbursement basis
- State shared revenues are not distributed on a
current basis
- Small cash flow
- Some uncertainty with regard to the timing of
receipts and disbursements
- Inability to predict future interest rates
- Inability to determine accounts payable from county
administrator at proper time to take advantage of
greatest number of days of investment
- Lack of professional banking and investment
training for treasurer who is an elected official
with high school education
- Restricted securities
- State code is not up-to-date on all the money market
investment instruments available
- No set schedules or policy as to expenditures for
capital projects
- Better cooperation with the local governing body
will help maximize our investment returns. The
Board of Supervisors fails to understand the
importance of our investment programs. They do not
project, inform or update us on future expenditures
and obligations on county funds.
- Lack of highly sophisticated cash flow projection
models
- Dealing only in repurchase agreements and certificates of deposit
- Sometimes too little involvement of treasurer into
decisions for making illajor expenditures
- Treasurer is elected and not as aggressive as he
ought to be. Political reality will not allow
investment function to be transferred to county
- Form of government and political pressure
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While it is difficult to organize these problems meaningfully, common
themes seem to emerge.

These

themes

include restricted securities,

rivalry between the treasury and elected officials and local politics.
Restricted Securities
The

investment

activities

of

state

and

local

governments

governed by state statutes which reflect public policy.

are

Some of these

statutes, unfortunately, restrict the investment opportunities available
to

governments,

thereby

depriving

the

efficient investment of public funds.
laws

controlling

the

activities

public

of

the

benefits

of

Proponents view the various state
of

local

officials

as

adequate

protection of the public interest.
Earlier in the century, regulation of financial institutions was
welcomed by

the public as

an important social reform because local

government officials were imprudent in the management of public funds.
For example, a large part of the financial difficulties that encumbered
many local governments during the Depression resulted from overoptimism
with respect to population increase.

Local communities were "borrowing

in anticipation of large assessment bases in the future (as a community
expands rapidly and is encouraged to put streets and utility lines in
place for expected use by
sions) ... 9
ment.

industries and

large residential subdivi-

Local jurisdictions al20 had difficulties with debt manage-

Turnpikes and bridge commissions speculated with public funds and

9Alan Rabinowitz, Municipal Bond Finance and Administration: A
Practical Guide to the Analysis of Tax-Exempt Securities (New York:
Wiley-Interscience, 1969), p. 47.
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issued bonds indiscriminately, prompting Alan Rabinowitz to write that
"the possible speculative nature of the revenue bond, suggested by the
defaults on $250 million worth of bonds issued by various turnpikes and
bridge commissions,

is

one of

the

major arguments

advanced

by

the

investment bankers in their fight against commercial bank underwriting
of revenue issues."10
At

the

turn

of

the

century,

local

jurisdictions

and

special

districts did not have personnel with extensive financial management
skills.

Local government officials did not understand that borrowing is

not really a source of revenue, for loans must be repaid with interest.
Nevertheless,

many

localities

borrowed

to

increase

spending

on

non-revenue producing projects such as city halls and school buildings.
These

developments

ac ti vi ties necessary.

made

regulation

of

local

government

financial

Just as regulations have proved confining

to

industries operating in the modern era, so also have state laws become
too burdensome in a period in which investment practices and the level
of understanding in government finance have changed dramatically.

Local

government financial executives are increasingly realizing that state
government legislations inhibit

r~ther

than guide the responsible use of

public funds as income earning resources.
During the past decades, two historical developments have tended to
render the typical state investment law obsolete:

lOrbid, p. 42.
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First, the money markets themselves have become
increasingly sophisticated and competitive, with
a myraid of finandal institutions seeking investment capital through new securities and instruments. Thus, the options available to investment
officers have increased dramatically. Securities
now are available with maturities on virtually any
day of the week, with varying levels of risk and
investment return. Depending on portfolio objectives,
the optimal investment of public funds requires that
a wide range of investment securities be· available
to public investors. Secondly, the sophistication of
state and local government investment officials has
grown during the past decade. Previously, investment
activity was conducted by part-time officials with
little or no professional training in the mechanics
of the money market and the securities themselves.
With increasing specialization and professionalism
common throughout the state and local government
sector, these public money managers increasingly
rival their private sector counterparts in their
understanding of investment securities and relative
risks and rewards.11
The United States has more than 80,000 state and local jurisdictions,
all of which are responsible for public funds.

With the possible excep-

tion of New York City and Cleveland, Ohio, recent incidents of financial
assets mismanagement have been rare.
gover~ment

Yet in many jurisdictions, local

investment officers are restrained in their efforts to design

optimal portfolios because of restrictive state statutes.
At the same time, some local jurisdictions have self-imposed
additional investment restrictions and limitations in their investment
policies.

The over-riding objective of their policies is to identify

proper eligibility standards, investment limitations and safekeeping

llcomm.ittee on Cash ~1anagement, Model Investment Legislation for
State and Local Governments (Chicago: Government Finance Officers
Association, June 1984), p. 6.
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requirements.

The goal of their investment policies are to maximize in-

vestment income and minimize the risk of loss.

Thus, some local govern-

ment financial executives indicated in the interviews that their jurisdictions do place eligibility standards and other forms of investment
limitations not only on the financial institutions with which they do
business, but also on themselves.
The investment policy guide (see appendix) developed by the Finance
Department, Prince Georges County, Maryland, is one of several policy
guides looked at during this study.

Its comprehensiveness adequately

expresses the concerns and precautions that local jurisdictions share as
they attempt to maximize returns while minimizing

the potential for

capital losses arising from market changes or issuer default.
Despite expressed fear of investment loss, the survey found that
the investment portfolios of most local jurisdictions are dominated by
certificates of deposit, bankers acceptances and commercial paper which
carry more risk than U.S. treasury bills.

Every local jurisdiction has

tried to mitigate this risk by setting up a variety of investment criteria designed to diversify investment holdings and avoid investments
issued by weak financial

institutions.

For example,

Prince Georges

County, Maryland has the following investment limitations:
Foreign and Domestic Bankers Acceptances - 65 percent
of the County's portfolio.
Certificates of Deposit, U.S. Government Securities,
Repurchase Agreements and Savings Certificates and
Investments in ::he !-laryland Local Government Investment Pool (MI.GIP) - 35 percent of County's portfolio.
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Repurchase Agreements are limited to 15 percent of county
portfolio except during the peak tax collection period
(September and October) the limitation is increased to 30
percent.
Montgomery County, Maryland prohibits more than 15 percent of its
assets from being invested with one bank or broker or Maryland Local
Government Investment Pool.

In addition, investments with any bank or

broker can not exceed 25 percent of that firm's capital (stockholders'
equity partners equity, etc.).
Fairfax County, Virginia takes a somewhat different

tact -- it

allows a greater percentage of its assets to be invested in government
securities.
Virginia.

This is also in compliance with the mandates of the Code of
Similar to Prince Georges' County in Maryland, its portfolio

mix includes repurchase agreements, bankers acceptances, and commercial
papers, limiting the maximum percent of assets in each of these vehicles
to 33 percent.
Even the smaller jurisdictions located in remote areas with minimal
amounts of funds available ha•1e also minimized risk by joining state
operated investment pools.

These pools resemble money market mutual

funds in their portfolio composition.

They provide professional manage-

ment, broad portfolio diversification and money market rates of return
on liquid assets.
Rivalry Between Elected Officials and Professional Managers
In some jurisdictions, there is an unhealthy rivalry between elected and professional officials.

This is particularly true in jurisdic-

tions where locally elected officials have little practical knowledge
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of the management of financial assetj. Thus, in attempting to maintain
some semblance of authority over the management of
funds,

the

Board

of

Supervisors

may

establish

the

jurisdiction's

financial

management

advisory committees, vested with oversight responsibilities in addition
to regulating the financial activities of professional managers.

First,

the financial management advisory committees develop and adopt financial
policies to guide the investment activities of fina.ncial professionals.
Second, the

committees insist that all the jurisdiction's deposits and

investments be

by pledged securities.

collat~ralized

Third, the commit-

tees show extraordinary interest in state sponsored and state operated
investment pools,

and compel

the

managers

to

invest

their

jurisdic-

tion's funds through the state investment pools.
w"hile

these requirements'

in practice,

prudent investment of public funds,
environment where
cials,

rivalry exists

example,

governments

provide
seeking

rates of return.
state

tend

to promote

the

in a political and administrative

between elected and appointed offi-

these provisions tend to be viewed as impediments to efficient

investment of public funds.
for

will

investment

an

They need not be.
additional

portfolio

State investment pools,

investment

diversification,

opportunity
liquidity

to

and

local
market

Operating much like a money market mutual fund,
pools

money market securities.

operate with large,

diversified

the

portfolios of

In states wherein local depository institu-

tions fail to offer competitive rates of return,

the state investment

pools provide competition and often superior yields.
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While financial management experts are in agreement about the positive impacts of state operated investment pools, the usefulness of the
requirement for the collateralization of public deposits and investments
is debatable.
business
costs.

with

From the perspectives of
public

entities,

institutions seeking

collateralization

imposes

to do

excessive

Typically, these costs are passed on to the public entity in the

form of reduced rates of returns.

During the interviews conducted for

this study, local finance officers suggested that many financial institutions charge their public clients from 25-200 basis points (. 25% to
2.0%) in diminished yield for the administrative costs of
collateral securities to secure the deposits.
limit the income received by government

providing

These reductions in yield

jurisdictions, and

thus cost

taxpayers dollars.
Experts question the wisciom of

pledging collateral securities to

secure uninsured public deposits and investments, arguing that in the
event of widespread failures in the banking system, some of the securities used for collateral pledges could equally prove worthless.

Never-

theless, there are positive benefits associated with collateralization
of public funds, particularly in a single financial institution setting.
If a single financial institution defaults because of poor management or
some other microeconomic factors,
becomes glaring and obvious.
Penn Square

B~nk

the benefits of collateral pledging

A case in point is the 1982 collapse of

where ccllateralization

pro~isions

of the state and its political subdivisions.

protected the assets

Therefore, collateraliza-
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tion is akin to an insurance policy aimed at protecting the safety of
public deposits.
The requirement that local governments develop and adopt financial
policies to guide the investment activities of financial professionals
has gained widespread currency and acceptance in the financial management literature.

The policy guide provides a wide range of appropriate

investment instruments, and suggests a series of considerations that
should underlie the application of an investment policy at the local
government levels.

Local government finance executives noted during the

interview that Documented Cash Management Policy Guide is an essential
ingredient to successful cash management programs.

This is particularly

true if the individual who must apply the procedures is a party to the
development of the guidelines.

On the other hand, however, having a set

of procedures carefully written down may just have the opposite effect.
That is to say, if the individual who must apply the procedures has no
input in the development of the

guidelines~

he/ she may be stifled by

these parameters vis-a-vis actual conditions encountered in the investment market place.

In other wo·cds,

the utility of cash management

policy guides can only be realized if those who have to apply the procedure participated in the development of the guidelines.
Local Politics:
Local politics affects the conduct of cash management programs and
investments through its impact in the formulation of banking relations.
In the survey and interviews conducted for this study, local government
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financial executives overwhelmingly registered their disagreement with
the requirement in some
business

be

jurisdictions that governmen-

transacted

through

local

banks

only.

tal

financial

This

provision

requires the sharing of local government deposits among most or all the
banks in the jurisdiction.
This policy evolved from the transfiguration of power and politics
in the local community.

In some jurisdictions, investment policies re-

flect the dominant private interests of those economic blocks that benefit from the narrowing of public choices.
the case of the banking sector.

This is particularly true in

Banks routinely assist local officials

by making available to them loans with very liberal interest rates particularly during local elections.

This is done with the expectation

that the banks will be compensated through the promulgation of restrictive local bylaws which ensure that only certain financial institutions
could handle government

businesses --

often

at

advantaged

interest

rates.
The problem most commonly associated with the strategy of sharing
local government deposits among all local banks is that the arrangement
results in multiple bank accounts.

The cash manager must be able to

pool the cash balances in these accounts together for an effective and
efficient cash management and investment program to evolve under these
circumstances.

The difficulties associated with this effort may make

optimal investment unlikely.

According to one of the financial execu-

tives interviewed for this study, multiple accounts invariably result in
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lost interest,

reduced yield due

to smaller amounts invested, and the

additional personnel costs associated with maintaining records.
Throughout
time,

this

discussion we have

identified

and,

at

the

same

suggested strategies of handling constraints which have impeded

efforts to maximize yield on investments.

There are two other impedi-

ments to optimal returns which have not been discussed in this study.
The

drst of

social equity.

these is the use of cash management progralllS

This issue was raised during the interviews conducted

for this study by local government finance
tions

contain

sizeable

concentrations

second ·oarrier to optimal return
jurisdictions have with
cash.

to achieve

is

their banks

of

executives whose jurisdicminority

populations.

The

the special agreement which some
for

the management of

their

idle

This issue was identified by local government officials from the

rural communities.
Gash Management to Achieve Social Equity
During the interview conducced for this study, a local government
finance officer maintained that looking at "yield" only as the optimal
measure of a suc(!essful cash management program was "narrow-mindea."

He

insisted that part of the criteria for judging successful cash managemer.t programs must include how the programs have facilitated and promoted social justice and social equity in the community.

that

his

jursidiction

contains

a

few

minority

He further noted

businesses

which

are

terminally ill and can not compete on the same level with other thriving
businesses in the jurisdiction; adding that his cash management objec-
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tives must, of necessity, reflect the new imperative, dictated by the
racial composition of his jurisdiction, namely, social responsibility.
The pursuit of the obligations of social responsibility requires
local jurisdictions to balance the need to maximize financial return on
investment and the requirements of social justice.

This balance can be

struck by sharing local government deposits among all local banks and by
ensuring that banks make determined efforts

to assist minority-owned

enterprises.

Local governments can offer increased deposits to banks to

induce

banks

the

to

expand

mortgage

lending

in

a · particular

neighborhood, and firms can be granted tax-exempt status for a specified
number of years as an incentive for them to relocate or to establish
plants in depressed areas slated for revitalization.
To some local government officials, the purusit and accomplishment
of social justice and equity through their cash management programs is a
higher

social

idaal

than

the

maximization of

financial

returns

on

investments.
Special Agreements
Special agreements refer to arrangements that jurisdictions 'Nhich
can not afford skilled cash managers have with their banks or financial
institutions authorizing these institutions to manage their idle cash
balances on a total program basis possibly with guaranteed

returns.

Specifically, the local government agrees to keep all of its accounts in
a local bank for the bank's commitment to pay a specified rate of return
on cash balances over an established level of compensating balances.
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There are some merits in this arrangement including the use of cash
deposits

to

leverage

the

provisions

of

services

which

the

local

government would find too expeusive or difficult to provide for itself.
Secondly, the arrangement eliminates for the jurisdiction

much of the

time-consuming effort required in making investment decisions.
the arrangement does not enable
trends

in

investments.

the

movement

of

the

treasurer

interest

rate

to
to

However,

take advantage of
optimize

Once a contract has established the agreed

yield

on

rate of return

which the banks pay the jurisdiction, high rates of returns accomplished
through mere increases in interest rates accrue
detriment of the local jurisdiction.

to

the bank

to

the

Thus, special arrangements with

banks in most cases are impediments to efficient investment oE public
funds.
One of the basic objectives of an investment program is to
optimal yield with a minimum of risk.

secure

Since the amount of risk that a

jurisdiction can take has been effectively controlled by the types of
investments permitted by law, it is logical to conclude that what a cash
manager needs to ao is to invest in those securities having the highest
yield.

This is not always the case because the return on investment is

not only affected by the characteristics of the instruments themselves
but also by factors that are exogenous to the instruments.

The factors

are (1) maturation dates of investments; (2) minimum dollar requirements
for each investment,
Treasurer's staff.
determining

(3) interest rates; and (4) capabilities of the

Exogenous factors seem to be much more important in

the yield on

investment

than

the

characteristic of

the

i89

instruments themselves or the ability of the jurisdiction to accumulate
resources for investment.

To these factors we will now turn.

Exogenous Factors
Maturation Dates
The maturity dates of investment instruments affect the yield of
those

investments.

determines

For example,

through forecasting

suppose

an

investment

officer

that about $500, 000 was available for

investment from May 1 to June 10.
and brokers,

that

After taking bids from several banks

the cash manager developed a list of maturity dates and

yields as follows:
Issue

Maturity Date

T-Bills
Certificate of Deposit
Bankers Acceptances
Repurchase Agreement

June
June
June
June

While the Bankers Acceptances and

Yield
12. 50
11.59
13.50
14.37

25
9
12
15

the Repurchase Agreements have

highest potential yield, their maturity dates occur after June 10th
the principal must be available for other uses.

because it matures closest to the June 10th date.
available

for

investment

is

wh~n

Although the Certif i-

cate of Deposit has the lowest yield, it becomes the best

a!JY.)unt

the

substantial,

alternative

Thus, although the
it

did

not

play

a

correspondingly substantial role in determining the yield on the investment.

Instead, the primary consideration was the maturity date of the

investment and on that
under the circumstances.

bas is a

smaller

yield was

considered optimal
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Minimum Investment Requirements
Another factor impacting on yield is that most often, the highest
yielding issues may require a minimum of $100,000 investment.

For the

larger high income jurisdictions, $100,000 may be a feasible size investment.

For the smaller, rural jurisdictions, however,

this amount

may represent a sizeable portion of their budgets, and therefore, they
may be unable to investment the money without seriously jeopardizing
their ability to maintain necessary service delivery to their citizens.
In

this

case,

requirement

the

is

yield

also

may

high,

be

high

thus

but

making

the

it

minimum

impossible

investmenc
for

some

jurisdictions to take advantage of the high yield.
One local government financi.sl executive interviewed for this study
pointed

out

that

his

way of

getting around

requiremect is through the state investment pool.

the

minimum investment

This way he earns the

substantially high yield, while investing the relatively

small amount

available to him.
Interest Rates
Interest rate also affects the yield on investments.

Over the past

several years, there have been wide divergences and fluctuations between
interest rates and investment yields.

It is important for a

cash or

investment manager to understand how the fluctuations in interest rate
can affect investment decisions.

A local government finance executive

in the State of Maryland maintained during an interview that every cash
manager should be able to predict the interest rate cycle and use that
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cycle to manage his jurisdiction's investments.

The same local govern-

ment official suggested that interest rates tend to go down during a
presidential election year and then gradually rise thereafter.

Invest-

ment managers should listen to experts and read financial publications
to understand the movement of interest rates.

They can then plan their

investments such that they invest during periods when rates are going
upwards.
The following example elucidates the point being made about the
effect of interest rates on yield.

A cash manager determined

that

$125,000 was available to invest for 179 days after which the principal
and interest will be withdrawn to finance a capital improvement project.
The cash manager took bids from several banks and investment firms and
finally decided to invest the funds at 10.30% rate of interest.

During

the entire decision process, no consideration was given to the possibility

that

future

interest

rates could be

rising.

manager "locked in" $125,000 at 10.30% interest rate.

Thus,

the cash

The expected

interest was calculated to be
$125,000 x .1030 x 179
360

= $6401

But another Treasurer that had the same amount available for the
same number of days invested it differently.

At the advice of several

banks and investment experts, this Treasurer concluded that the proba~ility

of interest rates rising was very high and on that basis planned

an alternative

investment

strategy.

$125,000 for 179 days at 10.30%,

Instead

of

"locking

in"

the

the Treasurer decided initially to
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purchase a shorter term CD and to re-evaluate the movement of interest
T

rates at its maturity.
The interest rate bid for a 30-day CD was 10 .15%.
yield for the 30 days was calculated to be $1,057.

The expected

After the 30 days,

the consensus opinion was that interest rates would continue to rise.
The Treasurer once again sought bids on a short-term CD and received the
following quotations:
10.90%
11. 75%
11. 90%
12 .10%

14-29 days
30-59 days
60-89 days
90-179 days

The Treasurer purchased a new CD at 11.75% interest rate for another 30
days with $126,057 ($125,000 + $1,057 interest) and again planned to
re-evaluate

the

interest

rate

situation at

the

maturity date.

The

expected interest for this 30-day period was calculated to be $1,234.
When the CD matured after 30 days, the Treasurer learned that interest
rate has peaked;

it would remain at its current levels and may even

begin to decline over the next few months.
At

that

time,

the

Treasurer

then

decided

to

current high interest rate for the remaining 119 days.
quote of 13 .15% for $127 ,291 for 119 days.
the 119 days was $5,533.

$6,401 for 179 days

into"

the

He received a

The expected interest for

The total interest earned by each Treasurer is

summarized below.
Treasurer I

"lock

Treasurer I I
$1 , 05 7 for 30
1,234 for 30
5!533 for 119
~7,824 for i79

days
days
dais
days
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The second treasurer earned $1,423 or 22.2% additional
utilizing

an

investment

interest rate trend.

strategy

that

took

interest by

cognizance

of

future

This strategy also created a measure of liquid-

ity that would have adequately responded to unexpected cash flow problems.

Thus while under

the

two

scenerios,

the

same

amounts

were

invested for the same length of time, the yield on the investments was
a function of the variance in interest rate.
Caoability of the Treasurer's Staff
Another factor that influences the yield on investment
capability of the Treasurer's staff.

is

the

The capability of the Treasurer's

staff limits the amount of time that can be spent in searching out the
best type of investment and also limits the skills available to make
such a search.

A small, overworked department often does not have the

time to keep up with current developments in the money market, nor can
it

determine which

investments

are

best

under

any

set

of

circum-

stances.
Ideal Cash

Manag~ment

Model

Although the survey indicates that 38 percent of the jurisdictions
that participated in this study do not prepare cash budgets and that 16
percent do not routinely invest their idle cash balances, the foregoing
discussions leaci to two distinct developments:

the development of a

cash management model and the construction of an investment model.
The development and construction of a cash management model and an
investment model seem to be

the inevitable crystallization of

this
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study.

The objective of the cash management model is to tie together

the various elements of the cash management program.

The investment

model will not only be the synthesis of the pattern of influences that
occur in the cash investment environment but also serve as a guide to
appropriate management actions in the money market.
Figure
from

the

represents an ideal cash management model synthesized

literature

of

derived from the survey.

cash

management

and

supplemented

information

data

Central to the ideal cash management model is

the "black box," the cash management information center.
contains

with

on

intergovernmental transfers.

resources

such

as

The black box

taxes,

fees

and

The black box is also the reservoir of

historical data and other vital information necessary for advancement
into the next stage -- forecasting.
There are two types of forecasting:
and the forecasting of expenditures.

the forecasting of revenues

Receipt of the expected revenues

are accelerated by using the available technologies for accelerating receivables.

These technologies include Lockbox Systems and Area Concen-

tration Banking.

Other sources of revenues can be exploited by thorough

assessment of the property tax, expanding the tax base of existing taxes
and temporarily eliminating penalty on delinquent taxes.

Another tech-

nique for 1110bilizing available cash and maximizing its productivity is
by controlling disbursements.

The techniques for controlling disburse-

ments include Centralized Deposits, Zero Balance Accounts, ccntrolling
bank balances and by writing checks on remotely located banks.
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Receivables are deposited in banks and other financial institutions
for safekeeping and/or for investments.

Some local jurisdictions have

authorized their banks to routinely invest any amounts in excess of
their operating requirements; others have cash managers who direct the
banks or savings and loan associations on how to invest their jurisdiction's funds; there are other jurisdictions that hire investment brokers
to take charge of their jurisdiction's investments.
Every

investment

instrument

has

several

determine its attractiveness to investors.

characteristics

which

These characteristics are

safety, liquidity and yield, marketability and price stability.

In a

market economy, "yield" is the ultimate measure of a successful cash
management

program.

Several exogenous

yield on an investment.

considerations

influence

the

These considerations include interest rates,

minimum investment requirement and the maturation dates of an investment.
Further information flow from the banks and other institutions to
the blackbox where treasury staffs utilize this information to maintain
the fiscal cycle on its existing course or to modify it.
In this model,

information generated at each level of

the cash

management model feeds into and facilitates the accomplishment of the
requirements of the next level.

In this way, a cycle is created start-

ing from the "blackbox" to forecasting, cash mobilization, banking, investments and back again to the black box.

With appropriate management

action, the cycle repeats itself continuously.
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT INVESTMENT DECISION GUIDES

Characteristics of Investment Securities
Prior

to

developing

an

investment

model

to

guide

appropriate

management action under any given set of circumstances, it is necessary
to describe the unique characteristics of the variety of securities in
which local government finance managers invest public funds.

An under-

standing of the characteristics of the securities is important because
prior to the decision to invest in any set of securities a prudent investments

manager

tries

to

fit

the

securities

to

the

safety-yield-

liquidity requirements of the jurisdiction.
The securities that will be examined are (1) treasury bills, (2)
agency securities, (3) repurchase agreements, (4) certificates of deposit, (5) bankers acceptances and (6) commercial papers.

These securities

are chosen because local government financial officials identified them
in the survey as the securities into which public funds are invested.
In this analysis, attention should focus on the safety-liquidity-yield
characteristics of

these investment

tools because they establish the

limitations and clarify the differences between each investment security.

In this way, the investments' manager is enabled to define the use-

fulness of each instrument for a given set of investment situations.
Treasury Bills
The most important instrument of the money market is the Treasury
bill.

Although only 45% of the respondents in the survey indicated that
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they use it,

the Treasury bill is an obligation on the gprt of

the

United States government to pay a fixed sum of money after a specified
period of time from date of issue.

Thus, Treasury bills have virtually

no default risk and are the most liquid of money market instruments
available today.

The Treasury currently auctions 3-month and 6-month

bills weekly and one-year bills each month.

Treasury bills are discount

instruments and as such carry no coupon payments.

Instead, the differ-

ence

represents

between

income.

The

the

selling

minimum

price

and

denomination

face

value

available

for

Treasury

interest
bills

is

$10,000 with additional amounts in increments of $5,000.
The attractive feature of Treasury bills to many porfolio managers
is the ready resale or secondary market.

If the holder has a

sudden

need for funds, Treasury bills can be sold quickly for relatively predictable prices.

It is this characteristic that makes

them a "near

money.
Federal Agency Securities
Included in the federal agency securities are:

Federal Farm Credit

Bonds (FFCB), Federal Home Loan Hank Bonds and Discount Notes (FHLB) and
Federal

National Mortgage Association (FNMA).

These

securities

are

issued by privately owned, government sponsored agencies that help to
implement

the

federal government's various policies.

Al though these

securities are not backed by the full faith and credit of the United
States government,

each agency guarantees its own issued securitie.3.

Thus, the risk factors are considered to be very low.
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Federal

Agency

Securities

are

considered

excellent

investment

instruments and are often characterized as close substitutes for
United State Treasury Bill.
market

However, as the market for agency papers is

smaller

than

liquid.

Consequently, agency papers trade at a yield premium over Trea-

sury bills.

the

the

for Treasury bills,

agency papers are

less

In addition, some agency papers are subject to state and

local taxes and, therefore, must trade at a yield premium compared with
Treasury bills not subject to state and local taxation.
Repurchase Agreements
A repurchase

agreement

(REPO)

is

another

important

instrument used by 69 percent of the survey respondents.
agreement

is

an

agreement

between

two

parties

where

investment

A repurchase
one

sells

an

instrument (say, a treasury bill) to the other and contracts to buy it
back at a later date (often the next day) at a specified higher price.
Reµu=chase agreements are usually purchased for very short periods
of time, most often from one to twenty-one days.

The minimum amount co

purchase a Repo is usually $100,000 with increments of $5,000 above the
minimum.

However, minimum amounts may sometimes be negotiated.

The two types of Repos available are fixed and open.
Fixed Re70:
Example:

Establishes the specific interest rate and maturity
period for the amount invested.
$100,000 at 12.50 percent annual interest for 6 days.
If a fixed repo is liquidated prior to maturity, the bank
has the option of levying a penalty.
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Open Repo:

Allows the jurisdiction to liquidate the agreement at
anytime. There is a stated interest rate that is
dependent on the duration of the transaction. The
interest rate for an open repo may be slightly lower
than the rate for a fixed repo.12

Repurchase agreements "are the most flexible investment instruments
available because they allow a jurisdiction to negotiate the yield and
maturity ... 13

There is no risk involved in repos because the princi-

pal is guaranteed and the return is fixed.
exists

for

Repos

repos.

can

be

used

However, no secondary market
most

effectively

to

invest

unexpected windfall revenues on a very short-term basis while other
alternative investments are being considered.
Certificates of Deposits
The Certificate of Deposit is an important investment instrument
whose popularity among governmental subdivision has increased dramatically over the years.

According to the survey result, 92 percent of the

jurisdictions that participated in this study indicated that they use
CDs as investment instruments.

A Certificate of Deposit is a receipt

for funds that have been deposited in a commercial bank for an agreed
upon time period.

The owner of the CD receives both the principal and

interest on the maturity date.
12Kenneth D. Sanders and James E. Kirk, Local Government Cash
Management and Investments (South Carolina: Bureau of Governmental
Research and Services, Financial Management Series No. 6, 1981), p. 84.
13Frank Patatucci and Michael Lichtenstein, Improving Cash
Management in Local Government: A Comprehensive Approach (Chicago:
Municipal Finance Officers Association, 1977), p. 58.
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There are two types of CDs:

non-negotiable, which must be retained

by the original investor until maturity, and a negotiable CD which the
original investor can sell to another party in the secondary market.
The party that retains possession of the CD until the stated maturity
date receives the full principal and interest due.
Although CDs may be purchased

for

various amounts,

$100,000 usually has a significantly lower interest rate.

a CD under
CDs are sold

according to specified maturity periods that range from 14 to 180 days.
However, some banks may allow purchases for periods over 180 days and up
to one year.
The characteristic that makes CDs attractive to investors is that
most may be sold in a resale market prior to maturity if the funds are
needed.

The availability of secondary market for CDs gives the instru-

ment the liquidity necessary to make them competitive in the money market.

However, emergency liquidation of a CD prior to maturity can re-

sult in a loss of 90 days interest.

Although a CD may have been pur-

chased for only 38 or 60 days, the bank can still require a penalty of
90 days

interest for early withdrawal.

In effect,

the

jurisdiction

would lose both the interest accrued up to the time of withdrawal plus
part of

the principal that equals

the

remainder of

the 90 days of

interest due.
Bankers Acceptances
Bankers' acceptances are money market instruments that most often
are created in conjunction with a foreign trade transaction.

Bankers
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acceptances "are negotiable time drafts drawn on commercial banks
finance

the

export,

import,

shipment or

storage of

foods ... 14

the bank guarantees to honor the draft on the due date

to

When

(by stamping

"Accepted" on the draft) it becomes a bankers' acceptance.

A bankers'

acceptance is an obligation of the issuing company that the bank guarantees to honor.

In making such a guarantee, a well-known bank can signi-

ficantly enhance

the marketability of obligations of less well-known

companies.
After accepting the draft, the bank sells it at a discount to an
importer.

On the due date (typically 90 days after issue),

the bank

honors the draft for full face value and debits the account of the issuing company.

Bankers acceptances are sold in denominations ranging from

$ 25, 000 to $1, 000, 000.

I ts default risk is very low and its secondary

market is equally good.
Commercial Paper
Coll!lllercial papers are promissory notes of finance corporation or
industrial firms.

Commercial papers offer higher yield

bills because commercial papers have higher default risks.

than treasury
As a result

of the higher default risk, many states have legal restrictions against
the use of commercial papers.
from S to 270 days.

Maturities of commercial papers range

Liquidity is generally low because no secondary

market exists for commercial papers.

Denominations start at $100, 000

and go up to $5 million.

14Frank Patatucci and Michael Lichtenstein, p. 59.
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I.JX'AL GJVERN-ENI INJES'IM:NI' o&;ISION

Ecology of
Political Subdivision

Coocerns of

I.oc:al Officials

Yield Liquidity

x

Extte:uel.y Limited
Resoorces: in:iicated
by a very low tax base i
m:i..ninal cash halaoces

High In:cme:

in:iicated

by high tax base, huge

QJIIES

x

x

cash balances
Expaniing econ:my

x

Elected Treasurers

Appointed Treasurer /Cast
InvesODent Manager

Insufficiently Trained
Manpower in Financial
Mamgeuent

x

x

x

Investment Options

Safet~

x

x

(1) Contractir.g with banks am
depository institutions to
rrutinely invest cash balanc~
at guaranteed interest rates.
(2) Treasury Bills
( 3) Agen:y Securities
( 4) Local/State Goverrm:mt
Investmmt Pools.
(1)
(2)
( 3)
( 4)

Certificates of Deposit
COOJiercial Papers
Repurchase Agreenents
State Goverrmmt IIl\Testment
Pools

( 1)
(2)
3)
( 4)
(5)

I.eave fuIXis unimes ted
Treasury Bills
Savings Certificates
Agency Securities
State Govermelt Investment
Pools

(1) Treasury Bills
(2) Certificates of Deposit
(3) State Goverrmmt Invesorent
Pools
(1) Contracting with banks to
rrutinely imest excec;;s
l:e.J.ances
( 2) Treasury Bills
(3) State Governnent Investment
Pools
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LOCAL CDIJERN£Nl' INJE.5'Il£NI DECISION <lJilES (continued)

Ecology of
Political Subdivision
Anticipated Needed
Capital Expeniltures

Concerns of
Lx:al Officials
Yield Liquidity Safet'

High Tax Delinqumcy
Rate

Low Tax

Delinq~ncy

x

x

x

x

( l) Treasury Bils
(2) State Investment Pools

x

(1) Treasury Bills
(2) Certificates of Deposit
( 3) State Investment Pools

Rate

Anticipated Upward
Trerxis in Interest Rates
Anticipated Declining
Trerxis in Interest Rates

Investment Options
( l) Treasury Bills
(2) Certificates of Ueposit
( 3) Reourchase A.er~ts

(1) Certificates of Deposit
(00ught on a short-term
l:asis): .,.,..,.,"'Jr'Y Bills

x
x

(1) Certificates of Deposit
(locked in at prevailing
high rate of interest)
Coomarcial Paoer
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Each of the securities described above are safe and excellent investment alternatives for local government jurisdictions.

The specific

yield-liquidity-safety configurations should be considered when purchasing these issues.

What usually obtains is that a jurisdiction purchases

a mix of investments with varying yield-security-liquidity arrangements,
depending on which considerations and objectives:

safety, liquidity or

yield, the jurisdiction wishes to emphasize in its investment program.
Figure 1/4 represents an investlllent model derived from the survey
and interview data.

Ecology of political subdivisions represents the

different environments of local governments.

Each political subdivision
Under a given set of

has its own unique economic and fiscal cycle.

fiscal and economic circumstances, the local government cash investment
manager emphasizes the values of safety or liquidi t:y or yield.
value

the

determines

cash
the

investment
investment

manager
instruments

attaches
that

greatest

must

be

Which

importance

purchased

to

accomplish the chosen value.
A more cursory look at the investment model indicates that safety
is the primary preoccupation of

local government

investment managers

while liquidity and yield are of secondary considerations.

The emphasis

en safety considerations arise from the legal constraints on investments
imposed by state and federal laws and by local by-laws as well.

These

laws discourage aggressive behaviors in the money market and would hold
officials responsible if they lost any part of public funds.
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It must be stated, however, that every cash manager pays attention
to the mix of yield-liquidity-safety values in every investment decision.

But the degree of emphasis a jurisdiction should place on any

particular value is a function of the fiscal circumstances of the jurisdiction.

For example,

a

jurisdiction whose

resources

are

extremely

limited can not emphasize yield as an investment objective because the
high grade-high yield securities have correspondingly high level of default

risk attached

to

them.

Instead,

a

resource poor

jurisdiction

should be concerned with the safety of its meager investments and its
ability to rapidly convert these investments to cash at short notice.
The investment options available to such a

jurisdiction are therefore

determined by the safety-liquidity considerations.

In this

way,

the

jurisdiction accepts a level of yeila that is not optimal as a tradeoff
for the safety of its investments while at the same time retaining the
leverage to easily convert its investments to cash if the need arises.
The emphasis on

th~

safety of

local

government

investments

become much more crucial in the wake of the failure of E. S. M.

has

Govern-

ment Securities, Inc. of Florida and the bankruptcy filing of Bevill,
Bresler and Schulman Asset Management Corporation of New Jersey, both of
which dealt largely with savings and
securities

dealers

Repurchase agreements

engaged

loans associations.

C-0verrunen t

repurchase

agreements.

primarily

allow institutions

in
to

borrow or

selling or buying government securities and agreeing
sell them back at specified prices later.

lend

funds

by

to repurchase or

Under these arrangements, ESM

and Bevill, Bresler and Schulman Asset Management corporations bought
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securities from thrifts seeking to raise cash temporar\ly,

then sold

them to local governments with idle cash to invest.15
Local governments that have lost money in these two incidents have
done so because they neglected a cardinal rule of government securities
trading:

get possession of the securities.

Instead, they allowed the

securities dealers to retain control of the securities, thereby enabling
the dealers to pledge the same securities to different investors.
The fiasco exposed the incompetence of the finance managers of the
jurisdictions

involved

in

these

transactions.

Taking

physical

possession of investment securities is a very elemental requirement of
government

securities

trading,

and state

and

local

government

laws

guiding investments require that local governments secure the securities
as well as the collaterals.

While these incidents may spark reforms

that could extend federal deposit

insurance to all institutions and

warrant the consolidation of state and federal banking systems, it is
the contention of the researcher that existing laws regarding the safety
of investments provide adequate protection to local governments.

Much

of the blame for the losses incurred by local governments must fall on
the financial naivete of thrifts and municipalities themselves and can
not be blamed on inadequate legal protection.
This analysis can be further extended by relating the investment
model to the rate of return on investment.
because data
approach.

is

available

from

the

survey

This extra step is taken
result

to

support

this

The rate of return on investments accomplished by the various

Susan Dentzer, et. al., The Ohio Thrift Panic in Newsweek, April 1,

l 985, ?P. Zl•-25.
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jurisdictions that participated in this study is computed as follows and
used as the criteria for selecting the jurisdictions into one of three
categories.
Number of
Jurisdictions

Rate of Return
on Investment

Category

Frequency
( %)

Poor

5 -

8.99

5

10

Moderately Rich

9 - 10.99

32

64

11 - 12.99

4

8

Super Rich

For want of better descriptive terminologies,
have been called:

these three categories

Poor, Moderately Rich and Super Rich jurisdictions.

Poor
The survey data supports the characterization and categorization of
these five counties as "poor."

According to the data, the resources

available to these counties as evidenced from their annual budgets and
population figures are extremely meager relative to the Moderately Rich
and Super Rich categories.

These poor counties have an average budget

of $6.6 million and a mean population of

less

than 12,000 people.

Another characteristic of this category of counties is that they all are
rural

based.

determination

These
of

characteristics
their

priorities

play

fundamental

in

the

roles

context

in
of

the
the

safety-liquidity- yield mix, and their choice of investment options to
satisfy

their

ultimate

concerns.·

During

the

interviews,

local

government finance executives stated their concerns about the safety of
their investments, noting that they will be placed in very untenable
positions if they were to lose any portions of their principal
investments.
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Therefore,
investments

is

considerations.

for

small,

resource-strapped

the

ultimate

investment

jurisdictions

goal

seconded

by

safety of
liquidity

A poor jurisdiction can not afford the luxury of losing

any part of its principal investment.

As a result of its concerns for

security, its investment options are limited to securities with rapid
convertability

to

cash

so

that

the

ability of

the

jurisdiction

to

undertake major capital expenditures are not handicapped by funds being
tied up in non-:maturing financial assets.
factors

are

financial

that

"poor"

results

jurisdictions

because

their

The implications of these

can

only

investments

achieve

must,

of

suboptimal

necessity,

be

concentrated in low- risk, low yield securities such as Treasury bills,
agency securities and state operated investment pools.
Moderately Rich Category
About 64 percent of the jurisdictions that participated in this
study fall

into

the moderately rich category.

governments are moderately rich in resources:
cash

balances

and

vibrar.t

economies.

This group

of

local

large tax bases and large
For

example,

these

local

governments have an average budget that is appreciably large -- $36. 5
million -- and an average population of 18,500 people.

The governments

of

managers.

these

addition,

counties

are

they

have

all

administered
sufficiently

by

professional

trained

manpower

in

In

financial

management.
With a

sizeable

amount

of

resources

at

their

disposal,

jurisdictions can afford to be aggressive in the money market.

these
Their

investment strategies pay adequate attention to safety, liquidity, and
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yield.

However,

intensity.

the

yield

of

investments

During the interviews

is

conducted

for

pursued
this

with

greater

study,

finance

executives from these jurisdictions pointed out that their jurisdictions
sound

financial

standing

provides

them

the

leverage

to

invest

in

securities which attract greater risks but with correspondingly greater
yields.

The expanding economies of jurisdictions in the Moderately Rich

category insures against cash flow problems;
are easily met without recourse

to

funds

thus current obligations

available

through maturing

investments.
The concerted effort to maximize the yield on investments compells
rich jurisdictions to creatively manage their portfolios of investments
such that the logical choices are Certificates of Deposit, Commercial
Papers,

Repurchase

Agreements

and

State

Investment

Pools.

Thus,

moderately rich jurisdictions tend to operate aggressively in the money
market and have affinity for relatively risky securities that attach
correspondingly high rates of interest.
Super Rich Category
The Super Rich category comprises of those jurisdictions that have
an enormous amount of expendable and investable resources, relative to
other jurisdictions in this study.

The annual budgets of the jurisdic-

tions in this category are beyond che billion dollar mark their daily
cash balances and investable amounts run into several millions and their
investment realize a rate of recurn of between 11 percent and 12.99 percent.

The super rich jurisdictions lie along the so-called Washington-

Baltimore corridor and the Capital Beltway in Northern Virginia.

They
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have an average population of about 600,000 people,

most of who are

highly educated and work either in the high-technology industries dispersed in these jurisdictions or for the United States Government.

The

per capita income in the super rich jurisdictions rank among the highest
in the nation; their tax bases are large and continuously expanding with
the growth of their economies.
Super Rich jurisdictions are managed by expertly trained professional managers, most of who attained their positions through merit system promotions.
sophisticated

These

models

p·.rofessional managers

that

enable

interest rates at any point in time.

them

to

have

predict

developed
the

highly

movement

of

In this way, they are able to ride

the interest rate curve with their investments.

With a steady inflow of

revenue through taxes, fees, and transfers, these jurisdictions are not
threatened by the prospects of cash flow problems; thus there is a tendency for their managers to structure their financial assets to emphasize
high yield-long term (one year) maturing securities.
Thus, as a group,

the investment options that seem attractive to

high-income, super-rich jurisdictions include Certificates of Deposits,
Repurchase Agreements, Commercial Papers -- securities that are relatively risky but with a compensating high yield.
The characterization of the jurisdictions that participated in this
study into one or the other of three categories was facilitated by the
returns on the invest!llents of these jurisdictions.

This means that any

local government can be made to fit into any of these categories and
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with that, its characteristics, do's and dent's in the m::ney narket are
predictable.
Influence Patterns of Significant Variables (See Figure VIII)
The

na.jor hypothesis

of

this

study has been

that political

jurisdictions and their subdivisions can not na.ximize the returns on
their investments of financial assets.

The failure to na.ximize the

returns on their investnent is not due to mismanagement on the part of
local governments: in fact,

local governments and other governmental

uni ts have since ncdernized their financial thinking and learned to
mna.ge their funds mre responsibly.
This study began by identifying several variables that inpact upai
local government cash ne.nagement.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

1.

m.

The identified variables are:

Tax delinquency rate
Legal environment of local jurisdictiais
Size of jurisdicticns (populaticn)
Resources available to jurisdictions
Tine and duraticn of investments
Bank conpensating ba.lances
Mininum cash ba.lance requirements
Procedural requirements
Return oo investments
F.ccnomic conditions and changing interest rates
Type and form of govern.nent
Average daily cash ba.lance
Average aIIOlnt of invested funds

Based upon the study, additional variables have been identified as
~ving

the decisive irrpacts on the rate of return on local government

investments.

The additional variables are:
Interest Rate
Minirn..un Investme..11t Requirement
Yield on Investm;nt
Liquidity
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Safety
Special Agreements
Social Responsibility
Together these variables have a profound effect on the conduct of cash
management in any jurisdiction.
conduct of cash management,

Although all these variables affect the

there are six outstanding variables

that

cash managers must understand in order to operate effectively in the
money market.
(a) Size/Population
(b) Tax Delinquency Rate
(c) Organizational Structure
(d) Legal Constraints
(e) Political Constraints
(f) Social Responsibility
The relationships between and among these variables have been exhaustively described

and

discussed

in

this

chapter.

However,

a

brief

summary of these relationships would be undertaken in order to tie these
relationships
maxi~ize

with

the

hypothesis

that

local

jurisdictions

can

not

the returns on their investments.

The six constraining variables listed above are termed External
Conditions
governments.

because
These

they

are

factors

part

of

determine

the
the

natural

ecology

environment

institutions and are not amenable to constant changes.

of

of

local

political

While in the

long run these factors may change, in the short ru-..1 they are static.
The external conditions influence a set of .. intermediate.. variables,
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which in turn influence other outcome variables that ultimately lead to
the "satisficing" objective of the cash management program.
Size/Population
Resources are central to any consideration of the cash management
process.

Resources depend fundamentally upon the size of the jurisdic-

tion and the quality of its population.

Size and population indicate

the potential and actual income that may accrue to the
through taxation.

jurisdiction

Recently, resources available to local jurisdictions

have been dwindling due to several factors including a sluggish economy,
the public's antipathy toward taxes, and more recently, the budget cuts.
At the same time, however,

local government obligations and citizens

demands for more services have been increasing.

As a result,

local

governments are hard pressed to meet basic and immediate obligations
with only little left for investment in interest-bearing securities.
Another dimension of the limited resources arising from the size
and population of a jurisdiction is the impact of resources on organizational competence - the body of knowledge, skills and the capacity to
use it effectively - available to the jurisdiction.

Financial manage-

ment skills may be unavailable in a jurisdiction and may have
attracted into the jurisdiction.

to be

Most local jurisdictions do not have

financial management talents in-house and some of them do not have the
re3ources to attract high quality people into their jurisdictions.
l:.mi ted

rc~sources

With

- including the shortage of skilled manpower - local

governments do not have adequate operational base from which to maximize
returns.
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Tax Delinquency Rate
Tax Delinquency Rate is an external conai tion that influences the
level

of

resources

and

determines

both

the

average

amount

invested and the jurisdiction's cash balance in the bank.

of

funds

The survey

conducted for this study indicates that 16 percent of the counties that
participated in this study have a tax delinquency rate in excess of 10
percent.

Only about

delinquency

rate

2

of

percent of

less

than

the

one

jurisdictions

percent.

governments are not only unable to callee t
expending

further

resources

in

their

reported

Consequently,

their legal dues,
efforts

to

a

tax

local

but also

callee t

these

outstanding debts.
Except for the high income jurisdictions, most local governments do
not have enough funds left after meeting immediate needs.

For instance,

asked to state the average amount of invested funds for 1984, 24 percent
of the participants indicated that they invested less than $1 million;
another 32 percent indicated that they invested between $1-$5 ;n.illion
and only 10 percent of the jurisdictions invested more than $100 million
in 1984.
Since safety and

liquidity considerations preclude

local govern-

ments from investing in high-risk securities, the only avenue open for
the realization of substantial revenues from investments

is

to

infuse

:nassive amounts of money into the low-yield risk-free instruments such
ns

treasury

G.eposi t:s.

bills,

obligations

of

governments

and

certificates

of

This local jurisdictions can not: do because they do not have

the reservoir of funds necessary to aggressively operate in the money
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market.

Consequently, they can not achieve optimum results.

Organizational Structure
The structure of an organization is an important determinant of the
success or

failure

competence

and

structure.

of

its

banking

cash

management

relations

are

program.

dependent

upon

Organizational
organizational

Within the context of this study, organizational structure

has been understood in terms of the professionalism of the governments
and in the election or appointment of thei.r officials.
styles

and

objectives

of

professional

governments are quite different.

and

The management

non-professionally

run

Elected non- professional government

officials tend to view cash management in purely custodial terms and
give

little

credence

to

profitability,

while

professional

officials view it as an additional source of needed revenue
worthy of exploitation.

appointed
that

is

These basic differences in style and approach

between these two kinds of organizational structures affect attitudes
towards

safety-liquidity-yield

considerations.

Organizational

competence and banking relations not only influence each other,
influence

the determination of

bank compensating balances,

both

which

in

turn, influences the types of instruments into which funds are invested.
Organizational

competence

is

crucial

in

determining

adequate

compensating balances for the banks and in realizing when not to leave
too much money uninvested in the bank.
!he structure of many local governments are not consistent with the
returns maximization approach of cash management.

Some local government

officials do not see the utility served in "gambling" with the taxl)ayers
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money and would leave the funds secured on deposits in the banks.

To

the extent that the funds are not invested in high-yielding securities,
returns can not be optimized.
Legal Constraints
Article 26-40 of the Code of Virginia and Article 95, Section 22 of
the Annotated Code of Maryland stipulate the securities into which public funds may be invested.
government

investment

interest rates.

are

Many of the securities approved for local
relatively

risk-free

and

attach

very

low

In addition, there are several procedural requirements

attached to local government cash management conduct.
Some

of

the

constraints

include:

(1)

the

requirement

treasurers obtain prior approval from the governing body or
advisory

before an

investment

is

purchased

or

sold;

(2)

that

finance

requiring

written quotations for investment purchases; (3) prohibiting the use of
wire

transfers

for

investment

transactions and,

(4)

restricting

the

treasurer to a narrow range of potential money market instruments.
Legal constraints influence the formulation of banking relations,
the

level

of

bank

compensating

balances

and

the

safety-liquidity

requirements of the different securities in which a local jurisdiction
can invest.

Since local governments are not at liberty to use their

discretion in determining and investing in securities that meet their
individual needs for investment, they can not optimize returns on their
investments.
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Political Constraint
Political

constraints

affect

local

government

cash

management

efforts through their impact on banking relations, which they directly
influence.

Political constraints are evident in several forms including

prohibitions against the use of non-local banks and prohibitions against
investing

local

government

funds

outside

the

local area.

It

also

includes sharing the local government's deposits among all the banks in
the

community.

The

primary

argument

advanced

to

support

prohibitions is the notion of "keeping the money at home"
that has gone largely unsubstantiated.
home,"

local governments are

interest rates,

etc.)

these

an argument

As long as the money is "kept at

foregoing

more lucrative deals

that are available

in other

(higher

jurisdictions and

markets.
Social Responsibility
The notion of social responsibility opens up another dimension of
public

sector

investments,

that

is,

whether

public

ins ti tut ions

supported by taxpayer monies should even try to maximize the returns on
their investments.
responsibility

Some jurisdictions believe in maxi- mizing social
social

and

political

tranquility.

Many

local

governments use their cash management programs to address social agendas
in the community.

To these jurisdictions, maintaining the semblance of

fairness and equity is as important as maximizing financial assets.
Thus,
compensating

social

responsibility

balances

which

directly

jurisdictions

influences
leave

at

the

level

banks,

it

of
also

influences the package of relationships which local governments maintain
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with their banks.

These,

in turn,

influence the type of securities

bought and finally the yield on investment.
Summarily, the combination of the external and intermediate conditions influence the conditional variables which give rise to outcome
variables, namely, type of investment selected and yiela.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARIES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Summaries and Recommendations
A shortage of funds and concurrent high interest rates in the midseventies was the major impetus behind the sudden realization by local
governments that

their need for cash had

to be minimized.

It also

taught local government treasurers the usefulness of having lines of
credit upon which to draw in the event of a compelling need to borrow.
But a iDOre important and perhaps more fundamental result of the credit
crunch of 1974-75 was that those jurisdictions fortunate enough to have
idle cash balances learned how much could be earned due to the prevailing high interest rates.

In conjunction with the increasing pressure to

find new sources of revenue, these factors contributed significantly to
the recent surge of interast in developing investment programs for cash
~alances.

At

the same

time,

there

is

evidence of

an

increasi~g

reliance on the investment of idle funds as a source of supplemental
revenues.
The practice of investing cash balances by political subdivisions
is not new.

The establishment of government operated

social '.Jelfare

crust funds, for example, has been accompanied by grants of authority to
invest revenues that exceed short-cerm operating requirements.
interest earnings are a vital source of revenue for these funds.

Indeed,
Trust

fund investment programs led to the growing recognition of the revenue
potential of excess balances in other funds.
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The purpose of this study has been to evaluate local government
cash management practices with a view to pointing out those constraints
which impede the efforts of political subdivisions in their effort to
maximize returns on investments.

These constraints cut across the vari-

ous elements of cash management:

forecasting, cash mobilization, bank-

ing relations, and investments.
A forecast is a statement which indicates the most likely outcome
of a future event.

In the context of cash management,

the ultimate

objective of a forecast is to guide appropriate and timely management
action toward

improved control of

the cash flow.

Forecasting will

enable a jurisdiction to predict and anticipate the specific times when
revenues will be received, when expenditures will be made, and when cash
balances will accrue.
nation of

the

An accurate forecasting facilitates the determi-

appropriate

time

for

management

to

invest

the

idle

balances in financial assets.
This study found, however, that 38 percent of the local governments
covered in this study do :ioc bother i:o ::,·Jrecas.: their revenues.

A num-

ber of factors have been identified as logical explanations for why
these jurisdictions do not prepare cash budgets.
form of government under which

~

These include: (a) the

jurisdiction is administered; (b) lack

of financial management skills; (c) limited staff time devoted to forecasting, (d) uncertair.ty about

th~

future state of the economy, (e) the

enviroilLlent in which Government operates: and (f) the fact that expenditure authority resides outs ice of the cash_:manage:::-.
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A number of proposals were suggested to facilitate the acceptance
and development of forecasting as a financial management tool.

First,

it is important to educate local government executives on the utility of
forecasting.

Second, local government financial executives should be

compelled to develop some competence in finance, economic and banking.
Third, while they are developing in-house cash management capabilities,
local governments should arrange with their banks to be providing them
cash management advice.

Fourth,

local governments

should develop a

multi-year historical details profile consisting of when the revenue was
received,

the

deviations

in

amounts
their

received

collections

at

these

patterns

times,
and

the

significant

relevant

explanatory

information.
Finally, unless local jurisdictions are able to accurately forecast
their revenues and expenditures, they can not plan their investments in
a way to be able to take advantage of the highly lucrative securities
market.

As a result, they will not be able

to

maximize

the yield on

their investments.
Cash Mobilization
Cash

mobilization

involves

two

distinctive

functional

Acceleration of Receivables and Control oi Dis bur semen ts.
uncovered some ot the traditional methods used by

areas:

The study

local jurisdictions

in accelerating receivables and delaying disbursements.
Receivables accrue to the
nonproperty tax sources,
governmental transfers.

sucl1

jurisdict~gn~

_.:J

through pro?erty taxa:ion,

.iacome and sales

taxes,

and

inter-

Collections are accelerated through che use of
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lockbox services, pre-authorized checks (PACs), concentration banking,
and wire transfers.

Disbursements are controlled by use of central

depository accounts, zero base account, remote disbursement techniques,
and controlling bank balances.
The objective of accelerating receivables is to reduce the transit
time of money so that the funds can be invested in interest-bearing
securities with minimal delay.
mize

the

float

treasury.

on

funds

Disbursements are delayed so as to maxi-

that

The longer funds

should

have

been

paid

out

from

remain invested in securities,

the

the more

money realized for the jurisdiction.
The study identified constraints that impede the ability of local
jurisdictions to effectively mobilize cash.

First,

are not at

revenue

liberty

to determine

their own

local governments
Every

sources.

revenue source identified by local jurisdictions must be approved by the
states.

The states also establish collection procedures that must be

meticulously

followed

Second,

sources.

in

the

exploitation

transfers

jurisdictions are made at

from

the

higher

of

the

approved

governments

discretion of

to

the donor

revenue

the

local

governments.

State authorities have developed disbursement schedules for grants-iaaid and for local governments shares of sales taxes and gasoline and
liquor

taxes.

These

implementation.

to

alter

nor

of

the

cases,

are

Once these schedules are in place, local jurisdictions can
agents

schedules

most

themselves.

state

requirement

in

to

compel

cash

schedules,

insensitive

neither

the

disbursement

accelerate

jurisdictions

their

pace

of
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Third, the unpopularity of wire transfers makes it difficult for local
jurisdictions to attempt to accelerate the flow of funds into the treasury by use of electronic wire services.

There is widespread public

resentment of electronic fund transfers because the EFT system of transfers is so efficient that the consumer's account is debitea instantly,
at times before the consumer has had time to move funds from one account
to the other to meet the obligations.
A number of proposals were suggested for coping with the above constraints.

First, there must be combined efforts by local governments

urging changes in state policies and procedures to permit more f=equent
collections of property taxes and to impose stiffer penalties on tax
delinquents.
rise

Second, interest charges attached to unpaid

to reflect

Otherwise,

the

imposition can not elicit

tile

the going market rate of interest.

threat of additional charges and

its

taxes must

expected compliance with the law intended by the action.

Third, local

governments were advised to consider encouraging their clients to make
prompt

payments

by

enclosing

addressed envelopes for

along

taxpayers

with

their

bills

stampea

to mail in their checks.

local jurisdictions should tighten collections and

self-

Fourth,

deposits require-

ments to ensure that their staff collect and rapidly deposit all funds
available to the government.
While intergovernmental transfers arrive safely and on time, other
funds due to the governments, such as parking meter fees, fees collected
for use of local facilities, such as swimming pools, golf courses, etc.,
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are of concern to local governments.

By minimizing the number of col-

lection points consistent with the public's desire for convenience, the
jurisdictions will ensure that fewer people handle receipts and

that

these are promptly deposited in the banks.
·Finally, new revenue enhancement initiatives

that have not been

adequately exploited by local governments were discussed.
enhancement initiatives include:

(a)

These revenue

tax base expansion, for example,

the imposition of a recapture tax; (b) improving tax administration by
applying the reciprocity approach, re-evaluation of tax exempt properties, and curtailment of mandated expenditures; and (c) the granting of
tax amnesty to delinquent taxpayers.

These will facilitate the accumu-

lation of more revenues, most of which will then be invested in financial securities.
Banking Relations
Good relations with the financial community is
successful and efficient cash management program.

necessary for a
The selection of

banks to provide banking services to a local jurisdiction is a complicated process because many banks have developed programs specifically
targeted

at

satisfying

local

government

banking

requirements.

Two

methods have been identified for selecting banks for local government
banking businesses:

competitive bidding and non-competitive methods.

The three techniques of the non-competitive method for selecting
banks for local government banking services are:

direct placement in

one bank, use of all local banks and rotation among banks.

The competi-
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tive method of selecting banks uses the bidding process in selecting
banks to proviae services to the local jurisdiction.
Bank services typically available to local jurisdictions facilitate
the accomplishment of five important functions, namely, collections and
deposits, disbursement, speical accounts services, investments, and the
extension of credits.
Local governments pay for services provided by banks in either of
two ways or a combination of both.

The first me:hod of

p_~y.ingJor

services is through direct charges or fees for services rendered.
second is oy use of compensating balances.

bank
The

The survey found that 66

percent of the jurisdici:ion covered in the study use the compensating
method to pay for bank services; 28 percent indicated that they use fees
and charges instead of compensating balances.
Two broadly based constraints on banking relations were identified.
Legal

constraints

financial

require

local

institution in its

jurisdictions

business

to

preclude

transactions and

certain

places other

forms of restrictions on the amounts that jurisdictions may deposit in
each bank.

Political constraints compel local

financial decisions based on politically

jurisdictions to make

related data.

Consequently,

local governraent deposits and investments are not managed in the most
optimal •11ay so a..s to maximize ..return en irivestinents.
By definition, the word "constraint" has negative connotations. But
some of the restrictions on deposits have profound beneficial effects in
the

sense

that

they

protect

the

safety

of

publ.ic

deposits.
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Federal deposit insurance covers only the first $100,000 of an entity's
deposits.

Therefore, a bank failure or default by a savings and loans

institution could seriously jeopardize public funds in excess of federal
insurance limit.

Much of this requirement handicaps the opportunity to

optimize earnings on investments by restricting the amount that could be
left on deposit or invested in a particular institution.

However, it

serves a higher ideal which is to protect the safety of public funds.
A way of minimizing the impact of non-market considerations in investment decisions is by using the bidding process in determining banking relations.

Once favoritism and political considerations are elimin-

ated as a basis for banking relations,

then local jurisdictions will

have the incentive to optimize yields.
Investments
The

culmination

of

forecasting,

receiving

and

organizing

a

jurisdiction's cash resources is the investment of those funds that are
temporarily

idle.

Although

the

specific

types

of

investments

are

limited by state and local laws, each jurisdiction has the opportunity
to invest its funds in a variety of securities.
This

study found

that

the securities most often used by

jurisdictions for investment purposes are:
(b) certificates of deposit,

(c) U.S.

(a)

bank time deposits,

Treasury obligations,

Agency Securities, (e) and repurchase agreements.

local

(d) U.S.

The primary determin-

ants of which securities jursidictions invest their funds are:

(1) the

safety (risk) associated with the instrument and its price stability;
(2) its liquidity characteristics including the availability of secorrd-
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ary markets, (3) the a.aturity of the security, and (4) the yield (return
on investment) associated with it.
The study uncovered a myraid of impediments
These impediments tc yield

include:

to maximizing yield.

inadeuqate resources,

restricted

securities, rivalry between elected and appointed officials and

local

politics.
Some solutions for coping with the impediments were suggested.
proposal

for

increasing

the

resources available

to

A

local governments

includes tax base expansion, improved tax administration, renegotiating
payments
more
where

in l.ii::u of

taxation for

e:;s~-~.nsiv.e_._.use ... of ...user..... f.e.~§

necessary

the

tax exempt
and

subsidization

of

go-.1errunental

charges
some

to

pr0perties~

reduce and

services

eliminate

provided

to

the

public and the granting of tax amnesty to individuals and firms where
there are_

indicat~on~

__t;Jta..t. .. s.uch--a--?olicy .. will-be... ;ui.__ incentive for tax

evaders and delinquents to

~_i<~--2~X.~ents.

There are no easy ways for controil.:..ng the rivalry between ele :ted
1

and appointed officials.

This rivalry is as old as the art of politics

and

public

the

discipline

!;ymbiotic

of

relationship

between

administration.
elected

officials

managers because they share common objectives:
returns

on

the

investments

of

their

There
and

should

be

a

professional

realization of optimal

jurisdictions.

The

unnessary

competition for ?Ower and influence between them has been dysfunctional
to their common objectives.
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Local politics distorts

the relationship between local

tions and their depositcry institutions.

jurisdic-

Political considerations are

instrumental to the local governments' banking strategy of sharing its
deposits among most or all the banks in the community.
governme1!_L.~~p_Q§..it~--~?-

Sharing bcal

all local banks makes it difficult to accumulate

t!ie cash necessary for op tima-1 inves tmen.ts.
To avert this problem, it was recommended that local jurisdictions
establish central depository accounts that would consolidate all of the
jurisdiction's accounts.

This approach will !:lake it easier to monitor

the flow of cash in and out of the central account, facilitate investm$nt:-s··,
..

_,.,.

and

increase

the

possibility

of

optimal

returns

on

invest-

Conclusion
This study is not of local government cash management per se.

In-

stead, it is a study that evaluates the cash management policies and
practices of local governments with a view to identifying obstacles to
local government attempts to optimize returns on their investments of
temporarily idle cash balances.

The study found that there are factors

that inhibit the ability of local jurisdictions to adequately forecast
their revenues,

accelerate the mobilization of cash,

professional relationships with their banks.
cies

remain,

local

government

and build

sound

As long as these inadequa-

investment officers are

incapacitated.

Firstly, they do not have sufficient information and data upon which to
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oase

investment

decisions.

Consequently,

investment

returns

are

suboptimal.
Through an analysis of the related literature, the study has been
able to identify some of the factors that have stood as impediments to
the efforts of local governments to optimize earnings on their idle cash
balances.

The factors include the inadequacy of resources particularly

for the rural communities.

Allied to the meager resources available in

some jurisdictions is the high tax delinquency rates.

The study found

that about 20 percent of the counties have a tax delinquency rate in
excess of 10 percent.
evasion,

In addition to the loss of revenues due to tax

the counties are also expending additional resources in the

vain efforts to collect overdue receivables.

The general economic con-

ditions of the jurisdictions, including the state of the economy, also
affect the general level of resources available

to the

jurisdiction.

These determine the ability of the citizens to promptly pay their taxes,
the ability of higher governments to increase grants-in-aid to the local
jurisd.ictions and, therefore, the level of cash balances available for
investment.
The study also found that the most dominant governmental arrange1:1ent at the .:::ounty level is the Boa":'.'d of Supervisors - County Administrator/Executive form of government.

The survey indicated

that

64

percent: of the jurisdictions participating in this study a·ce organized
this way.

This f.:>rui of government is characterized by an elected board

or council members responsible for overall county policy and an appoint-
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ed professional administrator responsible for the execution of county
policies.
The county administration, in theory, is comprised of a professional and technical cadre capable of conducting governmental affairs with
the competence, efficiency, and effectiveness of the private sector.

In

terms of cash management, this means that this model of institutional
arrangements should develop and adopt documented financial management
policies to guide the investment activities of financial professionals.
The financial policy guides should be the embodiment of a jurisdiction's
cash manangement objectives and suggested strategies and restrictions
that would facilitate the achievement of those objectives.

The objec-

tive of the policy guide is to ensure maximum efficiency in the conduct
of cash management and presumably, to maximize return on investments of
excess balances.

Yet,

the survey shows that only

2'•

percent of

~he

respcndeuts indicated that they have Documented Cash Management Policy
Guides (DCMPG), while 74 percent do not have any guides.
Another conclusion stemming from this study is that, while prof essionalization of government may enhance the ability of a jurisdiction to
critically evaluate all investment options, it does not necessarily mean
that jurisdictions 1o1hose administrative systems are not professionalized
are poorly managed.

Skilled manpower, no doubt, is crucial in the con-

duct of cash management and the development of investment programs, in
keeping up with current developments in the money :narket, and in determining which investments are best under any set of circumstances.
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Nevertheless, there is no corroborative evidence indicating that jurisdictions with professionalized and hence skilled manpower achieve greater raturn on investment than other jurisdictions.
Safety of principal is au important value that is pursued in cash
management programs.

But concerns about the safety of principal have

been diminished by the realization that state laws ha'Te oifered adequaLe protection to public funds oy limiting banks \oiith which local
governments can do bus in~.!>~...

in_.most .. .instances .. de.term~nipg how much

could be left on deposit in each bank and
uninsured funds.

requiring collateral

In addition, public funds on deposit in banks

fo-::and

savings and loans associations are protected under the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation and the Savings and Loans Insurance Corporation.
Under these circumstances, safety can not be a measure of the effectiveness of a cash management program.

The aggressive tendencies of invest-

i:ia:it officers have been proscribed by state laws and by self-imposed
local bylaws.

Local finance executives must operate within these para-

meters or be in violation of the law.
Liquidity
management

is

another

program.

important

Liquidity

is

value
an

pursued

important

through
investment

the

cash

quality

especially when the need for unexpected funds occurs occasionally.

But

a careful planning and structuring of the portfolio mix will ensure that
liquidity is built into the program.

For instance, there are securities

that mature within 30 days, 90 days, 180 days, 270 days or oae or more
years.

Thus, a jurisdiction can structure its assets such that securi-
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ties mature at the periods when the funds are needed for alternative
uses.
This study has emphasized yield on return on investments as
utmos;:

criteria

for

measuring
On

continuing demand

the

success

t.'.'le

one

side,

or

local

to provide expanded and

failure

of

governments

improved services.

other side, they face the triad of (a) the necessity to expand

a
face

the
cash

a

On the
revenues

if these demands are to be met, (b) already heavily burdened taxpayers,
and (c) a narrowly restricted ability to borrow to finance non-capital
expenditures.

Under

these circumstances,

local governments could be

expected to respond enthusiastically to a revenue
neither

increased

taxation

nor

additional

source that involves

borrowing.

The

financial

asset portfolio is such a source, with the net return on investments
constituting the additional revenue.
important

for

jurisdictions at tempting

Thus, in evaluating the
or

principal

becaus.;

Interest income can be especially

and

they are

3UC~<:.~.::ies

liquidity must
un.impor tant

benefits of a cash management
(yield) by investing

~asn

to

obtain

revenue.

Q( .a ...cash ___ma_nag.ement __ pt:Qgra.m, __ s.afet.y

be

relegated

considerations
~nogram

that is

additional

is

t~e

temporar~ly

to

but

!:he

background

because

the

:10t

primary

increased interest earned
idle.

Limitations of Study
The local jur:i.sdic tions surveyed in this study were selected only
~rom

the states of Virginia and Maryland.

No nationwide validation of

the results of the study was undertaken to determine if county govern-
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ments in these two states are representative of the nation.

Much of the

generalization of the findings of this study may be suspect; there is no
basis for assuming that local governments in Virginia and Maryland are
different from local governments elsewhere in the nation.
tain,

however,

is

that

the

randomly selected counties

What is cerin

the

study

sample are representative of the counties in the two states.
Another limitation of this study is that it is not a study of local
government cash management program per se.

Instead, its emphasis is on

the constraints which mitigate efforts by local officials to maximize
their investments of financial assets.

The constraints uncovered in

this study may be peculiar to one local jurisdiction and not applicable
to others.

To the extent that this is true, each local jurisdiction can

only be evaluated based on its own unique circumstances -- circumstances
that may be self-imposed and other forms of constraints imposed by higher levels of

government.

Implications of Study to Public Administration
The conclusions of this study confirm the general hypothesis
political organizations and

their

subdivisions

do

returns on their investments of temporarily idle cash.

not

maximize

that
the

This is not con-

sidered to be due to mismanagement but to several ecological factors beyond

the

irr..mediate control of

local

jurisdictions.

The study also

demonstrates that substantial revenues can be earned by careful attention to cash management.
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Given

the

public's

natural

antipathy

toward

taxes,

this

study

represents a major invi ta ton to public administrators to take a hard
look at

their

fiscal

environments

to

determine

if

there are other

sources of revenue outside their over-burdened taxpayers.

This study

also mounts a formidable challenge to public administration, namely, to
seek answers to the query:

should public or governmental institutions

even try to maximize the returns on their investments of fiscal assets?
It has

become fashionable these days

for public institutions to

emulate the values of economy and efficiency -- values which are aruch
espoused in the private sector.

But public administration as a disci-

pline has a mission, which is to ensure that the principles of democracy
and the Judai-Christian ethics upon which Western nations were fou:lderi
are fully realized.

As Allen Schick writes,

the purpose of

public

organization is "the reduction of economic, social and psychic suffering
and the enhancement of life's opportunities for
side the organization ... 1

those inside and out-

Thus, the desire to maximize returns on the

investment of financial assets can not take precedent over the achievement of human values nor will the interest of the less privileged be
subordinated to the desire to optimize

return on investments.

Public

Administration will face extinction and a very uncertain future at best,
if it fails to be the advocate of disadvantaged interests.

lAllen Schick, The Trauma of Politics:
Public Administration in
the Sixties i:i Frederick Mosher ed. American Public Administration:
Past, Present, Future (Alabama: The University of Alabama Press, 1975),
p. 164.
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The dilemma for Public Administration is how to balance its desires
for

revenues

realizable

through careful attention to cash management

operations and the requirements of the pursuit of the higher ideals of a
just and an egalitarian society.
Need for Further Research
Researchers have a
such

as

legal

tendency

prohibitions,

to concentrate on exogenous

procedural

requirements

and

factors

political

considerations, when discussing the constraints on local government cash
management programs.
.the norm.

But the approach taken in this study deviated from

Instead of concentrating on factors external to the organiza-

tion or institution,

this study focused on the internal dynamics of

local government organizations with a view to i.dentifying factors that
mitigate against local government cash management objectives.

While

this study has uncovered, discussed and analyzed several factors which
retard efforts toward efficient cash

management and

investment pre-

grams, more research on this important subject is recommended.
While recognizing the external component to local government cash
management problems, it is necessary to point out that these
are not entirely related to exogenous factors.
lo~al

problems

Most of the problems of

jurisdictions can be associated with factors internal and peculiar

to each local government jurisdiction, and a careful analysis of these
internal factors will broaden our knowledge .Jf the internal dynamics of
local government organizations and facilitate the development and construction of better models of cash and investment management.
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APPENDIX l
(METHODOLOGY)

This study has determined that county governments in Virginia and
Maryland fall into one of three different categories, namely:
Moderately Rich, and Rich.

Poor,

The Poor category is comprised of 10 percent

of the counties in both states.

Most counties in the two states fall

into the Moderately Rich category (64 percent), while the Rich category
has 8 percent of the counties.
For purposes of this study, every county which has an annual budget
of less than $10 million is assigned

.1

"Poor·· category.

All counties

'.ihich have budgets in excess of $10 million but l•!ss than $59. 9 ml.lion
are considered as being Moderately Ricn, while counties that have budgets beyonel $60 :nillion have been con.sider'?ci "Rich.··
While "poor" counties make up only 10 percent of the count:y ?Opulat:ion in the t·..ro states, in this study, ::hey represent 22% of t:he study
sa~ple.

The researcher recognizes that the number of poor counties in

the study does not reflect the actual proportion of poor counties in the
t;wo states.

It was necessary to survey as me.ny poor/rural counties as

possible to avoid the findings of t:he study being biased in favor of the
rich or iDOderately rich ca::egories.

The "poor" and rural counties have

?eculiar environmentally related cash management problems that may not
be true i:i the other categories.

The lopsided represen::aticn of

the

"poor category" in the study sample facilitated the reflection of their
problems in the analysis.
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Most counties in Maryland and Virgnia are considered Moderately
Rich.

About 64 percent of the counties in the two states fall into this

category.

In this study, this category of counties represents 52.5 per-

cent of the study sample.

This level of representation is consistent

with the dominance of this category of counties in the states.
The Rich category makes up 8 percent of the counties in the two
states; but 24 percent of the study sample.

One can argue that the Rich

category is over-represented in the study sample.

But such an argument

becomes meaningless when it is realized that the rich counties actually
dominate cash management in local governments.

This category of coun-

ties have abundant resources and take cash management and investment of
idle funds very seriously.

All the counties in the Rich category were

quick to respond to the survey and their cash managers/finance officers
provided useful

insight

to

the

cash management

problem during

the

personal interviews.
Nine of the counties in the Rich category fall into the predominantly urban counties that are also represented in this study.
urban

counties

Chesterfield,

include

Georges,

Prince

and Howard counties

Montgomery,

in Maryland,

and

Williams, Arlington, Russell and Fluvanna in Virginia.
ties are

represented

by

the

"poor

category"

of

The

Baltimore,

Fairfax,

Prince

The rural coun-

counties

discussed

above.
The following is a tabulation of the counties in the study sample
arranged according to categories.

These counties and categories and the

findings of the study are representative of the states of Maryland and
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Virginia.

In fact, we can speculate that most of the findings of this

study have applicability nationwide.

While legal constraints may be

significantly different among states, political and economic constraints
may not be.

Further research is essential to test this assumption.
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POOR

COUNTY

POPULATION

•
BUDGET

($ in millions)

8,405

6.00

Fal'lllville

31,650

9 .50

Somerset

2,000

7.4

Essex

8,200

6.

Amelia

Madison

10,500

6.8

Clarke

10,000

7.20

New Kent

9.300

8.0

Grayson

16,579

9.10

Lurenburg

12,124

6.60

Nelson

12,206

8. 50

Sussex

10,874

8.0

MODERATELY RICH
Wimico

64.540

34.20

Culpepper

22,620

18.00

Queen Anne's

25,008

13.60

Charles

80'100

45 .oo

Caroline

24,000

10.40

Talbot

25,604

14.30

125,000

10.90

62~000

28.80

Frederick
Cecil
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MODERATELY RICH (continued)

COUNTY

POPULATION

BUDGET

($ in millions)

Gloucester

24,100

17.40

Isle of Wight

22,300

15.00

Giles

17,810

11.40

James City

25,500

17.20

Tazwell

51,000

33 .00

Henry

57,654

41.50

Prince Georges (VA)

27,000

22 .00

Rockbridge

17, 911

11.00

Fauquier

38,000

29.00

Botstourt

24,100

10.20

Page

19,4Ul

11.10

Shenadoah

27,599

17.10

Campbell

47,000

34.0

Pittsylvania

66.147

37.30

Carolina

17,904

12.10

Dickenson

19,806

18.90

Washington

46,900

34.50

York

36,800

13. 90
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RICH

COUNTY

Prince Georges

POPULATION

BUDGET

($ in millions)

673, 600

612.50

Baltimore

665,763

678.00

Montgomery

600,000

883 .20

Chesterfield

167,000

214.30

Howard

118,~72

130.00

Fairfax

630,400

Russell

33,000

102.00

Fluvanna

10,380

100.00

Prince Williams

156,700

185.40

Arlington

152,900

220.00

Loudoun

59,200

60.00

Albemarle

57,500

67 .50

*$ in billions

(MD)

1.48*
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INVESTMENT POLICY
Prince George's County
Office of Finance
PURPOSE:

I.

The purpose of this investment policy is to identify bidder
eligibility standards, investment limitations and safekeeping
requirements.
This policy is established with the goal of
maximizing interest income while minimizing the risk of
loss.

Institutions eligible to sell certain types of investments to the
County
A.

Foreign Bankers' Acceptances - top SO largest foreign banks in
the world.

B.

Domestic Bankers' Acceptances United States.

C.

Repurchase Agreements (collateralized)

top SO largest banks

in the

1.

Top SO largest banks in the United States;

2.

Banks with equity in excess of S% of total assets; and

3.

Brokers with equity in excess of 3% of total assets and
that comply with either of the following Securities and
Exchange Commission's (SEC) net capital rules which have
been modified by the County.
(a)

12 times net capital rule - the SEC, under this rule,
prohibits an institution from engaging in any securities transaction should its "aggregate indebtedness"
exceed lS times its "net capital".
In computing net
capital, items not readily convertible into cash are
excluded and the institution's position in marketable
securities is valued up to 40% below current market
quotations.
This net capital rule represents the
older and more difficult to comply with requirement of
the SEC. Brokers that reach aggregate indebtedness 10
times its net capital are watched clcsely by the SEC.
The County requires
that
a
broker's
aggregate
indebtedness shall be less than 12 times its net
capital.

(b)

6% net capital rule - this is the newer, more flexible
and less rigid method of computing SEC capital
requirements relating to aggregate debit items arising
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from customer transactions. The SEC requires that net
capital shall not be less than 2% of aggregate debit
items; a reduction of business is required if net
capital is less than 4% of aggregate debit items and
business may not be expanded if net capital is less
than 5% of aggregate debit items.
The County's
requirement is that a broker's net capital shall not
be less than 6% of aggregate debit items.

II.

III.

D.

Certificate of Deposits (collateralized)
Only
banks with equity in excess of 5% of total assets.

Maryland

E.

Savings Certificates up to $100,000 (not collateralized)
1.

Savings institutions that are insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation and with equity in
excess of 1% of total assets; and

2.

Savings institutions that are insured by the Maryland
Savings Share Insurance Corporation and with equity in
excess of 11/2% of total assets.

Institutions Approved to Function as Brokers for the Purchase of
Bankers' Acceptances and United States Government Securities
A.

Banks with equity in excess of 5% of total assets; and

B.

Brokers that comply with either of the net capital rules
under I.C. 3.

Bidders List and Bidding Practices
A.

From the list of eligible institutions, the Money and Investment Manager or his alternate, will, at his or her discretion, select certain institutions from which to obtain
investment bids after taking into consideration the following
factors:
1.
(a)

The institution's
bids;

rate

in

providing

winning

Institutions with a high success rate should be contacted for bid requests on a frequent basis;
(b)

2.

success

Institutions with an average to low success rate or
frequently do not provide bids should be contacted
for bids on a less frequent and rotating basis.

The institution's
bids.

responsiveness

in providing

timely
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B.

The minimum number of bids to be obtained by investment type
and type of institution is as follows:
1.

No restriction on investment type:
(a)

County institutions (those with an office
County):

in the

4 high bidders
2 rotating basis
(b)

Non-County institutions:
4 high bidders
2 rotating basis

2.

All investment types except Bankers' Acceptances:
(a)

County institutions:
4 high bidders
2 rotating basis

(b)

Non-County institutions:
3 high bidders

3.

All investment types except Certificates of Deposit for
less than 30 days:
(a)

County institutions:
2 high bidders
1 rotating basis

(b)

Non-County institutions:
2 high bidders

4.

C.

When bids are not provided from institutions when requested, additional institutions should be contacted to
me1?t the at.o"Te minimum requirements if time permits.
In
no case should a bid be awarded unless at least three (3)
bids have been obtained--except with the prior. verbal
approval by the Director of Finance or his Deputy. Such
verbal approval must be acknowledged in writing.

Investment bids shall be awarded to the institution whose
percentage yield produces the greatest interest income to the
County.
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D.

IV.

V.

Minority banking investments
1.

The Federal Govenment and the County Executive have
established a goal to expand opportunities for minority
business enterprises.

2.

From time to time the Director of Finance or his Deputy
will instruct that investment bids be obtained from
certain minority banks.

3.

Although our general policy is to place investments with
the highest bidder, investments will be placed with
minority banks that bid higher than 1% below the
prevailing market rate.

4.

If bids are solicited from more than one minority bank,
then the highest bidding minority bank shall be awarded
the bid.

County Investment Limitations
A.

Foreign and domestic
County's portfolio.

Bankers'

Acceptances--65%

of

the

B.

Certificates of Deposit, United States government securities,
repurchase agreements and savings certificates--35% of the
County's portfolio.

c.

No more than 15% of the County's portfolio shall be with one
bank or broker (for brokers the limitation applies to
Repos).

D.

Investments with any bank or broker shall not exceed 25% of
that firm's capital (stockholder's equity, partner's equity,
etc.).

County Safekeeping Requirements
A.

Bankers' Acceptances and United States government securities
purchased by the County shall be delivered to Equitable Bank
the day of purchase.

B.

Securities
the County
purchase,
repurchase

C.

Securities collateralizing deposits
in County checking
accounts and certificates of deposit shall be maintained by
an escrow agent in accordance with state law.

collateralizing repur~hase agreements pu1chased by
shall be delivered to Equitable Bank the day of
excluding
collateral
on
automatic
overnight
agreements with Equitable.
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D.

Collateral

identified

in

V.B.

and

V.C.

shall

have

a

market value at all times equal to not less than 100% of
the principal and interest at maturity in the case of a
Certificate
amount

on

of Deposit
deposit

ln

or
the

Repurchase Agreement
case

of

monies

ln

and

the

checking

accounts.

E.

Securities identified

10

V.A. and V.B. shall be delivered

to Equitable Bank for safekeeping prior to payment for the
related investment.

APPROVED:

William R. Brown, Jr.
Director of Finance
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY, MARYLAND
FINANCIAL POLICIES MANUAL

CHAPTER 5 - CASH MANAGEMENT

5.1

Objective
To achieve the most productive use of cash, m1n1m1ze operating
costs and provide maximum flexibility to the County in managing
its cash.

5.2

Concentration of Cash
Bank accounts shall be kept to a minimum and cash shall be concentrated (pooled) for investment purposes. However, in order
to provide maximum services to taxpayers and maintain cordial
relationships with banks located in the County, property tax
collection accounts shall be maintained in County banks. Activity in the tax collect ion accounts shall be monitored on a
frequent basis by the Treasury Division, Office of Finance and
funds will be transferred to the County's concentration account
as necessary to maximize the investment of funds.

5.3

Billing and Collection
In order to speed up billing, the collection of funds and the
reporting of receipts, large mortgage companies shall be billed
via magnetic tape with information copies of tax bills being
sent directly to taxpayers.
Magnetic tapes are to be edited
and returned to the County accompanied by payments from mortgage companies.
Lock box cash collection services shall be
utilized by the County, including optical scanning of remittance data, for the collection of property taxes from taxpayers
and mortgage companies (which cannot process data via magnetic
tape). Billings shall be rendered promptly and the collection
of all monies due the County shall be actively pursued.

5.4

Controlling Disbursements
In order to iruprove disbursements control and maximize the
amount of funds available for investment, a system of aging
accounts payable shall be implemented. Upon receipt, invoices
shall be analyzed and a payment date shall be affixed thereto.
The aging system will consider such factors as discounts, past
history of the vendors requiring prompt payment and the method
Zero
employed in delivering payments (mail or pick-up).
balance accounts shall be established for disbursing activity
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to be cleared or funded against a single concentration account.
Each day, items clearing against the zero balance account will
be covered by a transfer from the concentration account, thereby allowing the County to capitalize on the float connected
with mail, processing and collection times.

5 .4

Banking Services
Banking services shall be solicited periodically on a competitive basis.
Banks submitting proposals shall be adequately
capitalized and be capable of sufficiently collateralizing all
County funds in their possession. At a minimum, the bank shall
provide the following services to the County:

5.5.1

(a)

Lock box cash collection services with a separate Post
office box for the County. The Post office box shall be
opened at optimum times during the day and remittances are
to be collected for innnediate processing. The checks are
to be compared and balanced to tax bills an be innnediately
deposited to the County's account.
The bank shall
optically scan remittrances and place them on magnetic
tape in order that remittance data can be directly entered
into the County's computer system.
The magnetic tape,
batched tax bills (accompanied by balancing tapes) and
deposit receipts shall be delivered on the next working
day to the Treasury Division, Office of Finance for processing.

5.5.2

(b)

Zero balance accounts for receipts and for disbursing
activity to be cleared or funded against a single concentration account.
This is essential in establishing a
pooled cash arrangement with other County agencies.
For
each zero balance account the County shall receive a
monthly statement and account reconciliation. The concentration account's statement shall contain, in add it ion to
other data, an itemization of all transactions to the
various zero balance accounts.

5.5.3

(c)

Total disbursement account reconc i1 iat ions to the County
for each account. The County will provide to the bank a
magnetic tape or punched cards containing check register
in format Lm on all items i.3sued as well as any voided and
cancelled items.
The bank shall provide monthly to the
County paid checks in ascending check serial number
sequence and a report which lists all checks in ascending
check serial number sequence reflecting amount as status
as to checks issued by the County, paid, outstanding,
voided, cancelled, stopped payment, stopped payment lifted, and paid--no notice of issue received this month.
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5.5.4

(d)

Wire trans fer services.
Periodically, the concentration
bank may be instructed by the County to wire transfer
funds to other banks.
Also, upon receiving notice of
deposits at other local banks by County agencies, the
Office of Finance may transfer funds by wire to the
county's concentration account.
The concentration bank
will produce a monthly deposits report and mail it to the
County's Office of Finance.

5.5.5

(e)

Cash concentration, by means of depository transfer checks
and wire transfer.
Upon receiving reports of deposits
under $50,000 at local banks, the concentration bank shall
produce depository transfer checks which are immediately
deposited to the County's concentration account.
Upno
receiving notice of deposits in excess of $50,000 at lo~al
banks, the Office of Finance will transfer funds by wire
to the County's concentration account.
The concentration
bank will produce a monthly deposits report and mail it to
the Office of Finance.

5.5.6

( f)

Custodianship services for secur1t1es.
Treasury bills
repurchase agreements and other collateral for investments
shall be kept in the bank's custody.
Certificates of
deposits and savings passbooks are to be delivered to the
Investments Manager, Office of Finance for safekeeping.

5.5.7

(g)

Direct send, i.e., sending a batch of items directly to
the drawee bank or a regional check processing center,
thereby circumventing the normal Federal Reserve clearing
process in order to clear checks more rapidly.
The County will not tie its investments to services
provided by the concentration bank.
The County will not
limit
the competition for
its
investment
business,
provided
financial
institutions
satisfy
financial
condition criteria, since it will be trying to obtain the
best yield at the lowest cost per transaction.

5.6

Cash Forecasting
In order to more readily determine cash availability 1 the
County shall utilize a computerized system of cash flow and
investments for the management of public funds.
(Investment
policies are described in Chapter 6.)
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CASH MANAGEMENT LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
FOR 1984
1.

Amend Code 2.1-226 and 2.1-231
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the State Treasurer
to utilize various Electronic Payment Systems in lieu of issuing
checks or warrants, when deemed appropriate.
The State Payment System would be enhanced if in some instances
payment methods other than the physical delivery of checks/general
warrants were to be employed. Issuance of checks is an expensive and
labor intensive method of
providing
payment
that
should
be
supplemented by the more cost efficient method of Electronic
Payments.

2.

Amend Code 2.1-210 and 2.1-329
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the public bodies
of the Commonwealth to place deposits with qualified financial
institutions, the maturity of which will not be in excess of five
years.
Current law prohibits deposits with maturities beyond one year.
This has prevented the State Treasurer from placing longer term
deposits when their rate of return would have enhanced the earnings
yield on the various portfolios managed.
It would also enable the
State Treasurer to diversify the portfolios via longer term deposits
and simultaneously decrease the volatility of the return.
No dollar impact, but important tool in management of portfolios.

3.

Amend Code 2.1-328
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the public bodies
of the Commonweal th to invest in high quality short term corporate
notes.
Currently, investments are authorized in commercial paper with a
However, a note issued by the same
maximum maturity of 270 days.
corporation with an original maturity in excess of 270 days, but
whose current remaining maturity is 270 days or less is not
authorized.
No dollar impact, but important tool in management of portfolios.
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4.

Amend Code 2.1-209, 2.1-327 and 2.1-329
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the public bodies
of the Commonwealth to deposit funds negotiable in Certificates of
Deposit and Time Deposits with financial institutions outside the
Commonwealth.
Current law permits public bodies to invest in commercial paper as
well as Banker's Acceptance of financial institutions outside the
Commonwealth. Certificates of Deposit and Time Deposits are more
secure instruments and at times offer earnings potential that equals
that of Commercial Paper and Banker's Acceptance.
The authority to place funds in Negotiable Certificates of Deposit
and Time Deposit is strongly urged so that rate of return on all
public funds may be maximized and volatility of return minimized.
No dollar impact, but important tool in management of portfolio.

5.

Amend Code 2.1-209 and 2.1-329
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the public bodies
of the Commonweal th to invest in "Packaged Insured Certificates of
Deposits."
Packaged Insured Certificates of Deposit are certificates of various
financial institutions in the maximum federally insured amount of
$100,000.00-which are placed in a pool and resold to institutional
investors.
Thus, a $1 million investment would consist of ten certificates
issued by ten separate financial institutions, each certificate and
consequently the entire $1 million would be fully insured by either
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or by the Federal
Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC).
This investment is free from any credit risk as a result of the
federal insurance.
It thus ranks in safety above Certificates of
Deposits with individual institution as well as above Conunercial
Paper and Banker's Acceptances.
When rates are attractive for these instruments they would maintain
earnings yield of portfolio while decreasing volatility of return.
No dollar impact but important tool in management of portfolios.
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6.

Amend Code 2.1-328
A Bill to amend the Code of Virginia to authorize the State Treasurer
to invest in First Lien Deeds of Trust on residential property.
First Lien Deeds of Trust on residential property are available in
packaged form, i.e., one investment of $1 million might include 50
separate Deeds of Trust.
These first mortgage Equity loans are made at a maximum amount of 80%
of market value. Rates are guaranteed for one year, interest payable
monthly.
Rates are often twice what can be generated from more conventional
investments. Maximum amount to be invested in First Lien Deeds of
Trust will not exceed $2 million.
Assuming 8% premium over conventional investments,
generate $160,000.00 additional revenues.

7.

Treasury

would

New Code
Amend the Code to permit Treasury Board or committee appointed by it
to establish and change as required the investment guidelines which
are not already specifically authorized.
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CASH MANAGEMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

General:
l.

What is the population of your county?

2.

What is the amount oi your jurisdiction's budget for:

3.

a.

Current fiscal year

b.

Last fiscal year

c.

Projected for next year

!Nho is responsible for your cash management program?
a.

Finance Director

b.

Comptroller

c.

Treasurer

d.

Deputy Finance Director

e.

Commissioner of Revenue

~

Gash Manager

...

g.
4.

S.

How did the cash management official get into this
position?
a.

By appointment

b.

Elected into position

Does your jurisdiction have documented cash management
policy guidelines?
Yes
No

Ii yes, please attach a copy to this

ques~ionnaire.
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Forecasting:
6.

Does your jurisdiction prepare a cash budget.

Yes
No

7.

8.

9.

10.

What is the duration of your cash budget?
a.

One week to one month

b.

One month to three months

c.

Three months to six months

d.

Six months to one year

e.

One to two years

f.

All of the above

g.

Other (Specify)

How of ten do you update your cash budget?
a.

Weekly

b.

Bi-weekly

c.

Monthly

d.

Quarterly

e.

Annually

f.

Other (Specify)

If you prepare a cash budget, do you use information
contained in the cash budget in making investment decisions?
a.

All the time

b.

Most of the time

c.

Not at all

When you forecast your revenues, how accurate is the
forecast to actual revenue?
100%_,

95%_,

90%_,

85%_,

80%_,

75%
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11.

Is your accounting systam constructed such that
information concerning your cash position and
your investment performance are reflected:
a.

Monthly

b.

Quarterly

c.

Annually

d.

All of the above

e.

None of the above

f.

Other (Specify)

Cash Mobilization:
12.

Do you have stablished procedures covering daily collections, deposits, and disbursements:
Yes
No

13.

14.

'Nhen payments from your clients are overdue, how often
do you send them reminder bills/notices?
a.

Every other week

b.

Every month

c.

Every other month

d.

Every quarter

When payments become delinquent, my jurisdiction takes
the following actions:
a.

Add interest charges

b.

Take legal action to collect

c.

Hire the services of collection agency

d.

All of the above

e.

None of the above
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15.

16.

17.

Estimate the time within which all collections made
in your jurisdiction must be deposited in the bank:
a.

Within one day

b.

Two days

c.

More than two days

When your jurisdiction borrows money, who develops
the payment plans?
a.

Your county

b.

Your creditors

c.

Both (a) and (b)

Once prepared, the payments plan is:
a.

Flexible

b.

Inflexible

Banking:
18.

19.

Depository institutions are chosen:
a.

Through competitive biading

b.

Banks nominated/appointed by Finance Director

c.

Finance Director, etc. appoints friendly bank(s)

Your banking transactions are conducted through:
a.

One bank

b.

Two banks

c.

More than two banks

20.

21.
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Does your jurisdiction have a provision which requires
that all transactions be limited to:
a.

Local banks only

b.

Any banks chartered in the state

How do you compensate the banks for services rendered?
a.

Compensating balance

b.

Per transaction basis

c.

Other (Specify)

INVESTMENr:

22.

23.

Which of the following securities do you invest your
jurisdiction's funds?
a.

Short-term U. S. Treasury securities

b.

Short-term U. S. Government agency and
instrumentality securities

c.

Repurchase agreements

d.

Bankers acceptances

e.

Commercial papers

f.

Bank certificate of deposit

g.

Eurodollar deposits

On a scale of l to 7, rank the securities listed in 21
above (1 is the most popular and 7 is the least popular
security.
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24.

Indicate
False:

~hether

the following statements are True or

a.

In my~urisdiction, different accounts must remain
segregated. . .

b.

In my jurisdiction, different accounts may be pooled
together for investment purposes . .

c.

In my jurisdiction, all investments must be
collateralized . • .

d.

In my jurisdiction, we make uncollateralized
investments . . .

e.

In my jurisdiction, all investments must be held
until maturity. . .

25.

What specific legislations/statutes/by-laws guide your
cash management practices? (Please cite and attach
copies where available.)

26.

Would your jurisdiction authorize investments whose maturity is as
follows (check where appropriate):
a.

One to 30 days

b.

One month to three months

c.

Three months to one year

d.

One to three years

e.

Three to five years

f.

More than five years

.. _..,.-
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27.

28.

Who makes investment decisions?
a.

One person (e.g., Investment Manager, Financial
Director, Cash Manager)

b.

Financial Advisory Board

c.

County Board of Supervisors

Are you required to obtain written quotation for
investment prior to investment decision's being made?
Yes
No

29.

Are you able to hire the person with proper skills
and credentials for your investment? (This person
may be you.)

Yes
No

30.

Do you have a time-table for making major
expenditures or are such decisions taken
sporadically?
a.

There is a time-table for major expenditures.

b.

Investment officer has no control of such
decisions.
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